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us’—Did you not say that?”
“Well, something like that,” qualified Mr.
Gardner, “when the discussion regarding the
assessment of the State tax on land values
was before the committee, I said that the wild
land men were coming to us; meaning that
they preferred to adopt the position of the
grange rather than have the committee adopt
the land value idea.”
This terminated the incident.
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special meeting of the City Government
was held last
Saturday evening, to rescind the
vote taken February 1,
1909, relative to the heated chimney.
petition of the Penobscot Bay Electric ComOctober, 3, 1908. Box 34, 11.35 P. M. Mrs.
pany. On motion of Alderman Mayo it was Belle Cates’
clothing factory on Field street.
voted to rescind the vote taken relative
to Damage $500.
Cause, defective
Insured.
having the petition voted on by the people,
chimney.
March 8th.

\ugusta.

new set of election warrants and
that the article now in the warrant, relating to the “Yes”
and “No” vote, granting or
refusing the right
of the Penobscot Bay Electric
Company to
erect its poles and wires in and
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> report was accepted,
the only Democratic ward of the city was the
the motion of Reprefeature of the city election today.
Mayor
f
aterville to indetinteIrving L. Merrill was re-elected with 552 plurin favor of theenlargeover Samuel R. Robinson, his Democratic
ality
m.i.ise was defeated by a
The
opponent, the vote being 1316 and 764.
presentative Pattangall complexion of the city government was not
of
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in
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the Republicans retaining the upper
changed,
;p> moment, while opposfour wards and the Democrats barely saving
pn-sentatives Beyer and their Ward 5.
igh of Augusta and
Lewiston Democrats
Lewiston, March 2.
Hie resolve in favor of won
by an increased majority of 582 over 1908
State house or the in
all the
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building adjacent wards except one. Frank A. carrying
Morey was re‘M»(i for 1909, and $150,elected mayor for the third term by a vote of
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M. Swett, the first Democratic sheriff chosen
in Washington county for 50 years, lacked a
few less than 100 votes of becoming mayor of
this c ity today. He was defeated by Walter
J. Garnett, who carried three of the four wards.
The board of aldermen will consist of six
Republicans and two Democrats.
Ellsworth. March 1. Dr. Frank F. Simonton was re-elected mayor today, and a com-
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elected
plete Republican city government
without opposition. The Democrats named a
list of candidates but all withdrew before the
ballots were printed. The retiring board of
aldermen contained two Democrats.
Gardiner, March 1. Although the Democrats had no ticket in today’s city election,
was
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van’s Island: Remonand 57 others of North
p >sed change of Section
lit vised Statutes as
of tile Public Laws of
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marshal

these offices
there were a regular Republican and three inTh«re
dependent Republican nominations.
was no choice for city marshal, Frank Andrews
and Samuel W. Cutts having 566 votes each.
A. E. Clary was elected street commissioner
over A. C. Sprague, the vote being 683 to 451.
A proposition to abolish the common council
was defeated by 17 votes.
The Citizen-Democratic
Saco, March 1.
combination retains control of municipal
affairs as the result of today’s election, the
head of the ticket, Ellery H. Mitchell, defeating Frank L. Emery, the Republican candidate,
775 to 444. This combination carried all of
the seven wards except Ward 2.
Little work
was put into the campaign.
Hallowell, March, 1 There was but a
single ticket, that of the Republicans, in the
city election today. Mayor Dana C. Skillin
was re-elected fora second term.
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The March meeting of the city council was
held Monday evening. March 1,
Mayor Hanson presiding.
The records of the last
meeting
were read and approved.
Roll of accounts No.
12 was passed. Followingare the amounts under
the various appropriations:

Contingent.
*1,523
Fire department.
191
Free Library.
93
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Total.$3,090

21

General school purposes.
Repairs and insurance.

Free text books..
School contingent.
Cemetery.
Highways.

The report of .1. B. Waterman, tax collector
for 1908, was read,
accepted, and ordered
placed on file. Mr. Waterman reported as
follows:
Amount to be collected on assessors’
list. $58,159 87

Supplemental..

$58,266 34
Discount.
Real estate sold by city.
Abatements to date.
Balance at bank.
Uncollected.

37

1,082 27
279 76
894 01
4,604 48
4,542 45

$58,266

34

The reports of the school committee, chairschool committee, committee on estimates

man

general school purposes,
instructor of music in the schools, librarian,
sexton, truant officer, city marshal, chief engineer, were read and referred to the next city
and

appropriations

for

government.
THE

LIBRARY.

Miss Annie L. Barr presented an interesting
report, which will be presented in full in next
week’s issue. Charles S. Bickford, chairman
of board of trustees, made his annual report,
saying that the year had been an average one,
but chronicled the breaking of two recordsthe largest output of books having been in
January, 1909, and the percentage of fiction
has been reduced during the year. The efficient
work of the book committee and the addition
of stereoscopic views were mentioned. The
need of the library for more room was also
spoken of. and the efficient work of not only
the librarian and assistant, Misses Barr and
Hall, but of those who filled the positions during their absence, Misses Dunton and Achorn.
The financial statement was as follows:

1

RECEIPTS.
Balance of accumulated income.S 450 38
Interest on investments exclusive of
Field and Otis funds..
1,804 77
Fines, cards, books, etc.
152 25
Otis fund for historical books.
71 29

$2,478

69

498
216
162
2

38
67
50
25

EXPENDITURES.

Librarian,

13

mos.

Assistant Librarian, 13 mos.
Janitor, 13 mos.

Assistance.

|
j
|

j
j
j

$879 80 I
BOOK

ACCOUNT.

Books purchased exclusive of Otis fund. 376 64
Books purchased from Otis fund. 71 29
Current periodicals. 107 70
Book bound.
65 57
Stereoscopic views. 94 43

Pattangalljgot

j

Printing account...
Building account.

26
38
51
52
19
341

50
62
70
71
40
76

income.$2,478

69

Insurance account.
Supply account.
Lawn and grounds accounts.
Expense account.
Total

!
I

j

$352 70
ACCOUNT.

Accumulated income.
$486 09
Interest on funds for the year. 96 28
Total.

$582 37

ALBERT BOYD OTIS

from last year.$11(5 57
Interest. 125 88
Balance

$242 45
Balance

71 29

$171 16
CITY MARSHAL.

City Marshal, L. W. Hammons, reported that
nights’ lodging had been given to 126 tramps
during the year.
FIRE

DEPARTMENT.

Chief Engineer, I. T. Clough reported the
personnel of the department to be as follows:
Board of Engineers: I. T. Clough, S. S. L.
Shute, E. L. Cook.
Hose Company, 1, George Darby, captain; 19
Hose Company 2, A. D. Hayes, captain; 14
men.

and Ladder Co. 1, A. G. Jewett, cap-

tain; 14 men.
The apparatus consists of 2 hose wagons, 2
hose reels, hook and ladder truck, 1 gasoline

engine, 2 hand tubs,

1 at the Head of the Tide,
the other at the Central Station, and other
findings belonging to the department. The
department has 4200 feet 2i in. cotto.i rubber
lined hose, 3000 feet good, 1200 fair.
There are 65 hydrants for fire purposes, and
10 fire alarm boxes.
The members of Hose 2, with a small
appropriation from the city, have enlarged their
quarters which are in fine order.
Five hundred feet of hose was bought the past year and
the best addition to the department is the gasoline engine.
The chief engineer called attention to the
fact that horses are needed for street and fire

PERSONAL.

Searsmont. Town meeting March 1, 1909Edwin A. Jones left
A. G. Caswell,
Saturday for a business
Moderator; A. L. Maddocks.
Town Clerk; C. S. Adams, C. Q. Brown and L. trip to Boston.
S. Marriner, Selectmen; A. G.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Caswell, TressSHorey are visiting relerer; G. W. Gove, Collector; J. G. Packard, atives at Citypoint.
member of school committee; M. F. Hunt,
Miss Mae Collins returned to Boston TuesTruant Officer; O. A. Wellman, C. D. Richards, to resume
work in millinery.
G. N. Cooper, Road Commissioners.
Money
Mr. and Mrs. William Kotman left Wednesappropriated: for schools, what the law reday for a visit in New York.
quires; for highways, $2,500; for support of the
Mrs. Anna Stephenson of Pittsfield
poor, $1,000; other purposes, $995.50.
visited!
her old home in Unity week last.
Northport. At the annual town meeting,
Miss Louise W. Richards arrived
March 1st an entirely new board of selectmen
Friday from-.
to spend the vacation at home.
was elected, as follows:
Joel P. Wood, Jesse Farmington
Priest and C. E. Drinkwater. J. R. Hurd was
re-elected treasurer, C. O. Dickey, tax collector and constable and D. O.
Whitmore, road
commissioner. Capt. A. F. Elwell was chosen

sexton and truant officer.
Fred Wyman and
M. B. Whiting were elected members of the
school committee.
It was voted to allow the
Campground association $300 for repairing roads and
streets,
also to consolidate six schools into
three, pro-,
viding for transportation of scholars as needed
Belmont. Town meeting passed off

very

quietly Monday March

1st and the following
elected for the year ensuing: N.
B. Allenwood,
Moderator; L. F. Allenwood,
Town Clerk; C. It. Andrews, Edmund Brewster
and F. B. White, Selectmen, Assessors and
Overseers of the Poor; N. B. Allenwood, Town
Treasurer; W. S. Foss, Collector and Constable*
Geo. Hartshorn, School committee for three

officers

were

tizing

edge

odor

|

on

memory.

draw his order for $4.25 payable to L. W.
Hammons, the same being for services for the
Board of Health.
er

M.

D. P.

Elon B. Gilchrest was in town from Boston
brief business trip the first of the week
E Mr. Frank A. Richardson of Rockland was-,
the guest, this week of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard.
C. Whitten.

on_a

Gay Holmes of Belfast has been elected a
member of the Freshman
pipe committee at
the University of Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Perry Coombs of
Islesborc
spent Sunday in this city with Mrs. Coombs'
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Hasson.
Mrs. W. C. Jackson announces the
engagement of her youngest
daughter, Miss Albertine
M. Jackson, to Mr. Eben T. Hatch
Mr. and Mrs. I. L. Perry left St.
Augustine,
Florida, March 1st for Norfolk, Va., where
they will spend the remainder of the winter
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Griffin left Florida
last

Monday en route to Washington, D. C„ where
they will attend the inauguration of Presiden*

N. B. Allenwood, Supt. of
schools; Taft.
Money raised: for town debts and charges,$500;
Col. Levi M. Poor has been chosen
support of schools, $400; supportof poor, $300;
marshal
highways and bridges,$800; High school tiution,’ for the coming observance of Memorial day by
the comrades of Seth Williams
$25; support of guide boards $20.
Post, No 13, G.
A. R. of Augusta.
Montville. Monday being a fine day the
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Smyth returned last Satattendance at the town meeting was
unusually
large. The Ladies’ Circle served dinner in the urday from Massachusets, where they hac
grange dining room. At the usual intermis- spent several weeks, and are at their home on
sion the town officers invited the voters to the Northport avenue.
Miss Stella Mae Lord of North Brooksvilie is
dining room, to have dinner at their expense.
years;

1

men.

Hook

of the

ovuit

ACCOUNT.

Expended for books.

Royal Day at the Headquarters
Chymelque Ice Yacht Club.

TOWN MEETINGS.

■

Disbursements. 2,125 99
CEO. W. FIELD FUND

Tilden’s

oi cnowder floated out to put an
icsuh was a
general cleanthe already keen appetites, and once
ing up of everything edible. The following
inside the ladies watched with fascinated in- j officers were elected:
Selectmen, W. Mahuren
terest the baking of some corn bread in an ! J. J. Clement, W. Prescott; Supt. of schools e’
A. Davis; Clerk, C. N. Allen;
aluminum baker before the open fire. Chairs
Treasurer, J. C.
Carey; Collector and Constable, F. A. Cushwere drawn up around the table, and at the
man; School committee, T. S. Erskine; Moderaword “go,” given by the host, the steaming tor, D. B. Plummer; Auditor, F. A. Cushman.
bowls of chowder were attacked with an enMorrill.
At the annual town
meeting
thusiasm that was most complimentary to the March
1st officers were elected as follows: D.
efficient chef. The plates of corn bread, too, 0.
Bowen, Moderator; T. N. Pearson, Clerk;
disappeared as if by magic, and later, the cof- A. W. Leonard, R. G. Weymouth, R. B.
Smith,
fee, doughnuts and cheese claimed their share Selectmen, Assessors and
Overseers of the
of attention.
Poor; A. B. Hatch, Treasurer; F. C. Currier,
After dinner the open fire again claimed a
Collector; Adelbert Paul, school committee.
circle of devotees, but there were too many
Money appropriated: for schools, $231; for
possibilities for “things doing” out of doors roads and bridges, $1,000; for town officers'
for most of the party, and they were soon out bills, $140; for school text books, $50; for reon schoolhouses, $50; for tuition of
stuand enjoying the sport again. The necessity 1 pairs
dents at secondary schools, $50; for State
road,
for changing a skate one of the boats led to a $32; for public watering
trough, $30; for misseries of interesting experiments that were cellaneous, $55. Valuation of town: real estate,
j resident, $85,495; real estate,
non-resident, $6,The committee on estimates and appropria- thoroughly enjoyed—especially by the specta- 870;
personal estate, $27,128; total, $119,493.
tors. The Ten of Clubs was rigged with a Number of
tions reported as follows:
polls taxed, 79; number of polls
General school purposes. $9,200 00 steering wheel instead of a tiller, and the in- not taxed, 33. The selectmen report the town
Free text books.
650 00
trepid captain and his valiant mate set forth to entirely free from debt with resources of
$546.26 over liabilities.
School contingent.
400 00 ‘•do or die.”
They certainly were “done” and
and
insurance.
450
00
Repairs
Liberty.
The annual town meeting wras
the
spectators almost died—from laughter. held in St
Permanent repairs.
450 00
George’s Hall,
March 1st,
Permanent repairs for the North
Navigating proved a trifle difficult with the with a large attendance of Monday,
voters. The meetschool. 1,200.00 new arrangement, it seemed, and the mate was ing was generally
The article to elect
quiet.
;
Free High school.
2,400 00
or more road commissioners was the
only
pressed into service as assistant navigator. one
article that brought out a spirited
discussion,
the
boat
was a little too far away for i
Although
00
$14,750
which was finally carried in favor of
electing
The $1,200 is asked for the North school in the full spectacular effect to be obtained by ! one general road commissioner. The following
order that a room might be made for Grade 4, the interested onlookers, it was evident that officers were elected: Moderator, Percy E. Benner; Selectmen. P. E. Boynton. W. J. Greeley,
to relieve the crowded conditions in the Central there was “something doing” most of the time,
Arthur V. Martin; Clerk, G. H. Cargill; Town
and the occasional flash of steel skates in the
school.
Agent, W. -I. Greeley; Assessors and Overseers
sunlight indicated that the mate was getting of Poor, r. E. Boynton, W. J. Greeley, A. V.
MILK INSPECTOR.
Martin; School Committee, A. H. Norton; Road
some exercise, while now and then both capDr. J. B. Darling, inspector of milk, reports
Commissioner, C. R. Nelson; Collector, Willard
that Belfast is supplied with milk from 550 tain and mate would take a recess from their Whittaker;
Treasurer, A. J. Skidmore; Concows, the yearly consumption amounting to strenuous life, and enjoy a brief rest on the stable, Willard Whittaker: Truant
Officer, F.
about $32,000. There are 9 large and 12 small
1
ice. They finally reached the moorings, some- A. Gilman; Poundkeeper, Dr. W. I.. Cargill.
dealers, besides the business places which sell.
was raised for the
Money
following
objects:
what
He has made 152 tests for butter fat, resulting
be-snowed, and were given a cordial Roads and bridges, $1,500; town
purposes and
28 between three and three and a
as follows:
greeting by their appreciative audience. The support of poor, $1,200; town schools, what is
half per cent.; 39 between three and a half and tiller was
replaced, but not in its normal posi- required; free High school, $175; repair of
four per cent.; 59 between four and four and a
schoolhouses. $100; school books, $200; for road
half per cent.; 20 between four and a half and tion, for the purpose of more experiment, and in South
Liberty, $2(10; permanent improvefive per cent., eight between five and six per this time a “cargo” with full confidence in the ment of State road as
required by law, $36.50;
cent, butter fat. Dr. Darling reports having
Memorial
of
the
was
The
innoday
exercises, $20.
ability
skipper
shipped.
made 28 calls on the milk men and examined
vation
worked
and
the
finely, however,
captain
the stock and utensils used in handling the
THE WALDO COUNTY HOSPITAL.
milk and finds an improvement since last year, was congratulating himseif as to the success of
in nearly every case. There have been seven the latest idea when an area of shell ice
was enDirectors
Withdraw their Resignations and
cases of contagious disease, which have been
countered. For further particulars enquire of
disposed of at once and a number of simple
Harmony is Restored.
1
the members of the crew. “No more expericases that have been treated with precaution
At a meeting of the corporators of the Waldo
as to sanitary
conditions. No evidence of ments” quoth half the cargo, decisively, and
County General Hospital, held at the court
adulteration has been seen. Two complaints with the tiller restored to
its normal position a
were made, but a chemist reported the samples
house, March 2nd, it was stated that it had
sail
was
finished.
tb be pure. He has found the stables in good thoroughly enjoyable
been found that the directors could not legally
A return to camp was next in order, and
condition, and the dealers anxious to improve.
in a body, but must resign
resign
individually,
shortly afterward one of the young ladies was their
THE CEMETERIES.
places to be filled by the board of direcJames S. Fernald, Superintendent of Grove given a lesson in sailing, and proved an apt tors until the next annual
meeting. It was
Cemetery, reported that he had attended to pupil. A final sail just as the wind went down also stated that the resolve in favor of the
first
time
for
the
the
was
much
enduring
the disposition of 83 bodies from March 1, 1908»
day
hospital had been held up in the Senate pendto March 1, 1909, as follows:
Nineteen died joyed, even though progress was not quite so ing the settlement of differences in the direcon
as
previous occasions. At the bun- torate. It
away but were brought here for burial; 14 who rapid
appeared that the directors considdied here were buried out of town; forty were galow preparations were in progress for de- ered that article 1 of the
report of the commitburied in Grove Cemetery; 3 at Head of the Tide, parture. The fireplace was filled with huge tee of
investigation, adopted February 13th,
2 at West Belfast, 1 at South Belfast, 3 in Union logs, and wraps were sorted out and donned,
deprived them of the authority they should
yard, and there are 22 now in the tomb. Ap- while the boats were being put in order for the have and the article was amended as relates to
pended was a list, giving name, date, and place night.
the admission of natients. so that “in nnv
of death, age, cause of death and place of
.iiwgivmgoaa LU tilt; [mi LV S
event the decision of the Board of Directors
being able to leave the camp unguarded until shali
burial, in the order of occurrence.
govern”; and by striking out the word
The reports of the city treasurer, finance an accident occurred and the way to lock the
“designate” in relation to the advisory board’s
committee and the trustees of the cemeteries door was discovered, but finally all were aboard duties and
substituting the word “suggest.”
the sleigh and the start was made.
The sun
were not submitted.
The directors then stated that as all points of
A communication from the New England was setting behind a bank of crimson-gold
previous legislation of which they could not
Insurance Exchange relative to the re-wiring clouds, against which the trees in the. foreapprove as directors had been adjusted to the
were
and
the
was
silhouetted,
of the Hayford Block and Memorial Building ground
picture
mutual satisfaction of the physicians, corporaone long to be remembered.
At the farm a
was read and referred to the next City Governtors and directors, and as it appeared by the
brief stop was made for the party to see the
ment.
discussions in this meeting that it was the
An order was passed that the City Clerk be dogs, and inside the kennels there certainly ;
unanimous wish of the corporators present
instructed to have a suitable number of City were “things doing.”
“Imp” cordially wel- j that the
present directorate should be conthe
friends
made
in
corned
the
and
have
and
to
reasonable
commorning,
reports printed,
the three little puppies completely won the j tinued, they would withdraw their resignations.
for
his
services.
pensation
hearts of the entire party. The ride home was On motion it was directed that Dr. J. E. Cook
An order was passed that the City Clerk be without event, other than the stop made in an j
be authorized to report to the Senate that the
instructed to have 150 copies of the charter and alder swamp, where by some “nature fakir” or
directors of the Waldo County General Hospiordinances of the city of Belfast printed with other miracle bunches of pussy willows were
gathered and borne back to the sleigh in tri- tal, after consulting with the corporators in
any additional ordinances that may have been
umph by the searchers, who were enthusiasti- meeting assembled, and with the advisory
added since the last issue was printed.
cally cheered on from the grandstand.
board of physicians and surgeons, withdraw
An order was passed that the City Treasurer
During the homeward drive the sunset glow
to the moon, j their resignations, and that perfect harmony
be instructed to carry forward to the State gradually faded, giving place
while the stars in the Big Dipper came out, 1 prevails between the doctors and directors in
1
road department a sufficient amount to retain one
by one. The wind had entirely died down, regard to the hospital.
the amount of money in the hands of the and the trip was a jolly one.
The back seat
State Treasurer unexpended from the State did not fall out, in spite of the fears of one of MOIiUU.L.
its occupants, and the party were left at their
Miss Adelaide Merriam, the little four-yearallowance of 1908.
respective homes after a delightful day’s
old daughter of Herman Merriam. had a reAn order was passed that the City Treasur- outing which will long be a pleasant

interferred with the attendance. The changes
teaching force were mentioned, and the
fact that many pupils were suffering from
adenoids and enlarged tonsils, which needed
attention, was brought out. The repairs made
and those needed were summarized.
The establishment of a course in German
in the High school was mentioned, and also
that the school needs both an industrial training and a commercial course. Mr. John Parker’s efficient work as janitor was spoken of.
Mr. C. W. Proctor, principal of the High
school, reported a total registration of 110; 55
boy^tnd 55 girls. The need of new apparatus
for the physics and chemistry classes was
touched upjn, as were several other needs.
Mrs. Emma B. Pitcher, teacher of music, reported the usual progress, and the establishment of a music course in the several schools,
where pupils are doing good work.
in the

106 47

By paid treasurer.$46,863

at

NUMBER 9

markable

escape

from

drowning

February

23d, near her father’s mill. With an older
sister she was sliding down hill a few rods
Secret Societies.
above the dam, when her sister was thrown
from the sled, which at once turned and went
IN BOARD OF MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.
1
The Knight Templars held a special meeting over the bank into the river. The older sister made an outcry, and the father who was at
Four jurors were drawn to serve at the April
Mr. Kent is at work
here.
her
husband
joined
last Saturday evening and conferred the degree work in the
mill, as well as others, hastened to
term of the S. J. Court in April, as follows:
on the Hersey Retreat.... Mrs. Mary F. French
of
the
the rescue. He jumped into the river and
Temple.
j
C.
Leslie
ill
last
were
B.
who
Thomas
week,
Follett,
Dinsmore,
Harvey
and Mrs. Stephen Smith,
saw her
under the water and
i Joseph P. Hatch of Lincoln Lodge, No. 90, K. shortly her as shefloating
H. Smalley and Cyrus B. Hall.
and wife
neared the sluiceway. The
caught
are now improving... Mr. Ed. Grant
!
of
of
Damariscotta
has
P.,
announced
his
canhad
floated
120
little
feet under water, 40
treasurer
be
the
girl
It
was
that
instructed
voted
visited friends in Monroe last Sunday... Mrs.
feet of the distance under ice which reached
to make a valuation of city property as follows: didacy for the high office of grand chancellor
Rilla Buck and daughter have returned to
from
shore
to
shore.
She
came out crying,
all machinery on basis of 15 per cent deprecia- of the grand domain of Maine, K. of P.
but perfectly conscious, and in a short time
their home in Bucksport, called here by the illtion of cost to the city, and all real estate on
Aurora Rebekah Lodge of Belfast was to was seemingly as well as ever. She is a very
ness of her father, Mr. Z. B. Grant, who is
cost to the city.
little child and says that while she was
It was voted that the Assessors abate the poll have entertained the Searsport Lodge next bright
slowly improving— Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
traveling under ice and water that she saw a
tax of Joseph Redman.
friends
here
last
visited
but
it
was
found
snake
and a frog-A very pleasant feature
Tuesday evening,
necessary
Crowley of Bradford
Adjourned to Friday evening at 7 o’clock.
to set the date ahead to Tuesday evening, of the meeting of the Ladies’ Aid Society with
week_Samuel French of Weymouth, Mass., services, and that the department needs 1,500
Mrs. A. M. Hatch last Tuesday was the presfeet of hose.
Mrs. Clement C. Whitcomb and son Clement March 23rd, when a most cordial welcome will entation of a fine
was recently here to see his father, who is
mahogany music cabinet to
The fire alarms for 1908-09 were as follows: of Fort McKinley and Mrs. Whitcomb’s sister- be given the visitors.
feeble health for the
Mrs. Bertha Mears, who recently became a
very low, having been in
in-law, Mrs. A. A. Shaw of Clinton were callbride. The Aid meets afternoon and evening
1908.
April
Call
Sent
Blanchard
from
Brooks.
23,
Fred
Mrs.
spent
Friday
Both
The
official
of
year...
Palestine
Compast
Dr. and
inspection
ing on friends in town Tuesday.
at the grange hall. March 9th they will furGriffin and Miss Laura engine, hose, reel, and men under assistant E. Mrs. Whitcomb were former students in Maine
in Belfast_Mrs. H. M.
mandery, Knights Templar, will take place in nish supper and have a sale of fancy articles
L. Cook.
Mr. Whitcomb having graduCentral
several
Institute,
Belfast
in
i
been
have
days
Blanchard
the Temple Wednesday evening, March 10th. with a musical and literary program. At our
in the class of ’87, and it will be interestrecent town meeting the Aid furnished a fine
Lumber ated
May 19, 1908. Box 27, 12-10 P. M.
lately having dentistry done-Mrs. George
ing to their many friends in this vicinity to The inspecting officer will be Grand General- dinner under the hall, of which our voters
home
on
pile
arrived
parLincolnville Ave. Damage, $75. Cause learn that they have recently returned from issimo Warren C. Philbrook of Waterville.
Holmes and children
Tuesday
took, leaving the nice little sum of $11 in the
Cuba, where Dr. Whitcomb holds a government Officers of other commanderies have
night from a visit with her parents in New unknown.
Aid
Florence
CroBs
is
treasury-Miss
signified
visiting
Whitcomb is on a furMay 26, 1908. Box 25, 7.50 P. M. Stable of position as surgeon. Dr.which
Brunswick... Mr. F. F. Perkins spent Sunday
the family will their intention to be present and the attend- relatives in Quincy, Mass-Miss Phebe Cross
lough of a few months
with his family here returning on the after- Clarence Wyman on Union street.
Damage spend in Boston and vicinity.—Pittsfield Ad- ance of all members of Palestine is specially recently spent several days with friends in
Freedom. Morris Pearson and Guy Grey
$400. Cause, lightning. Insured.
vertiser.
noon train Monday to northern Maine.
requested. A banquet will be served
went to Camden last week.
er

•li.-u-ussion of all the bills
ng, in relation to the taxaiwinding some which had
a hearing at this time.
a,ur,‘ of the
hearing was the
agement between Representa‘the committee and Obadiah

^.t(.K

erroneous.

resume employment as a stair-buildthere_Miss Vera Rollins is visiting in
Island Falls for two weeks-Mr. and Mrs.
John Perkins of Milo visited relatives here
recently. ..Mrs. Kent of Bangor has

Boston to

held

clearly

SANDY POINT.
Mr. W. A. Young, who has been here since
Christmas with his family, left last week for

seasons.

.AKDNER CLASH.

"ixation

is

After a careful examination of all the evidence the court does not feel justified in saying
that the decision of the single justice affirming
the findings of the jury was manifestly wrong.
The certificate must therefore be
Appeal dismissed.
Decree below affirmed with costs.
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$715 50

Clerk of Courts Wadlin has received from
^ aido: Remonstrance of
the Law Court the following rescript in a
end Tax Collector of
Waldo county case.
change in the existWilson G. Staples, In Equity, vs. Oliver R.
sale of real estate for
Bowden.
Rescript, Whitehouse, J. Fpon issue of fact
)RESTRY RILL.
framed for their determination, the jury found
that it was not the intention of the plan tiff
was filled Friday afterthat the conveyance to Orilla Bowden should
owners and others inbe a gift to her but that it should he held in
of the bill introduced
These
trust by her for the plaintiff’s benefit
of Gardner entitled
findings of the jury were confirmed by the de'ion. perpetuation, and
of the single justice and the defendant
"f Maine, and known cree
ordered to convey the property to the plaintiff.
11. Treasurer David ;
The
case comes to the law court on appeal from
r c{street Lumber Co., of
this decree.
bill, on the occasion of
1+
nvinninlo in omittV 16 Ct t tV»A
II before the committee
beneficial estate attaches to the party from
whom the consideration comes. Hence when
u
the creation of a State
property is purchased and the conveyance of
•..-isting of a forester and the
’• rs.
legal title is taken in the name of one perIt provides that the
son and the purchase money is paid by another
’m nii to the governor ^nd
a resulting trust will be presumed in
u which will in his
judge- generally
favor of the party who pays the price, and the
‘agi uus to the State in prebecomes a trustee for
dication of forests and In bolder of the legal title
and the State shall ob- him.
In the case at bar it is not m controversy
!"•
by filing plans and pay- that
the consideration for the property was
herefor.
out of his own money and
section of the bill’s that paid by the plaintiff
that there was any legal or
which provides that grow- it is not suggested
on his part to make this pay>wned by private individ- moral obligation
The burden is now upon
i from taxation, and that ment for his sister.
the defendant to show that the decree of the

h.

on

Adjourned.

Republican

mayor of Waterville by a splendid plurality of
191 votes, also a Republican government of
five wards. By the election of George L.
Morse of ward 1 and Frank B. Lowe of ward 2
for members of the Board of Education, the
board is once again under Republican rule.
Bath, March 1. John S. Hyde of the Bath
Iron Works defeated Frank A. Small, his Democratic opponent, by a vote of 933 to 675.
Whereas the Democrats have been in the
majority the past year both in the common
council and in joint committee the Republicans
will now be thoroughly in control of the city
affairs. They elected six of the seven aidermen and 17 of the 21 members of the lower

.if IS to 11.
Senamy one to speak in

I

March 1.

landslide. The citizens once again approved
of the Republican administrations in the past
and handsomely elected Frank Redington for

out.

the Fire Department reported favorably on the petition to extend the
fire alarm system to East Belfast. Their
report
was accepted and placed on file.
In the Board of Municipal Officers the
petition of True (.. Hay ford,
asking that a guardian
be appointed for James Aldus, was read and it
was voted to take the matter under further
consideration.

>

HjM-

Belfast, be stricken

Ice

1909._

Saturday morning’s sun was joyfully greeted
by a group of Belfasters who were fortunate i
enough to be bound for a day’s iceboating at
Tildens’. Shortly after nine o’clock the Belfast Livery Company’s big sleigh made its
October 17, 1908. Box 23, 2.40 P. M. House
rounds, and the passengers, almost indistinInsured.
on the dock.
Cause, unknown.
guishable in their much-be-furred garments,
October 23,1908. Box 36,12.10 P. M. Forest
were snugly tucked in for the seven mile
ride
fire on Elmer Piper place. Burned over 25 acres.
in the clear, crisp air. Anxious
inquiries about
October 28, 1908. Box 36, 1.35 P. M. Call
the wind met with reassurances from the sailfrom Northport.
Sent engine, hose wagon
ors, and the drive out was one of the pleasant
and 25 men.
features of the day. Shortly before the arriNovember 7, 1908. Box 36, 7.20 P. M. Elmer
val at the famous farm of the host, Mr. Horace
Hall clothing factory on Phoenix Row. DamChenery, the chef, Sam Morse, was taken
age $600. Insured. Cause, unknown.
aboard, and a little later the back seat suddenTHE SCHOOLS.
lost one of its occupants, when “Imp,” a
Mr. Charles S. Bickford, chairman of the ly
handsome hound, became a passenger. Arrischool committee, reported another successful
val at the attractive bungalow which is now the
year in the public schools. Mr. Clarence W.
of the Chymelque Ice Yacht Club
Proctor has been elected principal of the High headquarters
was the signal for “all
change,” and the huge
school. The High school building has been supwith its artistic decorations, was the
plied with a fire escape. Some correspondence fireplace,
center of attraction while the boats were
being
has been held with a neighboring town conrigged. The fire, left the night before, was ;
cerning a joint school superintendency, but it
raked
and
the
fresh fuel
dexterously
over,
was deemed best to defer any action until the
Mr. Bickford piled on was soon sending a roaring blaze up
election of the new committee.
the chimney.
The “all aboard” signal was
mentioned the plans for a school buildingsubmitted by Mr. F. A. Patterson of Bangor, a former quickly answered, however, and the party of
nine was divided between the “Scoot” and the
Belfast boy. The sanitary condition of the j
“Ten of Clubs,” both owned by Mr. Chenery.
school buildings was also mentioned, and the I
There was an ideal breeze, and no casualties,
fact that the graduating class has been perthere came near being one when,
mitted to make an excursion to Washington, although
after a particularly heavy puff of wind that
instead of having e. ercises.
L. W. Hammons, truant officer, reported as had sent one of the boats to doing stunts in the
follows: Complaints from teachers, 55; schol- air as well as on the ice, one of the fair passengers suddenly decided that she wanted to get
ars arrested and sent to State school for truoff and walk! She was pursuaded to stick by
ancy, 0; scholars taken to school directly, 9;
scholars arrested and sentenced to State school the ship, however, and the morning went all too
for larceny, 3; parents and scholars upon whom quickly.
The luncheon call was rather reluctantly
truancy papers were served, 1.
The report of Alonzo J. Knowlton, Supt. of obeyed, as the breeze was holding finely, and
with the warm sun and heavy wraps, no one
Schools, was a fine summary of local school
history. He mentioned the fact that whooping could suffer from the cold. As the returning j
cough, scarlet fever and measles had somewhat parties neared the camp, however, the appe-

The following order was read and
passed:
Maine Cities in Monday’s
That the City Clerk be instructed to fill out a

....

j

City Government.

MARCH 4,

July 24, 1908. Box 15, 1.40 P. M. House of
Charles Crockett, Union street. Damage $10.
September, 15, 1908. Box 23, 7.45 P. M.
Brass foundry on Federal street. Cause, over-

A
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Elections. Rockland Redeemed.
Further gains were
Portland, March 1.
made by the Republicans in the city elections
Club.
I ht Traveller’s
held today in 11 Maine cities. Republican
Churches. .Winter- mayors were elected in nine of them, a gain of
hi
of two over lasfr year, and Republican city
Saco was cargovernments in eight of them.
f Belfast.
ried
by the Citizen-Democratic combination,
\.ws and notes. .Specimen
and Lewiston by the Democrats as usual.
\ pig Fleet Idle.
The board of aldermen of South Portland
t’enturies. .The Florida will be Democratic through the loss of one
K. Liabilities of Cities ward, but a Republican maycr was elected.
! iiuolnville Beach. The
The same cities two years ago chose seven
War. .Burnham.
\\ t;Democratic mayors and five Democratic city
Stockton Springs.• governments. The Democratic losses today
p.mdence. .The News were at Rockland, a Democratic stronghold,
News. ..Market... and at Bath, which is ordinarily Republican.
j.
All five mayors re-nominated were accorded
Died.
a re-election.
They were Irving L. Merrill of
Auburn, Dr. Frank F. Simonton, Ellsworth;
Dana C. Skillin, Hallowell; Frank A. Morey,
it
\lattfi'
(I)em.), Lewiston, and Fred G. Hamilton,South
Portland.
Doing and Saying.
Rockland, March 1. The Democratic administration of this city was replaced today by
lay morning. February the Republicans, who made a clean sweep of
lect the secretary of
every ward for their whole ticket, except in
and State treasurer by Ward
5, where the candidates for aldermanic
was summarily dishonors dach received 167 notes, necessitating a
iad passed the house
election to break the tie. The vote for
'.
defeated when the special was:
Albert C. McLoon 1042; Phillip
mayor
1 i. voted to accept the
Howard 730.
Mr. Howard is the present counudiciary committee ty attorney. Last year the Democrats
*were
nator Staples, who
successful in all but two of the seven wards.
ority report, “ought The following aldermen were chosen: Henry
Imicnt to the present
L. Higgins, Asa P. St. Clair, Alfred S. Black,
My friends, Arthur I. Edward A. Knowlton, Geo. H. Blethen, and
.1 from boyhood; and
Warren B. Gardner.
[A special election in
at office has tilled it
Ward 5 March 2nd resulted as follows: Justin
than my friend the
L. Cross (R) 86; Frank C. Flint (D) 34.]
But that is not
:are.
in
the

,t.

j
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the students who won the
highest honfor the first half of the winter term
at
Coburn Classical Institute.
of

one

ors

Mrs. Edwin P. Frost is in Bath,
attending the
sessions of the State D. A. R. Council. Durher
absence she will be the guest of Mrs.
ing
G. A. Dunning in Brunswick.
Miss Margaret Henderson of Fort Fairfield
arrived last week from Farmington, where she
is a student at the Normal school for
a visit
with Rov and Mrs

D

T, Wilson

Congressman Burleigh is a member of the
reception committee which will have charge of
the reception features of the
inaugural ball,
which takes place at the National
Capital this
evening.
The many friends of Miss Louisa H.
Fergu
will be glad to hear that she is
a

son

making

most

satisfactory recovery after an operation
for appendicitis, performed by a
specialist in a.
private hospital in New York last week

The November number of The World
Today
contains a fine half-tone of Miss
Evelyn P
Morison of this city feeding the
pigeons in St
Marks Square, Venice. Miss Morison is in the

foreground surrounded by the pigeons, and
picture is a very attractive one.

th*

Word was received Tuesday of the death of
Charles Ward, the little son of Frank E. Bark
er of
Hamilton, Ohio, formerly of this cityid is sister. Miss Inez Barker, left
Tuesday for
Hamilton to
remain
about
two weeks
Their Belfast friends extend sympathy.
Miss Winnifred Sanborn, who, since her re
illness, has been spending a vacation with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Sanborn ir.
this city, has recovered sufficiently to resume
cent

her duties, and left Tuesday for Sk< v.
began
where she is manager of the Western I'nion
Telegraph office.
After closing a successful term of school at
New Boston. N. H., Miss Julia Vaughan visiter
friends in Chestnut Hill, Mass., and her s ster
Mrs. Woods, at Wells Beach, Me., and arrived

Citypoint Monday evening

at

to

the

pass

remainder of her vacation with her parents
Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Vaughan.
Charles B. Hazeltine, son of Mr. ami Mrs.
Ben Hazeltine of this city, has been nominated

by Congressman Burleigh as a candidate to
enter the U. S. Naval Academy at Annapolis,
Md., and he is now at a preparatory school in
Annapolis. He will take his examination for
admission to the Naval Academy in the spring
anu

enter in June.

Mr. Harry M. Prentiss was
Portsmouth, N
H. la t week attending a < ngregational Con
gress made up of delegates from the New
England Congregational churches. R> v. G. S.
Mills of

Bennington,

Vt

and Rev. Ro

an

T.

of Gorham, Maine, were also among the
delegates,and Mr. Hack was elected one of the
councilors from Maine.
Hack

Mice A lino

M.

Hill

Mi/.L-ovcovt

returned

'in

A

\li„-

Tuesday night

1

from

_

two

weeks spent in Boston, Somerville and Haverhill, Mass. They were the guests of Misses
Cora S. Morison and Elizabeth A. Quimby at
Wellesley College during their absence, and
Miss Hill was the week-end guest of Miss
Marian Hazeltine at Smith Col lege.
Miss Alice Thorndike is visiting a sister at
Dexter, Me., after having enjoyed a visit in
Barre, Vt., with a brother whom she had not
Miss Thorndike was
seen for twelve years.
employed for several weeks as telegraph operator at Lancaster, N. H., ar.d won many friends
that place by
handling business.

at

Kalamazoo
000 in

known

manner

of

financiers have subscribed $150,-

stock for
as

her courteous

the St

a

new paper company to be
Lawrence Paper Co., and

practically dosed negotiations for the
purchase of one of the largest and finest paper
making plants ir. Canada. A specialty will be
made of book papers. Ralph Emery, formerly
of this city, is one of the stockholders.
have

Greeley, Colo., February 20. (Special),
Today J. J. Purcell and J. A. Arbuckle sold 640
acres of dry land in the Crow Creek district,
eight miles east of Ault, in the Greeley-Poudre
irrigation district, to A. W Thompson, of Fort
Collins, and A. J. Condon of Greeley for $12,000.
Half an hour later ths buyers were offered
$5,500 more than they paid for it. The north
extension of the Union Pacific runs through
this section, on which a townsite will be laid
out. A section adjoining sold for $20 an acre,
today,—Denver, Colo., Republican.
Messrs. Condon and Thompson were both
former residents of this city and their many
friends in Belfast and vicinity will be giad to
hear of their good fortune.
In the University of Maine Catalogue, recent
ly received, the following Waldo County students are enrolled; William Melgate Black,

Belfast, ’09; James Edmund Battles. Frankfort, Lester Morse Bragg, Stockton Springs,
Fred Dumont Davis, Brooks, TO; Roland Lester Dodge, North Islesboro, Louise Frances
Hall, Belfast, Paul Cyprian Leonard. Frankfort, Lynwood Burkett Thompson, Belfast, ’ll.
Maurice D. Jones, Unity, Lynne Thomas Rand,
Unity, Arthur Shales, Belfast, T2, Sidney Guroney Evans, Waldo, Ralph Wadlin Gould, Belfast, Gay Fames Holmes, Belfast, Edwin Richard Page, Winterport, Colby Alden Rackliffe,
Belfast, William Vaughan, Jr. Belfast, Specials.
Carleton Doak, Belfast, Law.
—**m**.„l

Two Presidential
in

Grant

President

Inaugurations
and

1873

Get Health
& Keep It

|

President

Hayes in 1877.
When President Grant was

inaugurated
on the 4th of March, 1879, I was only 40
miles away, at the night desk of the Bal-

When

S

in'g

j

was unable to witthe ceremonies. On the loth of May
following 1 became a resident of Wash-

timore Gazette, and

had

I

on

rooms

bears little

Capital,

blance to the modest

I

stomach, have

appetite, no
tion, take

no

ambi-

the south side

of Pennsylvania avenue near the corner
of loth street, in one of a row of dwellings that antedated the administration
of President Jackson, taking my meals
at Willard’s Hotel opposite. Washington
is a very different city today from what
it was then. There is no trace left of
the dwellings mentioned, and the New
Willard, the swellest of swell hotels at
the National

of tune
the world;
suffering from sour
out

with

ness

ington.

you’re feel-

hostelry

TRUE’S ELIXIR
It makes new, red blood and puts it
into circulation. Brings the stomach
and digestive system back to a healthy
condition, relieves constipation, and
regulates the stomach and bowels.
Pleasant to take. Best worm remedy.
Used nearly 60 years.

1

Sold everywhere. 35c., 50.. $1.00 per bottle.
DR. J. F. TRUE A CO., Auburn, Me.

resem-

of which

Sykes

& Chadwick were then

tors.

I

proprieonly paved

When he finished
inaugural.
an artillery salute.
The procession was then re-formed for
! its return to the White House, but was
wet times and the dustiest place in dry
diminished in numbers, the severe
times that 1 have ever had any experi- sadly
cold
a
of the military,
ence of.
Congress had adjourned, the and acompelling portion
number of the civilians, to
large
a
new
horde of office-seekers that storm
think 7th

the

was

street, and that was paved with cobbleIt was the muddiest place in
stones.

'administration had with few exceptions
the

dispersed,

had

floating population

drifted off and

fashionables

the

were

read his

there was

fall out of line and return to their quarters.
Many were quite benumbed and

several

frost bitten.

were

Point cadets in

particular

The West
suffered

se-

springs.
verely, and some of the smaller instrudeserted village.
ments in the brass bands were frozen up
In 1873 I was or.e of four who reported
so as to be useless.
the second inauguration of President
The police had received instructions to
Grant for the New York World. The
clear Pennsylvania avenue from the Capioth- rs were the World’s Washington
tol to the Treasury Department of all
correspondent, George W. Adams; Ed- vehicles
shore

flitting to the sea
Washington was a

mund Hudson,
Austin*' Snead,

or

the

his assistant, ami Miss
a writer of society news

plume of “Miss
.rur.dy.” The work was all mapped out
-orr.e time before the eventful day; othrwise I might not have chosen, as I did,
the

over

de

nomme

the outdoor scenes and

early

incidents from

starting of the proI had also the afternoon hap-

morn

.--ion.

until the

pen':.gs and the illumination and fireAdams attended to the
works at night.
rei—ssion. Hudson to the ceremonies at
Capitol, and Miss Snead had the'ball,
At
.*. *.] ■!. was really the great feature.

aggestion.
■u!

the report was made a
as though told by

tinuous narrative,

in

bringing

rs'in,

the events in

between the hours of 7 and 10
at

UCLMCCII Lilt
tv\u
JJU1I1LO. J lie
gular order, something that was
fireworks began promptly at 7 o’clock
bv any other paper, 1 believe.
“I

\t

0

and

night the broad wooden
pavement was fairly covered with men,
women and
children. The Capitol was
illuminated, the light in the dome shining
out like a beacon far above the twinkling
rows of street lamps and lanterns on
either side of Washington's great thoroughfare. Many of the buildings were
ablaze with illuminations in gas jets:
others lighted by candles or hung with
lanterns: and at the Capitol gates were
two large search lights which made the
avenue as bright as noonday fully half
At the south
way to the Treasury.
front of the Treasury was another of
these lights and smaller ones were placed
p. m.,

\

T-Tcvnlrl

Y,

■fnr

<

vamnlp

harl

arl! des from. Charles Norihoff,

lutvi

and

>

c»io

very fine, and despite the
cold were witnessed by a large

■

••

present
doubt some of
N

my readers have
heard of the blizzard that visited Wash■

ington

the 4th of

on

March, 1873,

and

few may have experienced its rigors.
is recorded that “the night before

a

It
was

tie coldest of the season” and that “in
the : orning the window panes were ornamented with the frescoing of Jack
Fro--..’’ The wind blew a gale and in
the lust that
it. clouds

was

swept through the streets
intermingled particles of

gravel that stung the cheeks like hail.
Of the movements preliminary to the

forming

and

■

of the

procession

it was said:

■The corps of cadets from West Point,

strenuous

day, we had not thought of
doing. But yielding to her persuasions
we stepped into the
carriage and started
a

for the scene of festivities. This was in
a building erected
specially for the purpose on or near the site of the present
Pension building.
It was 350 feet long

by

150 feet

wide,

its roof

supported by
arches, and was elaborately decorated,
The building cost nearly $60,000, all of
which was contributed by citizens of the
district. An additional building for the
accommodation of the press cost $1,500
and contained
and

writing

dressing

rooms,

reception

The supper

rooms.

room

Fbbitt House, were was 300 by 25 feet, a table four feet
paradt i on F street before marching to wide running its entire length. The suptht r appointed station, and excited much per was prepared in New York, and sixty
commiseration among the spectators cars were chartered to bring the provisThe
ft
the fact that they were without ions, cooks, etc., from that city.
Their light gray uniforms baking and preparing alone cost $10,000,
oats.
t;
! white gloves certainly made up a the hire of dishes $5,200, with breakage
Now the to be made good. One item of this supvery airy-looking costume.
m go through the streets
li
mt: Lo.ro
per was 1,000 quail on toast. Other
inted
Washington horses of all sizes, dishes were 100,000 fresh oysters, 8,000
co’to) s nd conditions, some men wearing pickled oysters, 65 boned turkeys of 10

quartered at the

and some without them, thus
pres--ting a decidedly mottled appearo

■

,nts

pound each,

75 roast

turkeys

of 12

the fact that the

Corps

of

Albany,

arms

of the

Burgess

which had been stack-

etc.

The dessert

was

in

the drinkables included

proportion,
champagne,

and
300

ed in front of the Kirkwood House, were gallons of claret
punch, tea, coffee and
blown down and scattered about like : chocolate.
lack straws.”
No provision had been made for heatOf the scone on the avenue at the time
ing this temporary building, but the thouuf the procession Mr. Adams said: “The ands of
gas jets had been kept burning
frosty sheets of wind went screeching and all day and gas stoves introduced where
smarming into every human trame not possible, but notwithstanding the ternOver the
sheltered from their touch.
perature was like that of an ice house.
heads of this dense crowd nothing could Some ladies were in regulation ball cosbe discovered by those on the same level sumes, with low-necked, short-sleeved
but the occasional fluttering of snowy gowns; others more prudent wore furs
piuir.es or the glistening of the inter- and their outdoor wraps. The result of the
minable sheen of steel.

icy winds
they 'ifted

Whenever the

wood pavement
the dust into long clouds of
struck

the

dust that blinded the eyes, sputtered in
the f;. ", and filled the ears of citizen
and soldier alike, increasing in volume as
:t

ascended until nothing could be

seen

druggists.

exposure kept
ington busy for

the

there

physicians

some

of Wash-

time after, and

many deaths.
The steamer Lady of the Lake, which
ran between Norfolk
and Washington,
were

called at Fortress Monroe
noon

of March 3d to take

on

A TRIBUTE TO TAFT.
From President Theodore Roosevelt.
An interesting feature of the “inaugural services” issued by the committee
in charge of the inaugural ceremonies, is
a biographical sketch of President-elect
Taft by Pres. Roosevelt. It has peculiar
significance in view of the rumors that
have been published to the effect that friction existed between Roosevelt and Taft.
The keynote of the President’s sketch is
in these words:
“No man of better training, no man of
more dauntless courage, of sounder common sense and of higher and finer character has ever come to the presidency
than William Howard Taft.”
The President prefaces this statement
with a history of the President-elect,
touching simply upon the public achievements of the man.
In one place he says,
referring to Taft as solicitor general:
“He won an enviable reputation and
succeeded to a remarkable degree in
i combining entire fearlessness in stating
and upholding his own convictions with
the ability to avoid giving needless offense to those whose convictions differed
from his.
The combination of these
qualities is rare. There are too many
men in public as in private life who will
not stand by their convictions in time of
stress; and there are also not a few who,
having the right convictions and the
courage to stand by them, nevertheless
put them forward in the most offensive
manner—in the manner best fitted to
prevent their becoming the convictions
of any considerable number of their fellow countrymen.
It is one of Mr. Taft’s
great gifts of usefulness that he possesses exactly this ability,
the ability unflinchingly to stand by the right and yet
to do it with the minimum of offensiveness toward those who do not see matters as clearly as he does.”
The President referred to Mr. Taft's
“It fell to Mr. Taft to decide a number of cases in which he blazed in advance the trail that our judges must follow. This was the case in regard to corporations and the rights of labor.”
The souvenir contains a biography of
James Schoolcraft Sherman by Rep. J.
Sloat of New York, in the course of
which he says:
“After 20 years of almost continuous
service in Congress it is a very significant tribute to a man to be able truthfully to say that he has no enemies on
the side of the house.”
Maine Forestry

Association.

Officers
Me., Feb. 24.
elected and there was a general
discussion of forestry matters at the
annual meeting of the Maine Forestry
association today at the office of the
State land agent. The officers chosen
Augusta,

were

follows:

Gardiner.

the aftertroops which

on

STOMACH DISTRESS

Treasury view but the were to join in the inaugural procession. And all Misery from Indigestion Vanishes
Capitol far beyond.” Lieut. J. A. Fessenden of the Artillery,
Five Minutes Later.
The bands found it difficult to furnish and M^s. Fessenden, were among those
here ought to keep some Diafamily
Every
music for the march as the breath con- on board. They had a very rough night
pepsin in the house, as any one of you may
densed. in the valve pipes and congealed in Cheaspeake bay and the lower Potohave an attack of Indigestion or Stomach
USe.

procession arrived at the
Capitol the President
alighted and was escorted by a committee of Senators to the Senate chamber,
where the President and his Cabinet,
Judges of the Supreme Court, members
of the House, the Diplomatic corps and
When the

■east front of the

their staffs were

guration

over

place on a platsteps of the

the centre

and when the time arrived

procession

through

and

ceremonies took

form erected

Capitol,

Sheridan and
assembled. The inau-

Sherman

Generals

was

the

formed

and

rotunda to the

a

marched

platform,

where in the presence of a vast concourse the Chief Justice administered
the oath of office and the President advanced to the front of the platform and
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General Assortment of Wet
Winter Goods.

MEN’S SOCKS AND MITTENS DIRECT FROM FORT KENT
PINE TREE SUITS

-*}

1

\

Silk, Ribbons, Veilings,

Suesine

i

Gloves and Neckwear,

*

SMALL WARES

Z

CONN

IN ABUNDANCE

T

made to the

of December, 1908,
STATE OF MAINE.

*~!***t*«

Outings, Blankets, Underwear, Wool

f

AETNA INSURANCE COMPANY.
day

**-

X

Abstract of llie Annual Slat* meat of the

HARTFORD,

j

——--

t

CRE:

On the 81st

diu!

f MARCELLUS J. DOW,

Plant, Chinese Giniro anil Flowering Staple*. Sweet Pens,
Burning Glory, .i.'cinb. Soup Dragon, Verberia, Four
B’cloeL*, Lariispur, iugelii:, Air Plant, 3looi. Flower.
K1 with this grand collection, 250 kinds FLOWER
a ta— w
Sc£0S. Send 25 cents, silver or stamps.
POSTER SEED CO., MOUNT HOLLY, N. J.

coat,
The sky-blue coat,
The blue great coat
The soldier wore.”

§

I’.HI.I-’A-I

HIILIMNG,

Jj.

All different kinds,
assorted colors.
Will
bhom in the house all
winter and c a n b 9
transplanted to the
garden in the spring:
Tulips Japan Lille*,
Begonias, < rnru*,Oxuli*,
llis;ioni(A, llulfoiliU,
li a
Frresla, Lily © f
Valley, Tuberose. Pansy,
Gladiolus,
Hyacinths,
Narcissus, China Aster*,
Bleeding Heart**. Pink,
Gllla, Jonquil*, Zinnia,
Godetla, Nasturtium,
Sweet
Alyssum, Sweet
William, Candytuft,
Daisy, Agralum. Jobe's
Tears, Ire Plant, Castor
iteuns,

K

!

stock.

complete

V.

RO BULBS

Oil

a

H. J. LOCKE & SON, JEWELERS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

'“*■

inquire of

WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWT!

your

We carry

"1 elephonc 221 5

nr

HORACE CHENERY. /'

PORTLAND HAiNt
AT

Write

WE WANT THE JOB
of

cB
U gfiO.TNflfiliintKP
Catalog

Land and hinl.li

(60) tons of hay, fifteen (15) acres past

45tf

Freezers,

BRANCH

the GILBER [' ELLIS place.

Cat this year about sixty

|

Stationary
Engines,
Supplies

'■

ft

(Jitimby Am

Elmbrook Farm ™$aie

THE OLD RELIABLE
™«w°atlrts'

I

ft

ami

I

to

si

ft
ft

liabii-r

liabilities

Field &

1*4

r,

K

IB

Total

MIAN US MARINE ENGINES

T

Gross assets,
Deduct items not adn

Deposit capital.
Surplus over all

wr/tlfi

*

w

All other liabilities,

W

^

ft

..

unpaid losses.
Unearned premium.-.

1

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

t

/'B

Bremen Fire Insunm
of Hamburg.
,nx

Liabilities

worn

Incorporated 1819.

It is possible that this later poem did
not draw its form, rhythm and inspiration from the earlier one, hut a comparison of the two would seem to
decide
otherwise.
Nothwithstanding, the old 16th Maine
hoys, of the “blanket” period especially,
will be grateful for this effort of Mr.
Trudeau to commemorate in verse that
peculiar and ever remembered incident
connected with the proud career of their

Commenced liu.-ines* 1819.

ELMER t. BROWN, M.!).,

B. CLARK, President,
HENRY E. REES, Secretary.
WM.

9

I

183 HAMMOND ST.. BANGOR.

Capital Paid up in C isli, #4,000,000
ASSETS DECEMBER .11,

Edmund J. Brookings.
D. C.

Gross

$

588,207 93
13,749,763 49
1,210,462 25

LIABILITIES

unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,
Net

It

69

Camden Woolens

162,348 98

$16,794,142

DECEMBER

31, 1908.
$
“7

527,100
6,307,287
668,320
4,000,000
5,291,434

71

Ladies’ and Gent’s

30
73
43
00
25

from

;
1

skirt patterns.

$16,794,142 71
Quimby, Resident Agents,
lie 1 fast, Maine
3\v9.

ASSETS DECEMBER

14,500

Admitted Assets,
DECEMBER

Surplus

over

all

31,

86

Total Liabilities and Surplus,
$20,618,023 53
Thomas Atwood, Agent..Winterport, Maine.

National Surety Company of New York.
ASSETS DECMEBER 31, 1908.
Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

$

59,487

42

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$3,034,501

13

139,063 15
18,265 89
2,010,738 91
500,120 63
292,656 08
14,179 05

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

00

31, 1908.
$ 425,147 33
960,846 70

88,388
500,000
968,171

51
00
46

Total liabilities and surplus,
$2,942,554 00
Frank L. Marston, Agent, Stockton
3w7
Springs, Maine.

[Horses
FOR SA-

eal Estate
IN WALDO COUNTY.
We

buy

and sell.

Farms wanted.

ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, Maine.

FOR SALE
30 Shares of the Masonic

Apply

Temple'Stock.
to

O. E.

Chairman Board

Baptist

or

FROST,

Assessors of the Belfast

Church.

m

91,947 13

$2,942,554

.►

j

The Batchelder homestead at Brown’s Cor£ mile from Northport Campground, will
be sold at a bargain. Apply to
JOHN R. DUTTON
Stf
Savings Bank Building, Belfast, Maine

1908.

$ 1,271,392 50
11,744,870 32
511,893 84
2,000,000 00
5,089,866 87

Liabilities,

samples.

.?■**£“*

.c,.

ner,

$20,618,023 53

Net Unpaid Losses,
Unearned Premiums,
All other Liabilities,
Cash Capital,

Write for

J5
McCan’e Mngaadne'To* ;»-**<
Bor« aubsi_iiber* th.in any ot !>*r
**f jz «31
^4 •a&\4n3’
year's subset':' ion(12 numbe
Bomber, !i centa. Every »u-‘)icrik*e|l*tt*
torn Free.
SjDacribe today
I.adv Agent* Wauled. I'w*'-:'"
^
••{•••*13
HI n.
; liber ,!c*sh
*’
n Catab
•if ns) and
Address THE U
leut true.

1

$20,629,121 98
11,098 45

Deduct items not admitted,
LIABILITIES

00

15,385,373 33
935,289 68
2,598,918 25
178,641 11

13,211

remnant

There ars more McCall

States than oi any jtner malt*
accuunt of their style, accuracy

f£?L

consumer.

FOR SALE

$ 1,055,187 75
448,000 00

the
wintergreen, thymol, glycerine, etc.,
right, proportions ourselves we are using a prescription which is universally found the most
effective. It is known as the I). D. D. Prescrip- Agents’ Balances,
Interest and Rents,
tion, or Oil of Wintergreen Compound. It is
All other Assets,
made by the D. D. D. Co. of Chicago, and our ;
long experience with this remedy has given us
Gross Assets,

the

in mill

F. A. PACKARD,

31, 1908.

Estate,
Mortgage Loans,
Collateral Loans,
Stock and Bonds,
Cash in Office and Bank,
Real

Suitings

direct

Box B. Camden, Maine.

3m 1

HartfordjFire Insurance Company
Hartford, Conn.

!

to

factory

Special bargains

Aggregate, including capital
and surplns,
Field &

In Belfast, Odd Fellows’ Bloek, Room 2
tf9
Monday.

64,687 65

$16,956,491

assets,

Admitted assets,

Wintergreen, Thymol, Glycerine,
Etc., Used a Simple Wash.

every

1,343,370 37

Deduct items not admitted,

HOME CURE EORECZEMA.

Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
including the fitting of Glasses.

19UM.

Real estate,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank;
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,

Wilton, Washington,

great confidence in its merits.
Wm. O. Poor & Son, druggists.

jft

ft

^

Net

re-

really seems strange that so many people
suffer year in and year out with eczema, when
it is now no longer a secret that oil of Wintergreen mixed with thymol, glycerine, etc., makes
a wash that is bound to cure.
Old, obstinate cases, it is true, cannot be
cured in a few days, but there is absolutely no
sufferer from eczema who ever used this simple
wash and did not find immediately that wonderfully soothing, calm, cool sensation that
comes when the itch is taken away.
Instantly

^

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank
Agents’ balances.

YORK._

I

,

Assets Deeeiiibc

Signature of
i£4SSJ*'.

Tar. Simile

!!

frain of the poem, one verse (and the
others were similar) is as follows:

gists.

Hamburg

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP.

j

unpaid losses,

Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilitie

A perfect

1863, and entitled “The Coat the Soldier
Wore.” It gained a wide reputation

of

Net

j

If

Canned Sugar
hmPeyreun Ftarar.

force, rhythm and sentiment, especially in the refrain, of a poem written
by the late Rt. Rev. George Burgess, D.
D., Bishop of Maine and rector of Christ
church, Gardiner, Me., during the war,
whose poem was published in 1862 or

The Fleet’s Cruise 42,303 Miles.
and the lives of all were in great trouble at any time, day or night.
Miles.
danger. Capt. Partridge of the Lady of ! This harmless preparation will digest any1850
the Lake was completely exhausted when thing you eat and overcome a sour stomach Hampton Roads to Trinidad
Trinidad to Rio de Janeiro
3100
he reached Washington and the exposure five minutes afterwards.
Rio de Janeiro to Punta Arenas
2228
If your meals don’t tempt you, or what little
to wet and cold brought on rheumatism j
Punta Arenas to Callao
2666
you do eat seems to fill you, or lays like a Callao to
3050
which resulted in his death about a year
Magdalena Bay
of lead in your stomach, or if you have
lump
Francisco
1200
Magdalena Bay to San
later.
I remember seeing him on board
heartburn, that is a sign of Indigestion.
Honolulu
San Francisco to
2100
the steamer in a wheel chair during the I Ask
for
Pharmacist
a
Honolulu
Auckland
50-cent
of
to
3850
case
youi*
summer, a physical wreck. He was a Pape’s Diapepsin and take one triangule after Auckland to Sydney
1284
575
Maine man, but I do not recollect from supper tonight. There will be no sour risings, Sydney to Melbourne
1350
what part of the State. The purser of no belching of undigested food mixed with Melbourne to Albany
3500
Albany to Manila
the Lady of the Lake, Mr. Fairbrother, acids, no stomach gas or heartburn, fullness or Manila to Yokohama
1753
in
the
Deheavy
feeling
stomach,
Nausea,
was also a Maine man, and I think came
Yokohama to Amoy
1343
Dizziness or Intestinal Amoy to Manila
Headaches,
bilitating
666
from Skowhegan or vicinity. Both men
This
will
all
there
to
1368
Manila
griping.
go, and, besides,
Singapore
were deservedly popular with the travel1560
will be no sour food left over in the stomach Singapore to Colombo
ling public.
3440
Colombo to Suez
to poison your breath with nauseous odors.
1920
Suez to Gibraltar
When President Rutherford B. Hayes
Pape’s Diapepsin is a certain cure for all
3500
Gibraltar to Hampton Roads
stomach misery because it will take hold of
was inaugurated on the 5th of March,
1877, the weather conditions were more your food and digest it just the same as if
Total
42,303
favorable, but the event had been pre- your stomach wasn't there.
will cure any case of
relief for all your stomach
Remedy
Actual,
Kidney
prompt
Foley’s
ceded by the stormy scenes of a disputthat is not beyond
is at your Pharmacist, waiting for you. kidney or bladder troubleCures
ed election, during which there were grave misery
backache and
the reach of medicine.
These large 50-cent cases contain more than
irregularities that if neglected might result in
fears of an armed conflict. The Electoral sufficient to cure a case of
Sold
Indiby all drugDyspepsia or
Bright’s disease or diabetes.
was

Pppermint

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

|

]

the

mac

Commission

!

Nev.

DECEMBER

Gross assets,
Admitted assets.

Aav* of Old DrSAMUELPITCHER
Pumpkin SetJ>~
JIx.Se/ma *
PoJu.Ua Smite
Anist Seed *

Insuras,»

Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,

i

veteran of the

President, John Appleton
Bangor; vice-president, Charles E. Oakes
Bangor; secretary, E. S. Ring, Orono;
treasurer, Charles W. Curtis, Augusta;
directors, Roy L. Marston, Skowhegan; upon applying a few. drops of the wash the
Austin Cary, Brunswick; D. H. Darling, remedy takes effect, the itch is allayed. There
Gardiner; Blaine S. Viles, Augusta; is no need of experiment—the patient knows
Charles H. Bartlett, Bangor: F. H. AT ONCE.
Instead of trying to compound the oil of
Colby, Bingham, and F. E. Boston,
in
were

tome of the

the moment the instruments were not in

Promotes Digestion.Cheerfulness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral.
NotNahcotic.

seem) has, innocently perhaps, purloined

Oil

Fire

William St

ASSETS

1 was pleased to read in your issue of
the 8th inst., a poem by Jean Baptiste
Trudeau, entitled “The Blankets They
Wore,” referring to the 16th Maine Volunteers in their early experience in the
late Civil War.
As a member of that regiment 1 can
confirm all that was related in the prologue. It doubtless will bring back to
the few remaining, both officers and enlisted men, the hardships, privations,
suffering and sickness endured during the
fall and winter of 1862-3, and in spite of
which, the noble proof of their courage
and valor following in their first battle,
that of Fredericksburg.
This poem is one of merit, yet I am
rather sorry that the author (as it would

The

Westchester

■

■i—

letter to the editor of the Kennebec Journal:

regiment.

liabilities and surplus
in by,
Agent*

Field X On

100

Brookings,
lGth Maine, now living in Washington,
D. C., writes the following interesting

“The old

Total

similating the food andllegulating the Stomachs andBowels of

■*

The

capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

Always Bought

AYegetablc Prcparationfor As-

THE BLANKETS THEY WORE.”

and circulation at that time.

,,

Cash

Pumps,

a

LIABILITIES DECEMBER
3]
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities.

The Kind You Have

and Bladder

Edmund J.

Gross assets,
Admitted assets,

Forlnfentsand^Children^

FOLEYSKUWEYCUBE
Kidneys
Right
Makes

Hartford

DECEMBER p

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances,

6ASTBRIA

Ice Cream

above it from the

hug!

of
ASSETS

—The Marine Journal.

pounds judicial record saying:

each, 150 roast capons stuffed with trufa:
Next came the jolly little noddies fles, 15 saddles of mutton of about 100
ft m Annapolis, looking very warm and pounds each, 40 pieces of spiced beef of
orr:■■•table as they proceeded up the 40 pounds each, 400 partridges, 25 boars’
t ut
-f.
at a brisk trot trailing their heads, stuffed and ornamented, 2,000
howitzers behind them. Some idea of cheese sandwiches, 300 ham sandwiches,
th< force of the wind may be had from 3,000 beef tongues, 300 barrels of salad,

NATIONAL FI I

form of President Hayes was the signal ; public prints.
for prolonged and enthusiastic cheering
These conditions are all changed, there
and his inaugural address was liberally are no more American sailors in the foreapplauded. The procession reached the castle of the few- full-rigged deep-water
White House on its return at 2.10 p. m. ships that fly the American flag. ConsePresident Hayes was received by a num- quently there is no more sentiment beber of personal friends who were await- tween the quarter deck and the foreing his arrival and took formal possession castle on voyages such as referred to
of the executive mansion.
before the Civil War.
Few of the big
The sun shone'out in the afternoon and fore-and-afters that have become so
the flag and banner decorations were i popular go “off-shore” when the coastlargely added to and strings of Chinese | ing trade is good, consequently their
lanterns were thrown across Pennsyl- crews are subject to change in any
port
vania avenue in readiness for the illumi- after they have proved themselves' to be
nation at night. A torchlight procession insubordinate, or in any way a
disturbing
was a feature of the evening, and there element, hence there is little heard of
were acres of calcium lights, Chinese the old and too often
exaggerated cry of
lanterns and Greek fire, so that Pennsyl- abuse of sailors any more.
vania avenue presented a brilliant specAnd by the bye has it ever occurred to
tacle.
C. A. P.
our veteran deep-water readers that with
the passing of the sailing ship and the
How can any person risk taking some un- good old days when they were officered
known cough remedy when Foley’s Honey and and
largely manned by Americans, we
Tar costs them no more? It is a safe remedy, seldom hear
anyone singing that sweet,
contains no harmful drugs, and cures the most
old song:
obstinate coughs anil colds. Why experiment stirring
“A life on the ocean wave,
with your health?
Insist upon having the
A home on the rolling deep”?
genuine Foley’s Honey and Tar. Sold by all

were

severe

jolly crowd.
Our work done and copy filed at the
telegraph office we were seated in the
World office on 14th street, then Newspaper Row, Mr. Adams awaiting the report of the inauguration ball. A little
after midnight Miss Snead drove up in
seven people here named only two
Of
the carriage furnished by the World and
-.re
living—Edmund Hudson, now the in
handing in her report urged that we
editor of the Hartford Times, and the
should go to the ball, which, having had
writer.
Washington correspondent, from
at
from Edmund Yates. The
[>..•
a.-'o:,r of “Dickens’ young men,”
latter
a
-khutor t Household Words and
later to Temple Bar, and still later he
•stahlished The Worl 1, a London weekly.
*'

:

m

and settled the contention by declaring
PASSING OF THE SAIUNC SHIP.
Hayes and Wheeler elected.
On this occasion the Washington cor- Not an American Full-Rigged Ship Built in
the Past Four Years.
respondents of three evening newspapers
The
ship, which was in its
arranged for a joint report of the inaug- prime full-rigged
in 1846 and reached its zenith in
uration. They w ere John P.' Foley of 1860, was the pride of every American
the Telegram, the evening edition of the boy who was reared anywhere near the
New York Herald, Edmund Hudson of seacoast and the larger maritime ports
from which these vessels sailed. And it
the Boston Herald, and the writer, who was
watching these stately craft come
represented the Baltimore Bulletin. The and go that made these boys eventually
work was all mapped out in advance, each the hardy seamen who manned them.
New
gave the nation the most
correspondent having his allotted part, if not England
the best sailors that ever furled a
and the despatches were filed at the tele- sail or trod a
deck, and a large majority
graph office independently, addressed to of those who acquired the sea habit from
that
section reached the quarter deck
Boston Herald
and ever after honored it.
N. Y. Telegram
In
those
Baltimore Bulletin.
days, after clearing the land
for a long voyage with a home crew, as
Thus each of the three reports was ! it
were, the good ship was revered by all
telegraphed to the three papers.
hands from the captain to the cook, all
Though the sky was overcast and there taking as much interest in her progress
was a decided chill in the air, there was and betterment as if they owned a share
in her. Those forward, as the dog watch
no such suffering from cold as on the
would testify, were as contented and
4th of March, 1873. The city was crowd- happy as the officers abaft the mizzen.
ed as it always is at the incoming of a Of course there were exceptions, where
new administration,
but there was no crews of different nationalities happened
to get together, and their customs and
marked degree of enthusiasm, and the habits
differing, the serenity of the foredecorations were not so profuse and castle was often disturbed and riotous
elaborate as on former occasions of the conduct followed, which frequently bred
kind. President Hayes, Vice President insubordination, and eventually the devil
was to
pay fore and aft. When such
Wheeler and other officials came to the ; conditions
obtained, the occupants of the
White House about 10 a. m., and a little quarter deck were forced to lay a
heavy
later joined the procession in carriages, hand on those forward, and the prospect
of a pleasant voyage between officers
the leading carriage containing the
! and men thereafter was rare. Such unPresident, Vice President and General j avoidable cases were the cause of
giving
Grant. The inauguration ceremonies at ! that especial ship a hard name at ports
the Capitol were carried out in the usual where these vicious sailors could reach a
manner.
The appearance on the plat- sympathetic source, and from these the

Livery Co. at go<
early as we inte
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Home Insurance Co
ASSETS

DE<

Real estate,

Mortgage

loans.

Stocks anti bonds,
Cash in office and bank.
Agents' balances,
Rills receivable.
Gross assets,
Admitted assests.
LIABILITIES DECEMl»i

unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Net

Reserve

as

a

eonflagrat

plus,

Cash capital,

Surplus

over

all

liabilities

Total liabilities and sur:
3w7

i$M

story house, eleven rooms, convenient
for one or two families, and in good repair.
City water, sewer connection; one-fourth acre
of land. 26 Union street, Belfast. Enquire of
D. F. STEPHENSON, at Store.
7tf
Next door to Windsor Hotel.
A two

the
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children

like

it

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

S. W. Johnson I
OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FFLl
Office hours every afteru
Evening* I shall »>e at
Court Street,
Office
House
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They speak a number of languages fluently, and are greatly devoted
to music, going continually to the Italian
opera

during its season in the city, and
a good
many music-ales of their
it being the ambition of many to

taught us
perfect flour.

AND YOUR FAVORITE HOME

THE

Richest Ohio Wheat, six times
scoured
hermetically sealed
tanks—latest improved machinery half-hour tests.
Your bread will pro ve it.
—
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French People.
Journal: j

The

since I

wrote

to
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V/gSfc

practical, helpful, up-to-date iliustrat"
Cattle, Sheep, etc and most elaborate

T°

one

Grocer’s

A specific for pain—Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
Oil, strongest, cheapest liniment ever devised.
A household remedy in America for 25 years.

§

JOURNAL

SkSe#

veterinary surgeon in America, writes regularly
thoroughly covering the breeding, care and feeding of
a11 domestic animals, and Ills articles meet the needs of
everj practical working farmer and interest every man or woman in
city or town w ho owns a horse or cow.
The subscription price of
THE TRIBUNE
FARMER alone is #1.00.

ANSTED & BURK COMPANY, Miller*.
Springfield, Ohio

at Your

PAPER,

Dr. C. 1). Sinead, the best known
for THE TBIBl'KE FAKM EK,

_

M/

For Sale

f

only $2.25.

THE tribune FARMER Is a thoroughly
ed national weekly. Special pages for Horses,
and reliable market reports.

—.

‘‘mestizo” is

present in infinite
variety. The women of the rich “inestizo class in Manila form a
charming
and cultivated society.
They live luxu-

have

experience

how to make this

have their children take a course of you acknowledging the receipt of your
-.oral musicians, and
about your case write a confiden- voice culture in Paris, so there are nu- bill, and it is also a long time since I
ot been settledhere
tial letter to Airs. Pinkham, at merous fine musicians among this class. have seen The Journal. By some unhand of 26 pieces
Lynn, Mass. Her advice is free, 1 have stood for a full hour under the lucky chance your good paper has been
and always helpful.
"tig their numbers.
open window with its iron-barred case- senr 10 me m rsrooKiyn lor me past six
the instruments,
ment. of some house in the “walled city” months, and my parsimonious relatives
■when not on duty length, of native tobacco suspended by a and listened spellbound to the truly won- in that city have failed to forward it.
cord in the room, each person lighting derful
n» n practiced assivoices as they received and prac- Consequently, I am as much in the dark
and taking a whiff or two whenever so
"ii the stirring miliabout the events of Waldo county as if I :
American woman does not meet these lived in the moon; perhaps more so, for I
.nying the drills, inclined.
I must say I have always been treated
the strains of the
Filipino society women at all. We see could then catch a glimpse of you people,
with the greatest respect and courtesy them in their beautiful
w nen naunng
;t-r
carriages with at least, once a month.
neat” was well de- by the Filipino people. Even the poorest coachman and footman in livery, the
It seems tome that something ought to
dl who heard it. It old “tao” and “mujer’’ often have a footman being a tiny boy of perhaps ten be written about these French people, for
quiet, gentle politeness of manner towards or a dozen years, who stands very as things now stand they are grossly
v now than f ormerone which give them a certain dignity.
•n our broad verandas
straight beside the carriage and looks misrepresented. Most of us used to
We are always kind to them, and give a
: ii i
ridiculously important in his high cock- think that they were an immoral, sacritropical evenings
pleasant word of greeting, especially to aded hat and trim red and gold uniform. ligious, frog-eating nation, only waiting
htly concerts,
We also see these society beauties for the
d a ‘barrio” of some the children, who are delighted to be
trump of doom to be sent into
bamboo houses noticed and watch for our appearance as (and some of the English and Spanish everlasting punishment.
Now, that is
we walk or drive through town, calling mestizos are the most beautiful women I
are called here) just
not true. They are no worse than the
out loudly “Americano,” hello, hello,
ever saw, i at the theatre, or occasionalv: icocoanut grove,
rest of us, and in some ways much betand we give it back, hello! “picaninnies.”
'Pliers’ families live.
ly in the shops; that is all. Filipino ter. They may eat frogs, or their buoyThe women smile broadly and give us women of other
M ate all our nationclasses,however, are very ant spirits may lead them to commit
“buenos noehes” (good evening) in their much in
the
evidence, as it is they who faults forbidden by the decalogue. But
interest,
great
soft musical voices, and sometime^ run
: an especial favorwholly conduct the retail business; they on the other hand, it is not a sin to eat
to the road to present me a favorite flowand the Chinamen. There are districts
worked
the
I never saw a

1

jg

to

New-York Tribune Farmer

years* milling

43

tively small in numbers. A few of the
leading families mingle freely with the
Americans, but most of them form a circle of their own.
They are practically
all ‘‘mestizos.
There has been through
many generations intermarrying with
foreigners, especially the Spaniards, un-

indigestion and nervous prostration.
Every such suffering woman owes it to
herself to give Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound a trial. »
If you would like special advice

fact for which such

%

A YEAR’S

drafted into service as house servants
with little or no
pay, sometimes merely
pittance of rice and fish they received to eat, with kicks and
cuffs in plenty,
They were not allowed any educationin fact, it was not desired
they should
know anything which
might tend to raise
them up out of the
slough of slavery. It
sometimes seems to me not so much of a
wonder that they are so
primitive, baekward and ignorant a
people.
Of course there is a class of
wealthy
and educated Filipinos,
though compara-

walking

—

will

education

Slaves, receiving never more than 20
cents a day for hardest
labor, and more
°^ten much less, tjie
younger population
j

like a charm. It re_lieved all ray pains
and misery.
1 advise all suffering
women to take Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.”
Mgs. Emala
AVhi:at('\. Vienna, W- Va.
E.
f’inkham’s
Lydia
Vegetable Compound. made from native roots and
herbs, contains no narcotics or harmful drugs, and to-day holds the record
for the largest number of actual cures
of female diseasesof any similar medicine in the country, and thousands of
voluntary testimonials are on file in
the Pinkhain laboratory at Lynn,
Mass., from women who have been
cured from almost every form of
female complaints, inflammation, ulceration,displacement s.fibroid tumors,
irregularities, periodic pains, backache

-elution.

and

freely before them, for which
Filipinos without exception

as

pound and it worked

conduct in

if trained troops
but this re-

t:

j

shadow. I had been i
under the doctor's
ca rebut got no re lief.
]
My husband persuaded me to try
1
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Com- I

izing;
■,

a

they

better;

These poor people
were kept under
the heel of their Spanish
masters for
nearly four centuries, worked

Vienna, AV. Va.
I feel that 1 owe
the last ten years of my life to Lydia !
E.
Pinkham’s Vege|
table Compound.
Eleven years ago I j
was

young

eat

show an
eagerness.

—

i that the modern

■

^tter,
was placed
a

Lydia E. Pinkham’s

officers, has been

mi

lve

!

Vegetable Compound

army in conflict
military power is

■

e
fates, have qualified as instructors.
Americans have
taught them how to
raise crops of
value, build better houses,
*»ooc* roa<is, given them much
;
employi ment at fair
wages, so
can afford to

new 8,>bscrlber"
all Old subscribers who will pay
tip
year in advance we make this liberal offer

JfH
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many days
ige loads of palms,
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from their window boxes.

likes

If

frogs, (and by

native

a

with miles of little box-like “tiendas”

a
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n

1

hero for

an

American,

■eld sometimes homewhite

lew

in

woman

traits that made them in some respects
quite lovable, which are often shown by
the

boys

who

of the Sea.
To the Editor of the N. Y. Sun.
Now that the newspapers have
Sir;
quit on the Republic disaster, the weekly
and monthly periodicals have taken it up.
Every one who writes of the affair says
in cold English that wireless saved 1,500
lives.
If the Republic had not been equipped
with wireless at all the lives would have
All the pasbeen saved just the same.
sengers were at one time on board the
Florida: the Florida is now lying at Push
docks, where she arrived under her own
The 1,500 passengers at 150
steam.
pounds apiece weighed about 100 tons,
and she could have brought in this extra

under our observa-

come

tion, both at the commissary and in our
quarters. They never tire 'in waiting on
milies keep
us, and would run their brown legs off in
benefits of schooling their eagerness to please and receive a
v

seldom had

ighhor,

more

so

many
them in

as

three months at

few words of commendation from their

a

“Senora.

y white woman in
muled by the hords of

Crisantcs,

their different dia-

Spanish.
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rstand and speak
y learning
punish” as

!

a

call

""i

j

it,

■

>

proud when
English.

ry

n

occasion

to the kitchen

trade and

young people
town learn quite

in

one

me a

only

1

reprimand him, when he stood staring
at me in petrified amazement for some
moments, then left the room. On going

The

;

on

years of
year and a half,
did I have cause

boy twenty-four

to

a

smatter-

we

well in

ate

j

and

Most of

a

has been with

age,

was
wiiu

late

shaken

able to

some

time after, whal
the bo,r

uuncu

with

un

ins

dims,

deep sobs, quite

emu

xuiu

broken

hearted that his beloved “Senora” hac

spoken sharply to him. This incidem
one some
but
teachers,
hardly among many simply shows
he called neighbors. thing of the childish minds of these growr
men and women, and causes us to wondei
■I little Chinese shops,
fc

j

S

twn

urn

fhrpp

nr

at the strange combination of their na
tures.
1 have heard Americans who hav<

oil stone church where

Christmas and

the

nr

Anything

year.

tc

seats, the Filip-

ere no

kneeling

on

:

sins”

since the early days of our occupa
tion of their inherited domain, explaii 1
them thus: “half-child half-devil,” am *
when I see examples before me of thei

when all the

parapher-

ares

of the Virgin

anc

figures

!

the streets

wdio

a

speak English

dthough

verj

]

miles of railroad, now there are ove
1,000 miles, with many more in proces
of construction. Manila is becoming
beautiful residential city with a fin

3
t
I

_

VituS,„Jtln*'

are

but courtesy. The average
All his motions
an actor.

instinctively dramatic,

leads

one

and he often

to think that all his character

is on the outside.
childhood

by

He is surrounded from

art and

artistic

I

when our nation shall have reached the
age of theirs, shall we be any better
than

they?

The

daily workman

has a

is small, hours are long,
Mix and apply to the parts affected as often
and food is dear.
But, really, when I see
i
as possible, but morning and night anyway,
allowing it to remain on as long as possible, the men at their work, it seems to me
never less than ten minutes, the longer the
that they receive all they earn.
better, then you can wipe off the powdery film
There is much of Paris and more oi
on the skin.

deposited

You can get this put up at any Drug Store.
For any skin trouble this has no equal.

STATEMENT.

Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman, Salisbury, N. C.,
who is the author of several books, writes:
“For several years I was afflicted with kidney

trouble and last winter 1 was suddenly stricken
with a severe pain in my Kidneys and was
confined to bed eight days unable to get up
without assistance.
My urine contained s
thick white sediment and I passed same fre*
quently day and night. I commenced taking
Foley's Kidney Remedy, and the pain gradually abated and finally ceased and my urine became
normal.
I cheerfully reccommend
Foley’s Kidney Remedy.” Sold by all drug-

gists.

intercommunicating telephone system places the mistress in

touch with every department of her household and

involves
....

It is

of

no

we

have had for

an

invaluable

It may

trifling.

connected

world,

with

or

auxiliary

to America and write large volumes
It does one good tc
our people.
travel in foreign countries, for travel
takes away our self-esteem, gives us s
broader view of the world, and best oi
all, teaches us to love our own country.

come

about

John E. Clarke.

Paris, France, February 9, 1909.
CA.OT O H.TA,
ltl9 Kin<*Vo11 Haw Al'«iys Bought
Ytut til*

many years.

First-class Teams furnished night and day.
Hacks to and from all boats and trains.

Telephone Connection.
V. A. SIMMONS, President.

may not be

the

BELFAST,

MAINE.

outside

HAVE

fers.

EGGS

YOU

A free survey and estimate
of cost will be furnished, if a

For

the Local

same

TRIED

is sent to

I

Manager.

NEW

Hatching.

otter eggs for hatehirg from thoroughbred
Barred Plymouth Rock Yearling Hens that
layed 2U0 eggs or over during the first laying
year. They are descendants of the Hawkin'a
Royal Blue family mated to c otkerels from the
Registered 200 egg stock, bred by the late Prof,
Gowell, at Orono, Me.
We offer eggs from Pure Bred Single Comb
I Rhode Island Red Yearling hens that layed 200
eggs or more their first lay mg year, mated to
thoroughbred cockerels .from the
View
I Farm, New Haven, 200 egg strain Bay
Our stock is large, healthy and
vigorous,
raised on free range and carefully bred ir. this
i climate for winter layers.
We

....

request for the

I

RALPH D. SOUTH WORTH, Treasurer,

Its cost is

the householder pre-

as

I

ENGLAND

TELEPHONE

j

AND

Price $2.00 per setting of 15 eggs. $3.00
30. $7.00 per hundred.
Carefullypacked and shipped by express the day they

for

TELEGRAPH

are

_COMPANY
CITY

FARM

layed.

We shall have for sale in April and
old chicks from both strains.

day

4wn

PINELAND POULTRY

FOR SALE

W. M.

May 3000

FARM, Belfast,

Me-

RANDALL, Prop.
Supt.

S. K. BOWEN,
.Situated on Swan Lake Avenue, U miles
from Belfast postoffice;30 acres of fine
and
crop land; house and barn comparatively new
and in good condition; house contains six good
large rooms, cistern in cellar; cuts 20 tons of
hay; has wood enough for home use and timber enough for repairs and additions.
Ice
privilege and two never-failing springs of
water. This place has all the advantages of
a city home; good schools (one within 100 rods

fiay

Swan &

Sibley Co.,

Jackson &

Horace

F. D. 1 Box No. 24.

46tf

WANTED

Estabrook Shirt

Painting
Paper
Hanging.
and

I wish to notify my customers and the public
generally that I am prepared to do inside and
outside painting, paper hanging, frescoing, etc.
WALTER J. ROBERTS.

Telephone 75-22

3m8

foITsale
At a bargain, my residence, No. 10 Elm street,
Belfast. This property includes 2 stables, is in
good repair, desirably located, and will stand
inspection. Business change only reason for
selling. For full particulars call on or address
C. E. PERKINS,
10 Elm Street, Belfast, Maine.
4tf
Telephone connection.

FURS!!!
Reduction Sale

LIVE STOCK

?

Of Furs has commenced at

MILLER’S,

Commission Merchant.
F. L. LIBBY,

Mfg. Co.

FURS!!

Chenery.

Swan Lake Avenue, Belfast.
R.

FURS!

Hall,

A. A. Howes &Co.

of the house), churches, library, mail delivery
twice daily, telephone, etc.
Must be seen to
be appreciated.
Price reasonable.
For full
call
on
or
address
particulars
N. S. PIPER,

Pay

France that 1 have not yet seen, but 1
have already seen as much as many whc

continuance of the pat-

a

so

fatiguing effort.

large house.

a

here as it does in America, but when it is
done there are no square corners, and

hard time.

to merit and receive

....An

and he seems to model his gestures and

|

seven ounces.

hope

ronage

they
people,
j light-hearted, generous, and artificial.
They are the product of centuries, and GIRLS AT THE

are

A RELIGIOUS AUTHOR'S

Household

* *

On and after January 1, 1909, we shall be found at
the Phoenix House Stable, which we have leased for
a term of years and where we have excellent facilities
for continuing our business. In our new location we

objects,

clothing from artistic designs. The designs are not always of the most recent
fashion, but they are always picturesque.
It takes twice as long to erect a house

foolish to stand it long; it is the
simplest ami easiest thing to get rid of. No
what
matter
might have been the cause, the
following harmless and inexpensive treatment
will positively remove all traces of your em- ;
barrassment in from two to four weeks.
Get this prescription filled at any Drug Store.
Clearola, one-half ounce, Ether, one ounce, Alyou

cohol,

have so littli ;
*
modern sanitation ant 1
manage to derive somi traction system,
Uriel
en
all the other features that go to make 1
detainment
or
by calling
I*’
3
ally, where the >iano ii metropolis. The people of the province
are showing more ambition in the wa; 1
little possessions
*
Ht a native
house the cigari of developing their
Hi
t< S are
Show them by example and proper edu
ou
quickly
brought
'“"•Nit"" me. as
cation and they show an aptitude to fol
a matter of
courtesy
Hjt|1|
and imitate with all the eagernes 3
^rrat
*S tie;: "
surprise is evinced a low,
starte
In, a '"k them, as nearly all nativi of a child. Our government
Danish women smoke, thei; 1,500 public schools in the islands, whici
|
inf> stained a bright yellov have expanded until now there are ove
Children take up thi 4,000 of them, and nearly 2,500 are con
ducted by Filipino students, who unde r
1V j,' aniirnany families there ii , the
ai,1'ly cigar, a foot or more ii ,
original corps of teachers sent fror
we

Frenchman is

I rlon’t wish to detract from the marvellous qualities of wireless; it is the
nook is decorated. The butchermost useful invention that has ever been | every
the bakeries, the dry goods stores,
but
case
to
the
in
this
shops,
sailors;
story
given
lias been too popular and too erroneous. even the omnibuses and trolley cars
It has taken something of the nature of show an
attempt at decoration, as if they
an advertisement of wireless telegraphy.
were for something else than for supplyThe plain fact is that wireless will
and women from one ing the wants of the populace.
never pass men
There are certain things that seem to
ship to another. We must not lose sight
of the sailors, of the discipline, of the us an abomination. The barber
shops,
I personal equation.
The Republic disasfor example, are of the most primitive
ter reflects credit on the seafaring prokind. The French are not barbers, and
fession; it seems to have been well bar
Wireless or no wireless, if the however bare and uncomfortable their
: died.
weather hadn’t been absolutely remarkthe work that they do
able there would have been accidents and shops may appear,
is
in
them
much
worse.
They don’t
fatalities. If the ship had gone down at
once, as so many ships do, what would know how to cut hair or shave; they
have counted beyond the personal con- don’t know how to make a shoe, and
conduct of the officers and men?
they don’t know how to hurry. They
Lincoln Colcobd.
drink oceans of wine, but rarely get
Brooklyn, February 17.
drunk. They bow to you most dramatiRED NOSES.
cally, greet you most politely, then spit
on the floor and rub it in with their feet.
Do you suffer the embarrassment of carrying
around an extremely red nose? or are you
Of course, I have seen only the outside
tortured with a red, blotchy or pimply face? if of
seem to me
but
these
so

them they are makinj f
we have given
really good progress in the past ten year
during American occupation. When un
der Spanish rule there was less than 15' 1

of the

procession
the women dressed ii
ith black lace veils cov
anti hanging far below.
friends among the Higl

|

refinement, killing out to a great exten
the legacy of evil from their ancestors
for with the greatly improved condition

embroidered in golc

through
on Hoats,
accompaniet
priests and choir boys,

V

j

many-sided natures, I am sometimes in
dined to acquiesce in that statement.
The next generation or two of cultiva
tion may bring forth higher morals am

fifteen ort wenty

hide scenes—the
■

n

are

and torch-

some

1

There

on.

here,

Mala;

race

the stone

Americanos” stand back
and look

studied these descendants of the

nothing

with

1_1

astonishment to find

my

where. Of course, there are manners
that sometimes shock a good American
like myself, but in general I have met

|

With the

frog,)

they cannot do enough to show managed wholly by the women, where dilloes are no
appreciation of your friendship.
h they elaborately
all their dainty embroideries and native view. There is a great deal in custom,
A family near us had an only child
bm acks, both inside
cloths are to be found.
and our conscience is in a large measure,
r'-en
bowers of the which sickened and died. We called
The women of the Philippines have a what our mothers have taught us.
the
its
and
attended
illness,
bamboo arches were often during
position which is enjoyed by the women Frenchmen rarely swear. In fact, there
t high over the street funeral services, which gratified them ex- of no other Oriental race.
They can buy, is not a word in the French language
"f barracks. These ceedingly, and later gifts of broilers sell and hold property, and beqeath it as that rises to the dignity of an oath. It
like. This gives them a position
Mi'il in
bunting, and from their large flock of poultry and they
and an independence unique among Ori- needs a year in some American city to
native
cloths
was
forced
us.
upon
accustom the French ear and tongue to
paper trimmings pretty
ental women.
h these people learn These people are so much like children.
Vesta Davis Higgins.
profanity. If I were a Frenchman and
he.
wanted to swear, I would learn English.
Bright colored Help is so cheap it does not pay a white
vi rywhere,
HERE IS RELIEF EOR WOMEN.
I have lived here in Paris for about five
making woman to exert herself much in this
it :
elaborate display warm climate, and every family has one
If you have pains in the hack, Urinary, Blad- months and have learned to love the peoThe Scouts gave a or more “Muchachas” (house boys) who der or Kidney trouble, and cant a certain, ple, all of them I mean, for my age preherb relief from Women’s ills, try
and all their friends do all the work and cooking for less than pleasant
Mother Gray's A r-Tii AL! AN
\
It cludes the possibility of settling down to
."
it'd up to participate half what is paid in the States, and these is safe reliable regulator, and relieves all Fe- love any particular one.
During that
male Weaknesses, including inflammation and
s followed by a grand
has occurred that would
time
boys are generally a pretty good sort, ulcerations, tlnlln-r
nothing
lirny's Australian-Leaf
band furnishing very quiet and obedient, and often get to is sold by Druggists or sent by mail for 50 cts. cause one to think that the people of
have a great respect and affection for Sample sent FREE Address, The Mother Gray Paris are
worse
than other people.
Go., l.e Roy, N. Y.
w altz
and two-step their white master and mistress, if kindly
There have been murders, robberies,
ROMANCE OF THE DEEP.
I mentioned before that these
aside some odd and treated.
strikes, and all the other attendants of
dances.
but such things occur everypeople, with all their faults, possessed Statistical
civilization,
Inquiry Into a Recent Disaster
one

In Touch

way
and their peccasins from their point of

Frenchman eat a

their

Transient Stable.

Street:

will be high another year. Call and
my inducements to purchasers.

see

Thankful for past favors,

Burnham, Maine,

-AND-

109 Main

A great opportunity to secure
bargains
for this season or next. Certainly Furs

I. V.

_109

IVllLLLR, Furrier,

Main Street. Belfast. Maine.

AMERICAN HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.

S

e

con

(1

n a n

d

goods of every description. Furuiture, bedding, carWeekly shipments of live stock to Brighton
pets, stoves, etc.
Market. Cars leave Belfast every Monday mornAntique furniture
a specialty. If you
ing and Burnham Monday noou. Dover and Foxhave anything ta
croft every Saturday morning.
I solicit your
sell drop me a
consignment, promising you prompt and satis- postal card and you will receive a prompt
call.
factory returns with the party’s name and ad- I
WALTER H. COOMBS,
dress I sell your stock to. Write for shipping
Corner Cross and Federal Streets,
Belfast(
directions and my weekly market letter, free.

FOR

Dressmaking.
I am

prepared to do dressmaking
fancy work. Children’s work
a specialty.
MRS. INEZ CHASE.
38 High Street, Spring Street Entrance
and

SALE

One of the best hay farms tu the
county, con.
tabling about too acres of the best land: no
rocks, plenty of wood, also some timber, good
pasture, well watered. Abundance of fruit trees.
Good bouse, ell, shed and carriage bouse also
large barn. Cuts 40 tons bay, w liich will be sold
with farm if wanted. Also all
toola,
Located 11 miles from'postolliee. fanning of
Inquire
35tf

THOMAS GANNON.
Lower Congress st., Belfast, Me.
7w42
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MAYOR,

FOR

TILESTON

WADLIN.

proposed, if this ticket is elected, to have j
The intent |
a partisan city government.

is to work for the best interests of all 1
citizens, in line with the policy laid down
by the Belfast Board of Trade, and to
endeavor to promote an era of peace and
good fellowship, without which all efforts ;
for advancement must fail. The ticket ]

Does the

Norman A. McTaggart passed from this
earthly life at 12 o’clock, noon, of February
20, 1909, after an illness ofjsome months from
tuberculosis. He was born in Brooks^thirtyseven years ago and had always made his home
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. James B. Mc-

BabyThrive
If not, something must be
wrong with its food. If the
mother’s milk doesn’t nourish
it, she needs Scott’s Emulsion.
It supplies the elements of fat
required for the baby. If baby
is not nourished by its artificial

Taggart. His business was that|of ajrailroad
is headed by a man who was never known employe and he was a faithful, trusty and capato speak ill of any one. Malice and envy ble man.
In his ownjtdwn he was regarded
and untruths are foreign to his nature. very highly. He was a person ofjhigh moral
He
He would not knowingly injure the prop- character and gentlemanly deportment.
never drank, smoked or indulged in profanity.
or
the
the
of
humblest
erty
reputation
but
citizen.
His integrity and his ability are He was naturally reserved inldemeanor,
was an agreeable associate and highly esteemThe nominations
alike unquestioned.
ed as a companion by those with whom he was
for the board of aldermen and the com- j
intimate. He detested everything low or mean,
mon council include men well qualified
even as a boy, and his entire life was without
; for the duties that we are confident will a moral blemish. He was quite well educated
devolve upon them. The city will be es- and in specialties was accomplished, being a
pecially fortunate in securing the ser- fine musician and a student of the best literavices of Mr. Orlando E. Frost, the can- ture. During his long illness he made the least
didate for alderman from Ward 1. He possible trouble for his friends and was preis the manager of an industry which is pared and ready for the great change. Besides

The Maine law court has handed down
decision to the effect that people who
pass within range of a horse’s heels do
The same decision
so at their own risk.
will no doubt apply to mules, but then
disbursing annually in this city and counmost everybody knows enough to give a
ty the sum of $40,000; an industry that in
mule a wide berth.
his competent hands is growing rapidly.
He is a progressive man, and if placed in
It is good news that the American Ice
a position to do so can materially aid in
on the
houses
its
ice
to
fill
is
Company
the advancement of our city.
It is for
This
Kennebec and the Penobscot.
the best interests of Belfast that the
means a cut on the Penobscot of only
ticket headed by Tileston Wadlin should
about 40,000 tons, that being the full
be elected on Monday next.
the
Kenon
but
capacity of the houses,
of
nebec thereis expected to be a cut
The Travellers’ Club
*00.000 tons. A crew of 2,000 men is
the
and
river
latter
now at work on the
Delightfully Entertained by Mrs. Edward
laily pay roll is in the vicinity of $3,500.
Sibley, the President.
a

OBITUARY.

food,

then it

requires

SPRING GOODS

t

scon’s
EMULSION

REACH US EVERY DAY.

1

i

Half a teaspoonful three or
four times a day in its bottle
will have the desired effect. It
seems to have a magical effect
A
upon babies and children.
fifty-cent bottle will prove the
truth of our statements.

his parents he leaves three brothers and two
sisters, all well known in Brooks: William, who
now lives in Dakota; Gordon in Oakland, Maine;
Sidney in Portland, Maine; Mrs. Jennie Jewell
in Dakota; and Miss Mary McTaggart in Brooks.
The funeral was held at Union church Wednesday afternoon, February 24th, Rev. J. W.
Vaughan officiating, and in spite of the driving
storm there was a large attendance. There
was a profusion of elegant and expensive floral
designs, of which we unfortunately have no
list. The family have the spmpathy of the
community in their great loss.

1

Send this advertisement, together with name
of paper in which it appears, your address and
four cents to cover postage, and we will send
you a “Complete Handy Atlas of the World.’

SCOTT & BOWNE, 409 Pearl St, New York
Mrs. Sarah Ingalls died Tuesday. February
23. 1909, at her home in Saturday Cove. She
The Union of the First Parish (Unitarian)
The meeting of the Travellers' Club, held j was born September, 16, 1843, into a family of church met at the home of
Miss Charlotte W.
Writing from Paris Mr. J. E. Clarke February 23d with the President, Mrs. Edward ten children, of which four daughters remain: Colburn, Monday evening. There were several
is
Scales
who
FrenchJ.
B.
Wilson
of
Mrs.
was
made
the
Mrs.
occasion
of
much
Belfast,
that
to
new
members
Sibley,
concerning
has something
say
present, and an advertising and
dish not was entertaining and enjoyable outside of the residing in California, Mrs. Pierce of Lynn, guessing contest was much enjoyed. The
no n eating frogs; but that is a
who
Mrs.
Trafton
of
Cove,
Saturday
reading of several of Sill’s poems, by the hostOn one oc- routine work. Following so closely the 117th Mass., and
uncommon in this country.
birthday of Washington many of the details tenderly cared for her sister in the last days. ess, was one of the special features of the
jasion at least it was served in a Pullwere of a patriotic nature.
The rooms of the The parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Terrill, evening. The next
meeting will be held March
man dining car on the Wabash railroad,
handsome old colonial home were artistically j passed away some years ago. Early in life the 15th, with Mrs.
Adolph Rossbach.
enwas
man
a
Belfast
one
time
and at
decorated with flowers, flags, and bunting. In deceased professed conversion and was baptiz- I
At the
church this, Thursday, aftergaged in catching frogs for shipment to the spacious hall the railing of the stairs was ed and was received into the membership of noon the Baptist
Juniors will meet in the vestry after
the Boston market. Only the hindquar- completely hidden by the graceful folds of a the Baptist church. Mr. and Mrs. Ingalls were
| school. This, Thursday, evening the covenant
ters are used, and broiled they dispute rich old flag, and everywhere the national color ; expert shoe workers, engaging in their trade
meeting. Friday evening the teachers meetin
T
Pliilorialnhio
omi
QllllAT"- j
chicken.
scheme was attractively carried out.
ing. The Sunday services will be as follows:
supre macy with the spring
Mrs. fcibley in calling the meeting to order intendent in a local shoe factory she is remem- at 10:45
morning worship with sermon, followbered with love and esteem. No cry for help ! ed
'There is an ancient story about a rat addressed the members briefly, and no one
by observance of the Lord’s supper; Sunday
ever
came
to
her
and
furthermore,
could
doubt
the
unheeded,
heartiness
of
the welgenuine
school at noon; men's
who had been a leader in predatory raids
meeting at 3:30 p. m.;
come given by this most gracious hostess to
opportunities were sought out for doing kind evenir worship at 7.30 m.
and storehouse, but who,
p.
! ] ,on pantrv
and
charitable
deeds.
a
hard
work
her club friends.
Many
day’s
a
wenty-six oi tne members of the North
■abir.g his followers together, told them
The business meeting encompassed the choice was followed by an evening spent in seeking
(
to retire from his
Congregational C hureh Guild gathered at the
r. az he was about
of Spain and Portugal as a general
study topic out and helping the unfortunate. In one case home of Mrs. Everard A. Wilson
last Monday
former scenes of activity and go into se- for the coming club year and the endorsement she walked all the way from Belfast to Saturevening, and were pleasantly entertained.
He thereupon disappeared and of several lines of work drawn
clusion.
by the State day Cove to do so. Several who were in need Several matters
regarding the work done by
of help were taken to her own home and there
h;s f, llow rodents were unable for some Federation.
the society, including the
prospective formaThe literary program followed, as
tine, to discover his whereabouts. They
given in cared for. As one expressed it, “She was tion of an
interdenominational charity committhe year book, the interest centering upon the always doing something for somebody else.”
v located him, with his family, in the
ii:
tee,were discussed. The Guild will meet Monof the day by Miss Margaret A. Punton After the death of her husband and daughter,
of a large and very rich cheese, paper
ntr
day evening, March 15th, with Miss Grace H.
and Herculaneum, which was she was anxious to depart and be with them,
upon
Pompeii
which afforded both shelter and susten| Hall, Congress street.
and
after
this
to
loss
she
was
devoted
well
written
and
doubly
exceptionally
instructive,
This story is often pertinent in with the
The services at the Methodist church next
mee.
many pictures shown in connection- the bettering of the condition of those about
to
bipeds.
predatory
regard
intent upon discussion to which the business her. Her wish was to be laid away quietly and Sunday will be as follows: at 10.45 a. m.,
and program had given rise, few of the mem- with little show, which desire was respected in preaching by the pastor, Rev. Albert E. Luce;
There is more involved in he matter
bers realized the very pleasant surprise the the simple service on Thursday. February 25th, at noon, Bible school, F. P. Blodgett, Supt.; at
,f tr.t Penobscot Bay Power Co. than hostess had
•3 p. m., Junior Epworth
League, Miss Lillian
prepared until from the music conducted by Rev. A G. Roberts in the Church
thf •'.Tore question as to whether or not room
Spinney, Supt.; at 7.30 p. m., preaching in the
at
the
Circle
of
BelCove.
The
Grand
came
the
notes
Army
of
the
beyond
inspiring
to
enter
they should be given permission
“Star Spangled Fanner,” sung most charmingly fast, of which she was a member, also read : auditorium by the pastor, with double quarthis city. Th“ interests of the city and by Miss Katherine C. Quimby-. and, following, their burial service. Interment was in the tette, male quartette and several instruments.
Tuesday, March 9th, at 7.30 p. m., Epworth
of the citizens should be safeguarded. Mrs. E. S. Pitcher gave in her sweet, cultivated village cemetery.
League. Thursday, March 4th, at 7.30 p. m.,
The lay of giving away public franchises voice the beautiful old Scotch ballad “Annie
Edward H. Jackson died in the hospital at mid-week
devotional service conducted by the
has passed in the large cities, mainly Laurie.” Both responded to encores, Miss
23d.
Mr.
Jackson
was
born
pastor. Friday at 7.30 p. m., Castle Waldo,
“Ben Bolt” and Mrs. Pitcher Togus, February
because of the exposures of municipal Quimby giving
in China, Me., March 8, 1843. He enlisted in
Knights of King Arthur. Seats are free and
“Auld Lang Syne.”
Miss Amy E. Stoddard acCo. F, 4th Me. Inf., at Belfast, May 8, 1861, and strangers are ever welcome.
-orruption. It ought not to be possible
companied them. It was a rich treat and deepor
influenced
by pecuniary
for one man,
was discharged at Rockland, July 19, 1864.
He
The services for the week at the North Conly appreciated by every member of the club.
was admitted to the National Soldiers’ Home
other considerations, to give away what At six o’clock the members and
gregational church will be as follows: meeting
guests, twenty- j
in general: to one in
December 8, 1903. The re- of
from
the
to
Northport,
community
the Junior C. E. Society this,
belongs
number, were invited to the large north
Thursday,
give to a foreign corporation the unre- parlor, which had been converted into a veri- mains were brought to Belfast and funeral afternoon at 3.30 o’clock; prayer meeting this
his
former
home
in
services
were
held
at
at
stricted use of the streets and permission table colonial tea-room. From the chandelier
7.30, topic: “Consecration.” Luke
evening
Northport last Friday afternoon, Rev. Ashley 5:11;
-O set poles and string wires wherever to the four corners were streamers of red, !
morning worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.,
A. Smith of Belfast officiating.
He is survived
white
and
or
with sermon by the pastor, Rev. D. L. Wilson;
blue, and on an easel at one side,
th(
may see fit. regardless of public
a daughter, Mrs. Adoniram Moody, and a
draped with the Stars and Stripes, was a fine by
subject, ‘.‘The Cross and the Crown.” Sunprivate rights.
son, George Jackson, who lives on the homeportrait of Washington. The tables were
j day school at noon; consecration meeting
stead in Northport.
of the Christian Endeavor
Society at 6.30;
The Letters of Mrs. James G. Blaine, decorated with red and white carnations, beautiful candelabra with red shades, and in the
George B. Hughes died February 26th at his topic: Life lessons from the Psalms. Ps. 46:1cdf'e:! by her daughter, Harriet I. Blaine
center a cherry tree. The place cards were home in Frankfort after a long illness,
aged 27 II; evening worship at 7.30. A cordial welBeale, have been published in two handto the day and upon each was writappropriate
He leaves a mother, who come is extended to all to attend these ser11
months.
and
years
some volumes by Duffieid <Sr Co.. New
vices.
ten a conundrum. The dainty spread which
has the sympathy of a large circle of friends.
York. Those who look in these letters was served included
At the First Parish church (Unitarian) the
among the many delicaMr. Hughes had been a member of the school
will
be
for aside political history
disap- cies, grape fruit with marachino cherries and committee, and had formerly been employed as service next Sunday will be a memorial to Menpointed. The letters were written to a portion of the cake bore out the Washing- clerk in the store of the Frankfort Supply Co.* delssohn, and the choir will present the followdifferent members of the Blaine family tonian feature.
for the well-known railroad
and as
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JAMES H. HOWES,

T'n n

|

! to

■cc

few intimate

a

friends,

and relate

mail y to family matters; but one soon
becomes interested in the coming and
going of the different members of the
ai

their home life in

..

Washington,

and in the

and

Augusta
glimpses given

illustrious head of the household.
Nor are there wanting occasional refer-

of
•:

t:

to

c.

public

day with whom prandial,
associated, and whose bringing

men

Blaine was

Mr.

characteristics

phrase

or

are

of the

summed up in

a

The Cabin John bridge near Washington. built to carry the Washington acqueduet over a ravine, and said at the time
o have been the largest single span in

■die world,

was

constructed under direcDepartment when Jef-

tion of the War

fersor. Davis was Secretary of War, and
a tablet on which was his name and

bore

the

:ate.

Pre=:, ient
name

His

name

Roosevelt

was

has

erased later.
ordered the

of Davis to be restored and the
says in this connec-

Bangor Commercial
tion:
It

was

taken off by order of President

Roosevelt, in one of his impulsive, unguarded moments, and has been ordered
restored by Mr. Roosevelt in a sane mo-

of the last acts of his official
life and one which will be given generous
ment.

one

approval.
The name of

then in

Davis was taken off in

IH62.
\V hen Professor Bateman was a resiI
t of Waldo county he might well

a

veryr

happy

contractors, Mitchell & Johnson. He was loved
by all who knew him and will be greatly missed
His genial nature had won for him many friends
Nahum S. Piper, a well known and highly
respected resident of this city, died at his home
in East Belfast last Sunday. He had been in
failing health for some time. Funeral services
were held at the late home yesterday afterAn
noon, Rev. William Vaughan officiating.
Mutuary will be published next week.

manner, and

her extended visit in the west
atmosphere of broader club
News has been received here of the death in
life, outlined a path for the individual club Los
Angeles of Mrs. Mabel Wallace Backus,
members and emphasized the advantages of
laughter of George E. Wallace, for many years
club association.
a prominent attorney of this city.
Mrs. A. J. Knowlton followed with an eloquent disquisition on club work generally, endThe funeral of Abram Smith, who died suding with a prettily worded toast for “The ienly at the home of his son, Charles E. Smith,
was held at his home on Lincoln street, Exeter,
Travellers.”
N. H., February 17th. Mr. Smith was bom in
Mrs. F. W. Brown gave next, in an easy,
Appleton, Me., June 11, 1828, the son of Obias
lover”
a
and
iniiah and Hulda Smith.
graceful way, “Washington
He spent his boyhood
troduced interesting bits from his life not lays in Camden and Belfast, and in his youth
followed
the
sea
for
a
brief
period. In 1854,
usually included in public observances.
with a party of young men from Camden, he
Many other members told anecdotes pat and went a California via the Isthmus of Panama,
entertaining and Miss Caroline W. Field recited ! and took up a claim in the gold mines of that
State. He spent a period of two years in the
in her accustomed finished style a particularly
far west, where he prospered among the gold
appropriate poem.
hunters. On May 1, 1854, he was married to
But to Mrs. Walter C. Shaw and Mrs. C. A.
Miss Elvin Caverly of North Newport, Me.,
in
of
toasts
original where he spent a period of almost fifty years
Pilsbury belong the credit
as a farmer.
He went to Exeter four
rhyme, which we append, believing that those ago, and had since made his home with hisyears
son,
who were not present to hear will be glad to
Charles E. Smith. Besides that son and a
from

clever something

sentence.

bookkeeper

different nature followed the refreshments, and before the regularlyplanned exercises-little Miss Edna White,Who
has acquired a well-earned reputation as a
reader, was introduced and gave very' creditably that gem from Longfellow, Sandalphon.
Twice recalled she recited a patriotic selection,
also “A Child’s Advice” and was warmly applauded. Mrs. Sibley, in charge of the post
Yet another treat of

of the

survived by another son, Herbert
W. Smith of Haverhill, Mass.

share in this way the pleasure and benefit.

George Washington,
celebrate today, was first in

Mrs. Shaw's toast:

whose birth

we

widow he is

As

and first in the hearts of
countrymen; so let the Travellers’ Club be
first in giving aid and encouragement to every
movement advanced for the uplifting of the
citizens of Belfast, first, in offering help and

The Churches.

war, first in peace,
his

There will be preaching at the Woods schoolhouse, Northport, next Sunday afternoon at 2

D’clock.

ing

program:

Anthem. I Waited for the Lord.
from the Hymn of Praise
Tenor, If with all Your Hearts.
from Elijah
Mr.

Emory

White.

Quartet, Cast thy Burden

on the Lord,
from Elijah
Unitarian Choir.
I3ut
the
Lord
is
Mindful of His Own,
Solo,
St. Paul
Mrs. C. W. Wescott.
Sunday school at 12, noon; Bible class study.
The Last Supper. Knights of King Arthur Fri-

day at

7 p.

Sunday at 2:30 o’clock; subject:-“The Music
and Message of Mendelsshon.” The Mendelsshon musical programme will be

Organ Voluntary, Nocturne,
Mrs.
ijCL

as

follows:—

Mendelsshon,

Herbert F. Drinkwater.

ah

men

rraise

me

L<oru,

irom

“The Hymn of Praise,” by Mendelsshon.
Universalist Church Choir.

Soprano, Mrs. Evelyn Frost,
Contralto, Miss Emma Skay.
Tenor, Mr. Ralph Morse,

Basso, Mr. Luther Hammons.
Anthem, “But the Lord is Mindful of His
Own, from “St. Paul” by Mendelsshon.
Universalist Church Choir.
Soprano Solo, “Hear Ye Israel,” from “The
Mendelsshon.
Elijah,”
Mrs. Evelyn Frost.
Burden
on
the Lord,”
“Cast
Offertory,
Thy
from “The Elijah,”
Mendelsshon
Address, The Music and Message of Mendelsshon.
Rev. Ashley A. Smith.
Postlude, “War March of the Priests,” from
“Athalie.”
Mrs. Herbert F. Drinkwater.
Sunday school at 3:30 o’clock. Castle Lincoln, K. O. K. A., Friday evening at 7 o’clock.

WHEEZER

OR

SNEEZER?

County for Waldo County Peopr
People of Contiguous Territory

Waldo
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ENCOURAGE home markets and manufactories.

yourself,

if not,

Buy of home merchants; if they haven't what
cheaper than the outsider WILL.
Sell your

Deposit

products

at

they

you want

a

home institution. The

City National Bank

growing institution of the County and it is safe.

KodolFor Ingestion.

large

i

<>•

YOl
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COME TO WALDO COUNT
COME TO BELFAST.
WINTERPORT.

A NICE PRESENT

Hollis Thayer of Stonington has returnspending a few weeks with has

ed home after

brother, Capt. Joshua Thayer.
Rev. I. H. W. Wharf? was able to walk to his
store Friday, after being confined to the house
for a number of weeks by illness.
Mrs. G. H. Dorrity is quite ill at the home of
Mrs. Annie
her daughter, Mrs. George Grant.
Carleton has been employed

as nurse.

The winter term of schools closed
19th with the exception of the upper

taught by Mrs. Flora Marden,
February 26th.

With

Every Pound

f

\

primary,
closed

Kenneth, the little son of Mr. Edward Nealhas returned home from the Russell hospital at Brewer where he had a surgical operation
performed on his throat.

BUY TODAY.

L.W‘

H'

RICHARDS’

45 Main

ley,

friends of Mr. and
It is with regret
Mrs. Emery Estes learn that they have decided
Mr Estes has reto move from Winterport.

FARM FOR
in

that the

signed his position at

the

Winterport creamery.

There will be a Mill-End sale from March
1st to 8th at 1. H. W. Wharff’s dry goods store.
Sheeting worth 10 cents per yard for 7 cents,
and the best prints for 5 cents per yard. Free
stamping on all linen bought at this sale and
lessons free on all stamped linen.

Saturday
given and it

afternoon

an

alarm

of fire

was

Tea

BELFAST DEPARTMENT STORE

February

which

°f

A T THEit-

of all kinds
40 acres of

UNDERTAKER,
Licensed

Embalmer--

Coroner.
Everything modern in
CASKETS AND BURIAL SUITS.
Cases

and

Slate

N;)* rm*orr

Containing

[stabrook Shirr Mfg. Co.

ISO

>i

acre

and esp-/
mowing

■

high land suitable

i

for
stock, well watered ft
wood land. 50
apple

I

One story house, ell. u
42. in good repair. \\
miles from Belfast,
Ground. This farm
for a stock farm, i

I

■>

DAVID L. HERR.i

Burial

GIRLS

Cures Dyspepsia.

>

COUNTY WILL GROW WITH IT.

To Ice G
I have stored

an

abu

clearest and best lu
am

prepared

to supo

tomers and the

puhln

tfG

|

MI-O-NA

get it

can

home; it increases home business.

your money in

This is the
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Metal Shipping
to the poor and unfortunate, and
There will be services in the Chapel at East Have you Heard of Hyomei for Catarrh,
was found to be the grocery store
Vaults always in stock.
March 7th, at 10:45, a. m.,
first, of Clubs in the hearts of its members.
The upper part of the store
Rankin.
Sunday,
Isaac
Northport
of
H
Fever?
Asthma
and
ay
been called the stormy petrel of,
na'•
We cannot hope to win renown.
Calls
answered
conducted by the pastor, Rev. G. G. Winsthe
flames
promptly, either day or night
through
was
escaping
damaged,
hawk
or
If you wheeze or sneeze,
badly
spit, snufpolities. He was usually found fluttering
By cutting trees of cherry down,
low, of Belfast. Sunday school will follow the fle or blow, something is the matter with the the roof, and but for the prompt work of the
Home telephone 48-3. Office 48-4.
we can like Georgie do,
this
But
!
the
one
of
of
the
rear
in
great parties.
membrane of your respiratory tract, and you
fire company the store would have been deForbear to tell what isn’t true,
preaching service.
need Hyomei.
H ;, ems to be filling a like role in his
Winning thus a reputation,
The Seaside Spiritual church will hold meetbecause
I also have a stock of
stroyed.
And
it
need
will
cure
you
Hyomei
Like his, who once lead the nation.
The
new home in Androscoggin county.
ings in their rooms on High street every 1! you of any catarrhal or inflammatory condition
Last Friday evening a few friends of Mrs.
followed:
Mrs.
Pilsbury
that
exists.
committees
Card Tables and Chairs
Republican and Democratic
met at her home, the occasion
Thursday evening at 7.30 o’clock and Sunday
Safe in the shelter of our homes
I It isn’t a stomach medicine, or spray, or A. J. Lockhart
of Lewiston and Auburn had agreed not
which
the
are
corat
to
It
was
a
afternoon
and
2.30,
public
land,
We’ve travelled wide, o’er sea
douche, but a very pleasant, healing, antiseptic being her birthday anniversary.
TO LET
No partings sad, no mal de mer
to use money for advertising purposes or
balsam, from the eucalyptus forests of Aus- complete surprise to Mrs. Lockhart. A birthdially invited.
our band.
of
tralia. You breathe this balsamic air through
for Card Parties, Sociables and EntertainTo
mar
the
pleasure
was presented, a number of little
cake
in any way endeavor to influence voters
The Christian Scientists hold services in a
day
small, hard rubber inhaler, and it reaches
ments.
fables 10 cents apiece.
In company we “Merrie England” did
Nattheir hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at every nock, corner and crevice of the mem- tokens were given, and the evening was a
at the coming municipal elections.
Without the aid of “A man from Cook’s,” i
cents per dozen.
Chairs
20
the
catarrh germs.
kills
and
one.
and
brane,
most
promptly
11
“Man;”
were
Wednesday
enjoyable
o’clock; subject,
indignant
urally the Republicans
And Germany, from modern days
A. A. Howes & Co. will sell you a complete
72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
evening at 7.30 o’clock, to which all are cor- Hyomei (pronounced High-o-me) outfit
The High school jjave an entertainment in
Back to the fables in the books.
when it was found that circulars had
for
Union Hall February^2nd,consisting of a Nadially welcome.
$1.00, on the money back plan.
The Netherlands, too, we visited
been sent out containing the resolutions
“The use of Hyomei cured Mr. Cutler of tional drill by ten young ladies of the school
the
queen,
Where
girlish
supreme
reigns
There will be a service at Trinity Reformed catarrh in 1904. He has strongly endorsed the representing ten countries,impersonated by the
adopted by the Democrats at their cauAnd sunny France’s famed chateaux,
Gladys Cole, U. S. Navy;
church next Sunday at 2.30 p. m., with sermon use of Hyomei in many instances, and we are following girls:
cus and urging citizens to vote for S. R.
Her palaces, pictures—all we’ve seem.
Ruth McDonough, U. S. Army; Ruth Dyer,
school glad to go on record regarding this marvelous
William
the
Rev.
Vaughan.
Sunday
by
Wanted at the
candidate
for
Robinson, the Democratic
On Italy’s fascinating shores
England; Mildred Cole, Scotland; Mildred Doncatarrh cure, and endorse it.”—Mrs. A. Cutler,
immediately after the sermon. Prayer meet- 201 Post Ave., Battle Creek, Mich.
lin. Ireland; Verna Clark, Austria; Eva Jepson, |
We’ve spent two pleasant fleeting years,
Democrats
mayor of Auburn. Then the
And much have learned from her array,
Italy; Helen Calderwood, Germany; Clara
ing Thursday evening at 7.30 o’clock.
their turn over the
were indignant in
Baker, France; Frances Lougee, Spain. Reci- ;
Of artists, sculptors, kings and seers.
Esther
Circle
will
hold
The
were given by Blanche Belches, Grace
tations
broken
Haywood Queen
their’agreecharge that they had
A Lincolnville Club.
And now, whichever way we take,
Colson and Leroy Smith.
its regular monthly meeting with Miss Ethel
And whether we go by train or ship,
ment; whereupon BatemanTpops”up and
Frost Friday evening, March 5th. The subject
On foot, or horseback, motor or fly,
“wears no
Boston, February 28th. One hundred and
says that he did it; that he
Here’s to our next year’s trip!
Many requests from Catarrh sufferers who
for study is “The Last Stand of the Frontier,”
twenty people, who formerly lived in Lincolnuse atomizers have caused us to put up Liquid
man’s collar and is responsible to no one
in
The meeting was a success
every particumet at the Twentieth Century Club in
chapter III of the last book.
Cream Balm, a new and convenient form of ville,
for his acts.” That is undoubtedlyjtrue. lar and reflects credit upon the president and
Boston, Friday night, and organized the LinCatarrh
for
the
Cream
remedy
don’t
Balm,
only
it
Gives im- Ely’s
Your money back if
hostess, who has ever been untiring in her efThey also had a tine time tellThe March parish supper is to be given at
In power colnville Club.
can always be depended on.
James
forts to create and maintain a high standard in
stories of the Waldo County town.
mediate relief from heartburn, sour stom- which
The Republican ticket for city officers
to allay inflammation, to cleanse the clogged ing
the North Congregational church Wednesday
club affairs.
of Peabody was elected president
Crehore
S.
natural
breathsick
and
to
free,
stomach
distress
headache.
ach,
for
the
air-passages,
promote
evening, March 10th. The committee
to be voted for on Monday next Jhardly
and Miss Alice Barrows of Reading secretary
ing, the two forms of Cream Balm are alike. and treasurer. There were addresses by
50 cents a
box at
men of the parish have arranged for some brief
The names
■calls for commendation.
Liquid Cream Balm is sold by all druggists for several men and women and a committee was
travel sketches to be given by some of the
a Relieves sour stomach
75cents, including spraying tube. Mailed by named to draft a set of
by-laws.
speak for themselves. While they are *
A. A. HOWES C CO.
Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.
young ladies of the church after the supper.
Lhe nominees of a political party it is not palpitation of the heart. Divests wn&tyoueat

sympathy

and

OUTSIDE PEOPLE TRY TO MAKE YOU THINK TH£
ARE
YOUR FRIENDS BUT THEY WANT YOUR MONEY

Look out for

Mr.

m.

The fifth in the series of Centennial Sermons
will be given at the IJniversalist Church next

uiorm,

I

Protect Your Homes.

Horse for &
Eleven years old. tw«

serviceably sound good

larger horse and
difference for
pound horse.
T. S. THOM
Back road to Searsport.

want a
and pay

■

Eggs lor Ha I
From heavy laying stia
White Wyandottes
$3.00 per 100 eggs Add'bred

k
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N. W. Delano has bought of Augustus'Clark
the lot corner of Main and Federal street and
i a dwelling on Federal street. Mr. Delano is
sale at repairing the house.and will occupy it.
I

OF BELFAST.

,('fhe journal

on

The Improvement Society will meet with
Mrs. F. W. Pote Monday, March 8th, at 2:30

The regular meeting of the Traveller’s Club
will be held with Miss Nellie H. Hopkins, Ceder
street, Tuesday, March 9th. Program: paper,
Italian Volcanoes, by Mrs. C. A. Pilsbury;
readings, Virgil, Mrs. F. W. Brown, and

p.

m.

j

Monday evening an interested audience of
about fifty invited guests were
privileged to
listen to a lecture on Persia by Rev. Henry M. Amalfi, Miss Hopkins.
Perkins of Melrose, Mass., given in Christian
After much strenuous effort on the part of
Science Hall. The lecture was most
interesting interested persons, and much vexatious delay,
and instructive, and the Persian curios owned a fence has been received and stored for the
L rtorc
by Mr. Perkins were an especially attractive cemetery at Citypoint, and will be put in posiCircle will be held with Mrs. B. Robertson, feature.
tion as early as possible. This fence has been
Waldo avenue, Monday afternoon, March 8th.
jj,5gJ i,itbnal Publishing Co.
The board of registration, consisting of Dr. an absolute necessity for some time, as the
broken and
The lesson will be from C. L. S. C. book “Euro- G. P. Lombard, Austin W.
!
Keating and H. T. present fence has been so badly
Ming a yawl boat fci
that it has afforded no protection
pean Literature,” chapter nine, and from the Field, are in session this week at the
city delapitated
j book, “Man and the Earth,” chapter two. clerk’s office to attend to the registration of whatever to the enclosure.
Aid will meet with
Roll-call, select quotations.
voters, changes, etc. Sessions are held from
Beverly Staples has been busily employed
\v, Friday, afternoon
J
9 to 1, 3 to 5, and 7 to 9, but on
Friday there during the winter in getting out and hauling
| “Hello!” Telephone Topics says: “Plans will be no
evening session. The board will the lumber for completing his house at City| have already been started in the Eastern
[‘l'1
ktlt. social and supper in
Division for handling the summer traffic, meet again Saturday to correct any errors that point, the L. and barn having been built last
11th.
If
j
May. March
which is expected tb be large. In some places may have been made.
fall. He will begin on the main house as soon
1*
,ajr night.
the business increases 400 percent, and a large
John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R., will hold its as the frost is out, and expects to have a fine
I
an
importantmeet- force of toll operators has to be trained to regular March meeting next
(ulVf
Monday evening set of buildings finished during the early
.I*»hn Waterman, Con- meet the
vi:
requirements. Biddeford, Old Or- at the home of the vice regent, Mrs. Edward summer.
afternoon.
j
i(li.w. Friday,
chard, Portland, Bath, Boothbay, Belfast, and Sibley. The roll-call will be answered by reA benefit picnic supper was held at the home
i-'trrl
to be given ! the offices on Mt. Desert Island are the ones calling Quaker customs, as the
;.,Vee and ball
subject of the of Mr. and Mrs. M. I. Stevens by the West
Co. March 12th.
most affected by the summer business.”
meeting is Pennsylvania. The paper will be Northport parishioners of Rev. G. H. Harvey
v { adder
on William Penn, and there will be
y will call to see what
j
It appears that running into an air hole or
readings, last Tuesday evening. The house was prettily
onto a rocky shore are not the only perils in “Pennsylvania” by Whittier and “Elizabeth" decorated in red, white and blue, in honor of
from Longfellow’s “Tales of a Wayside Inn.”
i the near approach of the 4th of March, and
hymelque Ice Yacht ice boating. A well known market man and a
The masquerade ball under the
better known grocery clerk when enjoying a
.p was won by W. M.
j
auspices of Taft's picture was given a prominent place.
■v,. with Mr. Chenery’s
sail recently were attacked by a gang of the Pythian Sisters will take place in the Bel- I About 36 sat down to the delicious and abunpirates. They were thrown overboard when fast Opera House this, Thursday, evening. ' dant supper, which was followed by a pleasant
..nd
Saturday Evening two miles from the home port and their craft Keyes’ full orchestra, assisted by Mark S. evening. Games and singing were enjoyed,
|
taken away from them. They think of con- Crockett of Rockland as solo cornetist, will and the company was treated to a concert
i promptly by Frank
!
from W. P. Greenlaw’s fine graphophone. The
leave their name sulting a lawyer as to whether such an affair give a concert and furnish music for the dance.
\
Fred G. Spinney will be floor director. The candy table, which was decorated in red and
on a pond constitutes “piracy on
the high
;
hall will be handsomely decorated for the occa- white, was in charge of Misses Blanche and
seas.”
|
First Parish church
]
sion. Dance tickets, 50 cents.
Alice Pitcher. The proceeds of the evening
Shipping Items. A subscriber writes from
Mrs. Frank R.
a e h
H. Harvey as a
were presented to Rev. G.
Ocean View, Virginia: “Being of a decidedly
March
afternoon
Wednesday
evening,
a
Dollar
10th,
fhursday
\
| token of appreciation of his helpful work and
from Gen. C. Booth. salt water turn of mind I always have my eyes Social will be held in the vestry of the Metho- I
service.
turned seaward here on Hampton Roads, dist church, at which time those who have !
itis was performed
College Chums. The Colby Dramatic Club
where
been
we are passing the winter, and I have
“dollars”
for
the society will be !
earning
v astine by Dr. E. L.
been surprised at the lack of square-riggers. expected to bring them and also to relate their made a decided hit on its first appearance bea
| fore a
Hospital Monday
Belfast audience Friday evening, when
Since we arrived on November 7th the only experiences. Doubtless many
amusing and in- !
ery satisfactory resquare-rigged wind-jammers which have en- teresting stories of pennies earned and saved “College Chums” was presented under the
tered the Roads are the American bark Ma- will be told. Ice cream and cake will be on auspices of the Young Men’s Association of
I the store on Main
j Belfast. The cast was an all-star
l
one, and
tanzas, the American barkentines Allanwilde sale during the evening. Admission free. The !
S
ngs Bank and will
while interest centered largely in Renworth
and Daisy Read, the Norwegian full-rigged public invited.
produce and selling four-masted
Rogers of Belfast, who played one of the
•
ship Lancing, the Norwegian ;
11 open as soon as
The question now is, not “who killed cock principal roles, all the men received the warm
barks Alf and Gaa Paa, the German bark ;
;■
.onents.
I
Brema and the British four-masted ship hse- robin?” but who shot the sparrow? Four (f commendation of the audience. Mr. Rogers’
addition to the nada.”.
n
our local hunters went rabbit
hunting the other ; first appearance was greeted with the applause
..Captain Alonzo P. Ginn of Rockland,
it he is building, a
has bought sch. John Bracewell. He will con- day; but the bunnies, scenting their approach, which his work fully merited. His make-up
.noh that was hauled tinue her in the
had taken to the tall timber, and it looked like also was excellent, and his action spirited and
general coasting trade.
inch will be lengthan unprofitable tramp.
Finally a lone sparrow convincing. Clarke Blanche as the Dean was
Basket Ball. Belfast High failed to get a
also excellent, and Leon C. Guptill as “Babe,”
was espied and the four guns were discharged
•ngine installed.
game for Friday night at the Opera House, and
1
t'uble again in Hart- j Jack Phelan’s
simultaneously. As a result only a few tail the Freshman, whose transformation was so
All-Belfast team had some fun
and thorough, was one of the stars. The
lepartment of that with a Rockland aggregation, defeating them feathers were left to tell the tale. Now it. is a rapid
mooted question a3 to who shot the sparrow, “ladies” of the cast called forth much apurt record and for
a
score
of
76
to
22.
The
by
star player for
as each one of the quartet claims to be a dead
plause and their costumes were appropriate
1,ii
ford and identify Rockland was
Kurr, who made some of the shot.
and most becoming. The Colby orchestra furlie police court furI
best long shots seen on the floor this year and
nished music through the entertainment which
Marshal Hammons
New Advertisements.
Fred
A.
Johnson,
played a great game all the time. The sumadded to the evening’s enjoyment, and also for
Masonic Temple, is offering six bargains this
mary:
the dance which followed the play. The cast
week, and they are real bargains. See his
over last Saturday
ALL-BELFAST (76.)
ROCKLAND (25.)
was as follows:
advt-The City National Bank of Belfast ino the Isle au Haut
H. Dickey, rf. 14..lb, Robinson, 1
Franklyn Risley, Ph. D., Dean of Clinton Uniabove the steam- Phelan, If, 4..rb, Webber vites deposits from Waldo county peopleClarke Blanche
versity,
c, Cottrell, 2 (3)
harbor with diffi- Colby, c, 14
Eggs for hatching at the Ferguson Poultry Friederich Von Weber, a Professor of German,
Collins, rb, 4 ...If, Kurr, 6
C. Bridges
from
selectthe bow with oars
Raymond
Farm,
avenue,
Belfast,
Northport
Holmes, lb, 2.
rf, Frost, 2
ed Barred Plymouth Rocks and Rhode Island Wallace Findlay, known as the “Babe,”
m aid of the engine
Leon C. Guptill
Referee, Mudgett. Timer and scorer, RichReds;-also a limited number of newly hatched Howard Thorne, known as the “Bully,”
ards. Time, three 15m. periods.
Carle & Jones leave tomorrow, FriJoseph W. Hammond
It is expected there will be a game tomorrow, chicks
an Association will
for market to buy their spring and sum- Arthur Kingsbury, captain of the Varsity team,
iay with Thomas H. Friday, night in the Opera House, between day,
[jr y.
Henry B. Moor
mer line of suits, skirts, shirtwaists, novelties,
Belfast High and Rockland High.
Paul Dinsmore, a Sophomore,
o
a warm welcome.
with a
will
also
make
and
Merle
C. Rideout
etc.,
arrangements
■i
is chairman of the
Steamer Notes. The steamer Percy V.,Capt.
Clifford Paige, manager of the Varsity team,
and is preparing a B. W. Arey, which has been laid up at Brooks- New York house for a coat and suit opening,
Harold W. Kimball
the date to be announced later... James B. John
n able weather there ! ville has been hauled out at the
Findlay, father of Wallace,
mgDuplex Roller
wife and family of Brooks publish
Renworth Rogers
ndance and a good Bushing Co. and will have a new house put McTaggart,
Alec, an old colored attendant, Ralph E. Nash
a card of thanks.... Hallett & Davis piano’s at
on and other improvements made preparatory
Mrs. Almira Dinsmore, mother of Paul,
Lord’s, High street-J. W. Price, 15 Pearl
Harold F. Dow
i to Mrs. Ellen H.
to going on the route between North Penob;jr.
street, Belfast, offers for sale at a bargain for Grace Dinsmore, her daughter,
scot
and
15th..
At
the
annual
lustrated
tv
Bangor April
pamphlet
William B. Carroll
cash his store and cottage at Northport camp- ;
<
r
uiifornia, and points meeting of the constituent companies of the
ground with all the furnishings and fixtures. Toby Sprague, daughter of the watchman,
I Redlands is termed Atlantic, Gulf & West Indies steamship lines,
John P. Dolon
fere:-_See advt. for proposals to furnish fuel,
The Y. M. A. netted about $75 from the evenPacific coast; the which comprise the Ward, Clyde, Mallory,
b:
in
this
etc., for the Federal building
cityu
lai
city in the largest New York & Porto and Eastern Steamship Sam Wah has opened a Chinese laundry at 31 ing’s performance.
State in America.” companies, the following board of directors 1
fir.'!-.
Main street and guarantees to do as good work
!
Car
was elected for the
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
og the winter in Redensuing year: Calvin and at as low prices at it can be done elseWilliam
T.
N.
J.
e former residents
Austin,
Cobb, Eugene
Foss,
where_James H.
Howes, Odd Fellows’
The following transfers in real estate were
W. Hayden, John F. Hill, William H. Hill,
block, is receiving the new spring goods, recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
1
if the S. H. G. will be Charles F. Libby, Henry R. Mallory and Galen especially wash materials, every day.
Call for the week ending March 1, 1909:
Otis Cummings et al., Northport, to Beulah
L. Stone_Perry Coombs is coming over and see them_The
b
>•<
129 Main street,
City Drug Store has a M. Rhodes,
do.; land in Northport.
from Islesboro March 15th to get the steamer
ch 4th. All graduate
fall assortment of fresh herbs, roots and barks
tya;
Lydia J. Coombs, Islesboro, to Charles A.
Castine
for
the
season’s
and
business,
ready
1 to be present. QuoE-V
for sale low to customers who wish to make ! Coombs, Natick, Mass.; land in Islesboro.
Frank L. Cookson, Burnham, to Roscoe D.
from Longfellows’ she will probably go into commission about their own spring medicine.
|
Dunton, do.; land in Burnham.
the
first
'■»
of
April.
land.” Lesson, “Our
American Composers. The Parlor Musical ;
Eugene H. Fletcher, Jackson, to William H.
A Club Supper. The M. S. Club enjoyed its
Amsden et al., Fort Fairfield; land and buildby J. A. Lymonds,
Society members and a large number of friends I
ings in Jackson.
Mountain Passes” annual picnic supper on February 24th at the
j
gathered in the Unitarian parlors on Tuesday
Zenas B. and Elthea S. Grant. Stockton, to
•;«: ine for August ’07,
home of Mrs. A. M. Ferguson on Northport
evening for American Composers’ Night. The | Clinton S. Grant, Brockton, Mass.; land in
!
'Ietc the program.
avenue, and a delightful occasion it was, in
Stockton.
paper of the evening was a very fine one, and
Mary E. Hall, Belfast, to Edgar L. Smith,
spite of the unfavorable weather. The trip was given by Mrs. Adolph Rossbach. Mrs.
ty to be given in
do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
down was made in one of the school teams,
to the repair fund
American
that
the
of
said
Rossbach
beginnings
Willard S. Morse, Belmont, to Albert C.
;■
n
bids fair to be and was without any more serious mishap than music were in the unprofitable field of Puritan Morse, Camden; land in Belmont.
Rose B.
to James L. Cunthe
sudden
of
On
loss
one of the passengers.
tables are filled
psalm singing, and spoke of Wm. Billings as ningham, Page, Burlington,
Searsport; land and buildings in
irt of a captain or arrival at the hospitable home music was in
the father of American music. The work of Searsport.
and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, accompanied by
1
Fred A. Trask, Gardiner, to Thomas M. SimEdward MacDowell and Arthur Foote was menby the party hold- order,
Miss Amy E. Stoddard, sang some patriotic
or of out-of-town
tioned, and Chadwick was especially spoken of, mons, Belfast; land in Belmont.
lieutenants are re- songs that struck the keynote of the evening. as his name had a place on the program, as beas it was a George Washington affair.
When
JACKSON
k and the captains |
ing successful as an organist, a teacher, a conE. H. Fletcher has sold his farm to parties in
was announced and the guests ushered
nd remain there to supper
ductor and a composer. In the operatic fieldt
out a pretty sight met their eyes. The tables
Aroostook _Leslie Wilcox and family are
I be lieutenants will
F. S. Converse was spoken of as particularly
to their new home in Fairfield, Me....
and the captains a were lighted with red-shaded candles, one at successful, and Dudley Buck, R. De Koven, moving
each place, in addition to the candelabra, and whose “Oh Promise
The W. C. T. U. held a very interesting meetb cloth, spoons and
Me,” is so well known*- the
red tulips made a charming centerpiece. The
at Mrs. Frank Dolliff’s last Thursday. The
will be commanderpoetic Ethelbert Nevin, Clayton Johns, and ing
next meeting will be at Mrs. J. H. McKinley’s.
1
cards were small red hatchets, and the
place
on-, it!i.
the
American
Miss
Mason,
pioneer
piano composer, The U and Y are planning for an entertainadjutant;
following menu was enjoyed: grape fruit with were all spoken of most interestingly. A ment in the near future ...Wilbur Boyd and
u tenant commander,
chicken salad, rolls, olives and coffee,
cherries,
wife made a business trip to Waterville last
1 ini
major. The police
quartette composed of Mrs. C. W. Wescott,
ice-cream, cake and salted nuts. After supper Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Mr. Emory White and Mr. week.
as a cloak room and
will be in attend- the remainder of the evening was spent in 'E. S. Pitcher sang Chadwick’s “Prayer” and UNION.
i
sewing, and the trip home was a merry one. were obliged to respond to an encore. Miss A.
The general store of Payson & Robbins at
i
in which the post office is located
Those present were: Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Miss Louise Dennett
played a Valse Caprice by New- East Union,
ne j. ivs. were aeentered sometime during Friday night
was
Lou Mason. Miss Charlotte Tibbetts, Mrs. Lesmost enjoyably, and Mrs. C. W. Wescott’s
land,
1
and postage stamps, a small amount of cash,
Friday evening at lie C. Follett, Mrs. Edmund
Wilson, Miss Mar- two vocal solos by Chadwick were sung charm- checks and general merchandise, all to the
trd L. Whitten, when
were taken,
A. Dunton, Mrs. Frank B. Mayo,>Miss
garet
the
Wescott’s
ended
Mrs.
encore
pro- amount of several hundred dollars,
ingly.
a ged
to meet Mrs.
Grace H. Hall, Mrs. Marion E. Brown, Mrs. gram, after which the “Iolanthe” rehearsal As the safe was not blown, the police believe
1
Post
local
done
nry Martin Perkins
work
was
people.
in charge of Mrs. the
by
Hattie Godfrey, Miss Millicent Pierce, Mrs. was held. The program was
of PoitIVrkins had brought
E. S. Pitcher. There will be a chorus rehearsal officej Inspector William R. Robinson
\jiiuuiu o. x aucc, miss Ainy lu. oiuuuaiu auu
larld was notified.
!'>>m Persia, where the
Monday evening.
the hostess, Mrs. A. M. Ferguson.
life were spent, and
Mrs. Cora Knight Clifford’s Address.
presentative of the
A reception was given at the home of Mrs.
-five years. These
1 il
embroideries, ar- Helen Carter, High street, last Thursday afa seal from a
palace ternoon, by the members of The Women’s
“How are your bowels?” This is
the first quesinlays, etc., anc Christian Temperance Union, in honor of Mrs.
of
Cora
liver
Clifford,
the
asks.
He
a
doctor
knows
what
Knight
purity
in
superintendent
themselves
•'•ting
*'
<
them an addec in the State Woman’s Christian Temperance
comi means.
He knows what a
list of
Union. After a social interval Mrs. Clifford
the club members
result from
He knows that
the manners and
gave a short address and brief history of her
*
bilious
and
I told a little of the I trip to the convention at Denver last fall. The
: ! -hed by his father
reception committee consisted of Mrs. Carter,
liver
are often
a
relieved
Miss Emily Miller and Mrs. Minnie Coombs.
an important adWe
wish
would
talk
with
own
doctor
you
your
-juipment in thai Light refreshments were served. Many of the
Ask him at the same time if he approves
were
asked, anc school teachers were present with other invited guests as well as the members of the order
was a most instrucof
Pols. Do as he says.
c. A tier Co.. Lowell, Mem.
In the evening Mrs. Clifford gave a lecture in
anu-nts were servec
Value
and
late when the good the Baptist church on the “Relation
of the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union

j^Tp^
C<!

are

Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast
i Post Office for the week ending March 1st:
W. Mrs. Alice Perkins, Capt. Charles W. Ames*
|
| Will R. Howard, James Neill, F. L. Scott,
Pickens.
11 J.
Arthur Small, Norman Thomas.
rt and M. J. Dow,
The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
ents to receive subI

office.
post the
At
post office.
the Store of I. H.

I

Bargain No.

pe55«,rt“ement*'

1.

50c.

Bargain No.

yd.

wide—Blues,

8.00

Reds,
White,

Browns,

Greens, Black and

50c.

2.

Bargain

••

9.00

“

10.00

yd.

Blankets, Blue, Pink, Yellow

2.98

and Red border—$4.75 value,

3.98

to close out for

4.50

12.00

j

$3.25 pair

5.50

“

No. 3.

Ten pairs large size white wool

$6.00 Coats, $1.98

New Messaline Silks, 19 inches

«

I

Limited lot of Women’s Coats
to close out at rediculous prices

New Foulard Silks, 25 inches

wide’

ti

-.

Bargain

No. 4.

Bargain

$5.98

50c.

..

I

j

..

•v

■

|

[The Doctor’s first Question
generally

I

tion

sluggish

distressing
long
headaches,
constipation,
attacks, indigestion, impure blood,
general
debility
pill, i
promptly
good
by
|

| plaints
|

about

"this subject.

I

Home.” She also included a Frances
Willard memorial service, giving a sketch of
Miss Willard’s life and paying a glowing trifcI ute to her work in the temperance cause. A
large picture of Miss Willard occupied a conspicuous place, and the Union Signal prize banfall at
’r
; ner which the county of Waldo won last
Mrs.
the State convention was displayed.
‘-rounds of which Mr Clifford referred to the great spirit of temper■■
'Oemher. The letter of the ance sentiment which is spreading“>ver the
country, and illustrated her remarks with a
which is self-explana
large map. She gave great credit to Maine as
a pioneer prohibition State.
Rev. Arthur G.
°f Representa
Roberts of the Baptist church, Rev. David L.
*''1 >"ur
letter of the 12th in
Wilson of the Congregational and Rev. A. E.
n*‘
status of work on the
"
Luce of the Methodist, were in attendance,
(used extension to the
"
building at Bel having seats on the platform and taking part
hu'! \ house
ltnc honor to advise yoi ; in the opening and closing exercises. Miss
A 1 a '^teh will be taken ui 1 Edna
Hopkins sang a solo, her sweet soprano
the officials at Belfas
ri
thrilling all. A song from the temperance
to go over th(
i'^rhinity
f
> ''
,1?e Plans, they will b. hymnal was also rendered by six little girls
,,’Mrt*
for approval, as re
a
under the direction of Mrs. Goldie Curtis. Mrs.
^ possible after
the: 1
irijf.,1 A0M
was much pleased with her Belfast
Clifford
wil
vith »i lfc Working drawings
K*ea of advertising fo:
p.
audience, saying that it was larger than in
summer.
mbst places where she had spoken this winter.
Kespectfully,
J K.
She was the guest while in this city of Miss
TAYLOR,
Ellen Frothingham, High street.
supervising Architect.

According
Congressman Bur
from the Treasury
the $37,000-extensior
!
adding will beadver
aming summer. This
hy the last Congress
1-rge of the Committee oi
1
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CARLE & JONES’
Opening

Announcement,

FRIDAY, MARCH 5th,
We leave for market to buy

our

Spring and Summer line of

|
2

Suits, Skirts, Coats, Shirtwaists,

Z
S
Z

At the same time making arrangements with some New
York houses for a Coat and Suit Opening—date
of which will be given later.

And Novelties in Belts and Neckwear.

{

i

SKIkTS

.50

yd.

39c.

.25

i

19c.

Emma Berry entertained the Ladies'
new home February 25th
and notwithstanding the bad weather and travMrs.

elling

present. Mrs. Berry provMiss Ora Robbins has
gone to Medfield, Mass., for the remainder of
the winter-Miss Alice Svveetland has gone
.Miss Joseto Natick, Mass., to visit friends
phine Knight left Wednesday February 17th to
ed

twelve

...

..

join

her

A FALSE

were

model hostess

a

|

friend, Miss Mary McCorison, at LuThe many friends of Daniel

cerne, Colorado

..

E. Carey are pleased to learn of his prosperity
He has bought a fine ranch in
in the West.
D. L. Craig and W. L.
Greeley, Colorado
Paul were in Boston last week-Mr. and Mrs.
of the McFarland sisI M. O. Wilson were guests
I ters Saturday evening, February 27th.The
Ladies’ Aid will give an entertainment in the
j near future at which Jean Ingelow’s “Songs of
I Seven” and a series of living pictures will be
...

j

presented.

|

TliOY.

[

REPORT?

It has been reported that we were to erect a Bank Building this
spring to cost from
thousand dollars. This report is not true. The only Bank Building in which
we are interested at present is the
Building of a Surplus. The Surplus of a Bank is
indicative of its strength ; we have the Surplus.
20

to 30

Our directors have considered the subject and decided that our Surplus of
$38,241.77 affords better protection to our customers than a small surplus and a
new building, and for the
present, at least, we shall continue to do business at our
present quarters, where we invite all our old friends to call, and to anyone whoj ^[looking for a safe, reliable Bank, we invite you to call and examine our careful, conservative
methods of doing business.

Our capital stock is

$50,000.00

Surplus,..38,241.77
Stockholders additional liability,
50,000.00
Total responsibility,

daughter came to the home of Mr
Mrs. George Bennett February 2bth....
\
Miss Mary Ellen Shaw, only daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wilber Shaw, passed away February
19th, at the age of 21 years, 2 months and 19
days. She had been a great sufferer for years.
Two years ago she received several months
treatment in Portland hospital, but her disease
Beside her parents
was beyond human skill.
she leaves two brothers. The family have the
A little

$138,231.77

and

deep sympathy
:

j

of

all.

Funeral services

Ask about

methods of paying 2 %
Check Accounts.

our

WALDO TRUST

COMPANY,

BELFAST, MAINE.

held at her late home Sunday, February 21st,
I. J. Wright had
Rev. J. C. Lamb, officiating.
charge of the arrangements. The bearers were
Irvin Cook, Ira Fernald, N. Sargent and Leone
Gatchell. The relatives present from out of
town were Frank Palmer and Charles F. Shaw
of Pittsfield_The interment was in Fairview

i

-=

York last week, to be absent two weeks. His
brother Merton takes his place during his abMrs. Clare Whitney of Unity and her
sence
sisters, Angie and Edwina Garcelon, have
bought the Solomon Bennett place. Mr. BenReuben
nett has bought a home in Burnham
...

FOR

I

HATCHING.

We can also supply
newly hatched chicks.

a

I have put in a full
assortment of Fresh
Herbs, Roots and
Barks, which I shall
sell low to customers
who wish to make up
their
own
spring
medicine.

5w9

CITY DRUG STORE

FARM,

^

Northport Avenue, Belfast.

Mrs.

a fine new carriage horse
Reynolds has moved into the house with
her daughter, Mrs. George Bennett-Helen
Weymouth is at home from Dover, where
she has been teaching-Mrs. Sarah Rogers
and daughter Grace of Pittsfield visited at
their old home in Troy last week.Mrs.
Maria Gatchell of Pittsfield is visiting her
aunt, Mrs. S. Tyler-Town meeting March

Ella

8th.

Edison Phonographs

Shore

Farm

WASTED AT ONCE.
Also

Small House for Sale

ALL THE TIME.

Centrally located.

CARLE & JONES.

ASK MR. DICKEY.

FUKMDOM.

Seth Banton was in Waterville on business
I February 22nd... The minstrel entertainment
given by the students of Freedom Academy
Monday evening. February 22nd, was a great
The hall and gallery were
success financially.
.Mrs. Mabel Waning called on
well filled
The Ladies’
Miss Effie Flye February 23rd
Circle met Thursday afternoon, February 25th,
will furnThe
circle
Bellows.
Inez
! with Mrs.
ish a dinner in the town house when the town
holds its annual town meeting-Mrs. Annie
Libby and her cousin, Miss May Murry, visited
their aunt, Mrs. Dolly Bryant, February 25th..
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Spencer of Belfast called on
friends in the village February 27th-Miss
Kittie Sampson from Bath is the guest of her
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sampson
_Miss Winifred Dodge visited her cousin
Mrs. Irene Hatch in Belfast the past week.,
Mrs. Anna Stephenson and daughter Jeanette
are
are calling on friends in the village-We
glad to learn that Mr. E. A. Busher, who has
be
recovered
far
so
to
as
been very sick, has
.Mrs. Susan J. Flye and son
out doors again
Fred were the guests of Dr. and Mrs. M. Small
last week_Mrs. Cora Spinney, now Mrs.
Cora Whittiker, has moved to Troy, her future
home and her rent here in the village in the upper part of Miss Francis Williams house is to let
Minnie Webb and her mother occupy the lower
part...Calvin Bangs has bought a handsome pair
of grey horses of parties in Belfast... Clifton
Sleeper has bought a fine colt of Edwin Vose
of Knox_Mrs. Nelllie Bangs entertained the
Whist Club Thursday evening, February 25th
About twenty were present. Ice cream and
cake were served ...Mrs. Wayland White
from Montville is visiting' her sister, Mrs
Georgie Thompson... .The selectmen of Jthe
town were in session February 20th and 27th in
the affairs of the town-Mr. and Mrs. Frank*
Flye attended Mr. Frank Nutt’s birthday party
February 27th. Mr. Nutt is a veteran of the
We hope he will
civil war and is 70 years old.

»_

Reasonable- Price Paid

ALL THE RECORDS

*

Notice!

limited number of

THE FERGUSON POULTRY

..

Rhoades has

—

f—

I cemetery.. Mr. Nichols, a Sophomore at Bates We shall have for sale during the season
eggs
College, began the term of High school last from selected thoroughbred stock of Barred
week with 30 pupils_Troy friends of Mr. E. Plymouth Rock and Rhode Island Reds.
E. Bagley, who has been receiving medical
PRICE:
treatment in New York, are rejoiced to learn
! that he is improving and hopes to return home
2.00 per setting of 15 Eggs.
in April.Mrs. L. L. Rogers is visiting her $
“
7.00
sister in Brockton, Mass....Fred Bagley, our
hundred.]
“
to
New
genial and obliging mail carrier, went
60.00
thousand.

...

on

were

4%

4%

..

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.
ORGANIZED

live to

enjoy

many

more

birthday parties....

number in the village are sick with
Quite
an epidemic that affects the throat and head
Our physician, Dr. A. M. Small, is kept quite
a

busy.

Card ot

inanks.

l

Chinese Laundry.

I have opened a first-class laundry in the
store 31 Main street, recently occupied by E.
H. Conant, and will guarantee to do as good
work and at as low prices as it can be done elsewhere. Ten years experience in Old Town.
SA(1 W AH.
4w9

Estabrook Shirt Mfg. Co.

WiLMER J. DORMAN, T,easurer

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

$1,527,659.28

Deposits December 1, 1908,
Reserve,

....

100,000.00

Surplus,

....

153,734.18

Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,

$867.75

Dividend No. 81, Dec. 1, 1908, at the rate of
Total Dividends

paid

to

depositors

to

date,

£%.

$28,811.06

$1.324.888.89

its 81st semi-annual dividend on Dec. 1, at the rate
of 4. % per annum, and we confidently expect to maintain this rate in
the future. All dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts
of the depositors, and if uncalled for at the time will draw interest
This Bank

the

same as

paid

the

principal

sum.

The affairs of tms Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the
patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new
accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.

Deposits received and placed

on

interest the first of each

month.

Deposits in this Bank

are

exempt from taxation.

TRUSTEES:
JAMES H. HOWES, FRED G. WHITE,
ARTHUR I. BROWN, BEN D. FIELD.

ROBERT t. DUNTON.

Good Wages
FOR GIRLS AT THE

1868.

ROBERT F. DUNFON, President.

..

^

2

Good assortment Outing Flannel Night Robes and Skirts,
made of best quality outings.
$1 25 Nl'iHT ROhES, 89c.

Church Aid at her

James B. McTaggart, wife and family wish
to thank their friends and neighbors for their
many expressions of kindness and sympathy
ministered during the last illness of their
son and brother, Norman A. McTaggart, and it
will be cherrished in grateful remembrance.
It9p
Brooks, Maine, February 26, 1909.

2

No. 6.

SEA RAMON r.

■

1

Bargain

500 yards new all wool serge,
double width,
Black, Blue,
Brown, Red and Green,

Limited lot of Women’s Raincoats, in dark gray mixture,
worth $10 and $12, to close out
at

No. 5.

14°!o

4%

HJysHai**
Health
Never Fails to Restore
Gray Hair to its Natural
Color and Beauty.
No matter how long it has been gray
Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out,

or faded.

and

positively removes Dandrofi. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2}4 times as much
in $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.
U and 50c. bottles, at dragsists
Send 2c for free book The Care of the Hair.
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.

Hay’s

Harlins Soap cures Pimpv.,
red, rough and chapped hands, and all skin diseases.
Keeps skin fine an-1 soft. 25c. druggists.

Send 2c for free bock “The Care of the Skin.’*

ment at Washington, are “taking pen in
hand” to teli the story of their particular part in the handling of the “Ship of
State” in the fascinating series “Story
of a Great Nation,” now running in the
National Magazine. “Why I went to
the Philippines”by William HowardTaft,
in the March number of the National,
reveals Mr. Taft’s tender respect for
President McKinley. Articles on “The
Navy Department” by Truman H. Newberry, Secretary; “The Bureau of Entomology” by L. 0. Howard, Chief of
the United States Bureau of Entomology;
“The American Consul and His Work”
by Winslow Hall, “The Senate Sergeant-at-arms” by Smith D. Fry, are in
the March issue.
Washington has been
“done” many times over, but never in
this thorough and masterly way of the
National. The articles are surprisingly
interesting and chatty, having back of
them, not the personality of one man,
but of a corps of department experts,
authorities for their respective depart-

Would That Every

ments.
“Let the

FarniTy Knew its Value

The Wish of the Ursuline Sisters of Waterville,
Indorsing Father John’s Medicine for the
"Cure of

MOODY

undersigned, cheerfully her voice, which had been impaired for
“We,
Would that every
recommend and indorse the use of Father nearly two years.
family knew its value.” (Signed) UrsuJohn’s Medicine as a sure and immediate line
Sisters, Ursuline Convent, Waterrelief for all colds, throat and bronchial ville, Me.
trouble, having used it with sucpess for
Remember, Father John’s Medicine is
one of the members of our institution free from
opium, morphine or poisonous
with
was
threatened
of
who
consumption
drugs in any form upon which 99 per
the throat. Hearing of the many cures cent, of the so-called cough cures
depend
bjr Father John’s Medicine, we made a for their temporary effect and which are
trial and are glad to state that after dangerous—we again warn
you against
taking three bottles, a decided change them. Not a patent medicine. Fifty
took place, the patient having recovered years in use.
the

buyer beware!” John Parr

says is the watchword of the Wall street
manipulator. His article in the March

Members of the Cabinet, the chiefs
and directors of every federal depart-

made this season’s theatrical successes.

George F. Parker,

in his second paper

strengthens
the genuine
druggists.

STATE OF
List of Candidates
Penalty for wilfully
dollars fine.
To vote
To vote

in

a

lungs
expels
yellow’ package. Sold by all

a

The depression in the coastwise coal
carrying trade still continues and the
great fleet of big fore-and-afters lying

idle in the harbors of Portland and Boston are waiting for the conditions to imFor the past year vessel owners
prove.
have been facing a period of unprecedented dullness, and while freights have
advanced slightly within the past three
months there are practically no coal orders in the market.
What few orders
there are in the market are taken by the

large number of barges and steamers
operated in connection with the coal shipping companies. Vessel property to the
amountof over$3,500,000is now anchored
in Portland and Boston harbors, which
is,
without doubt, the finest fleet of schoon-

in the world.
These vessels cost
from $50,000 to $175,000 each to build and
are as strong as wood and iron can make
them for the coal carrying trade.
Some
of them have been anchored in the lower
harbor from 4 to 8 weeks, and a few of
them have been there for the last 10
ers

WARD ONE.

REPUBLICAN.
For Mayor,

WAK1*

ONE.

DEMOCRAT.
For

Mayor,

TWO.

WAKI)

REPUBLICAN.
For

Mayor,

For Alderman,

For Alderman,

For Alderman,

ORLANDO E. FROST.

ORRIN J. DICKEY.

RALPH I. MORSE.

For Councilman,

For Councilman,

For Councilman,

ARTHUR W. COOMBS.

PERCY B. REDMAN.

FRED S. JACKSON,

For Councilman,

For

Councilman,

EDWARD H. KNOWLTON.

EDWARD F. LITTLEFIELD.

For School Committee,
CHARLES S. BICKFORD,

For School Committee,

For Constable,

GEORGE W. FRISBEE.
For Warden,

EDWIN L. COLCORD.

Clerk,

CLIFFORD J. PATTEE.
\VAKI> Tint ISK.

THOMAS W. LOTHROP.
For

Constable,

WALTER J. CLIFFORD.
For

Warden,

WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD.
For Ward

Clerk,

ELBRIDGE S. PITCHER.
BARI)

THIIKK.

new name.

TILESTON WADLIN.

For Councilman,
FRANK E.

ELKINS,

For School Committee,
CHARLES H. TWOMBLY.

WARD

TWO.

DEMOCRAT.
For Mayor,
EDGAR F. HANSON.
For Alderman,
HENRY STAPLES.
For Councilman,
EUGENE L. COOK.
For

Councilman,

ADRIAN C. TUTTLE.
For School

Committee,

FRED W. BROWN.

For Constable,

For Constable,

FRED E. ELLIS.

WALTER S. PACKARD.

For

Warden,

GEORGE A. RUSSELL.
For Ward

Clerk,

GEORGE 0. LORD.
WARD

FOUR.

For

Warden,

LORING H. COLCORD.
For Ward

Clerk,

CLARENCE E. HALL.
WA11D

FOUK.

REPUBLICAN.

Mayor,

TILESTON WADLIN.

DEMOCRAT.
For

Mayor,

EDGAR F. HANSON.

For Alderman,

For Alderman,

ORRIS S. VICKERY.

GEORGE B. DYER.

For Councilman,

For

Councilman,

REPUBLICAN.
For Mayor,
TILESTON WADLIN
For Alderman,
CHARLES H. WOODS.
For Councilman,

For

Mayor,

EDGAR F. HANSON.
For

Alderman,

ENOCH C. DOW.
For

Councilman,

ASA SHOLES.

BEVERLY S. STAPLES.

GEORGE S. DAGGETT.

For Councilman,

For Councilman,
WILLIAM F. PATTERSON.

For Councilman,
GARDNER W. LANE.

COLIN E. REDMAN.

ALTON K. BRALEY.
For School Committee,

For School

Committee,

ALLEN B. STANTIAL.

WILLIAM L. HALL.

For Constable,

For Constable,

ALEXANDER D. SMALLEY.

EZEKIEL R. THOMAS.

Warden,

MARSHALL O. KNOWLTON.

Clerk,

PRESCOTT D. H. CARTER.
WAIil>

tv
«
I would advise every
in their home. For sick
all that it claims to be.”

VV^aldo SS.—In
fast,

Rockland.
The sch. Gardiner G. Deering, which
has been anchored in Boston harbor for
more than two months, has been chartered to proceed to Norfolk to load coal fcr
Quincy, Mass., at 75cents per ton, and
the six-master, Edward J. Lawrence,
which has been lying there for more than
a month, has been chartered for a coal
trip to Boston or Portland. The few

tatt*

F1VK.

For Warden,
ALBERT P. COLSON.

For

Councilman,

For School Committee,

For School Committee,

RALPH HAYFORD.

GEORGE W. DAVIS.

For Constable,
FRANK H. ROBERTS.
For Warden,
WILLIS S. HATCH

For Constable,
ALVIN T. KNOWLTON.
For

Warden,

MELVIN CLARK.

For Ward Clerk,

For Ward Clerk,

For Ward Clerk,

WAYLAND KNOWLTON.

ELI C- wERRIAM.

FRANK E. CLARK.
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family to keep the *L f
headache, it is a valuii
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Josephine
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4^H

James

Sprint's

in said
sented her ltr-t and
Uun of said estate :

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday of February, A. D. 1909.

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Jane K. Smalley, late
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons invessels that have been chartered recent- | tcrested by causing a copy ot this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Refrom
80
cents
Baltimore
received
have
ly
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
and 70 cents from Newport News, Nor- may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
folk and Philadelphia for medium sized : Belfast, within and for said County, on the secat ten ot the clock
! olid Tuesday of March
vessels. The ship brokers claim that the before noon, and show next, if
cause,
any they ha\e,
conditions could hardly be worse and why the same should, not be proved, approved
there is no prospect of any improvement ! and allow ed
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
in the situation, as the colliery operators
A true copy, Attest:
have decided to increase the price of coal
lh.vs. P. Hazeltine, Register.
at Chesapeake Bay ports to $2.60 f. o. b.,
which will have a tendancy to prolong Ata Probate Court he'd at Belfast, within and
f*»r the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesthe dull period.—Portland Express.
day of February, A. D. 1909.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
\
Maine Old-Home Week.
will and t*^tament of Maria L. w lllard. late
of Wiiiterport, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
Portland, Me., February 23. Col. F. having been p seuted lor probate.
Ordeied, That notice be given to all persons
E. Boothby intends to make an attempt
to have a celebration of old-home week inteiested by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively in The Re
published
in Maine this year and possibly in Port- publican Journal, published
at Beilast that they
He will bring the matter to the may appear at a Probate Court, t" be held at
land.
attention of Governor Fernald on the Belfast, within and for said < minty, on the
see nd Tuesday of Maid) next, at ten «»f tile
part of the State, and Mayor Leighton, clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they
and will make a great effort to bring have, wt.y the same should not be proved, apback thousands of former residents fcr proved and a Howe I.
GEO. K. JOHNSON. Judge.
that week next summer.
A

a

A true Copy.
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administration o?
Ordered, that

probate.
Ordered, that notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of ibis order to be
published three weeks successively in The Re
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
presented

county, deceased,

weeks

purporting

heen

■

a

to be the last
certain instrument,
will and testament ot Elizabeth * Randall,
late ol Beltast, in said County of Waldo, deceas-

ed, having

I

IITALDO ss.-lt, t,,
V*
last, on the I.

final a< count
allowance.

the County «>t Wald", on the second Tuesday of February, v. I) 1909.
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Ktank I. IVndletw,,
of Janies H. PKiuiieti,

Hazkltine, Register.

omiueio

^B

‘^B

copy.^

A

There is absolutely no w ay of reaching the nerves with medicine except
through the blood. The nerves receive
all of their nourishment and support
from tire blood which, under healthful
conditions, carries the elements needed
to rebuild wasted nerve tissue.
Let the blood become deranged and
deficient in these elements and the
nerves will he badly nourished and
heai laches, neuralgia, sciatica.f unctional
paralysis and a host of other nervous
troubles may result. This is illustrated
by the case of Mrs. Lincoln Overlook, of
Washington, Me., who suys:
“A few years ago I began to suffer
witii nervousness although f had always
been healthy. The trouble came on me
suddenly. It took mo like an attack of
fever and ague. I became short of
breath and it seemed as though everything in the room was shaking. I sent
for the doctor who gave me something
for my heart. X failed rapidly in health.
My eyes were affected. Everything
seemed to be black and I couldn't distinguish a person’s features from across
the room. I could eat but a little food
for when I ate too much I would get so
short of breath that I would have to go
to the door for air.
My feet burned
awfully at night and I would have to
get up and walk the floor. I was up
and down. I should have been in bed
but had to care for my child.
I wasn’t
able to do any other work.
“The doctors said my trouble was nervousness and weakness of the heart and
after a few mouths treatment with them
I began taking Dr. Williams’ Pink l’iils
instead. They helped me in ashort t ime
and X continued until I felt well. For
the last three or four years I haven’t
had a ny return of my trouble and have
done all of my own housework."
Every nervous sufferer should have a
copy of our booklet “Nervous Disorders,
a Method of Home Treatment.”
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by
all druggists, or sent, postpaid, on receipt. of price, POcents per box; sixboxes
for 13 .50, by the Dr. Williams Medicine
Company, Schenectady, N. Y. They are
guaranteed to he free from opiates or
any harmful drug and cannot injure

MB

«

■

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday of February, a. L>. 1909.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Geoige F. Ryan, iate
of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordcreu, That nonce be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this or er to be
published three weens successively m The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday ot -March next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, it any they have,
why the same should not he proved, approved
and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy,
Attest;
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

A FOOD FOR

JsBI

Ordered. That tn,t„
weeks successively
newspaper pubb'.
that alt persons hr ...
hate Court, In he h.
ul March next,
have, why the said
dd
OKliltl.i
A true
ah,
a

i of

tor

weeks successive \
newspaper pul
that all pei-ous ;i;i.
bate Court, to be in ,<
of March next, a,
have, why the said
ed.
(,r,(i :
A true copy, ah-,
Ch.v-. pia

may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Bella-1, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday ot March next, at ten of the clock betoie noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be proved, approved and
allowed.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest;
Chas. P. Hazkltink. Register.

WALDO SS
1
»*
last, on tliSamuel o, Norton,
of ttelfasi, in said
sec* ml and tin a;
lovvance.

At a 1’rob 'te Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of February, A. 1>. 1909.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament ot Aithur J. Trevett,
late of Fiospect, in said County ot \\ aldo, deceased. having been presented tor probate.
Ordered, That n< tice be given t<> all persons in
terested by causing a copy of this oroer to be
published three weeks successively m The Republican Journal, publish'd at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and t<>r said County, on the sec
ond Tuesday ot March next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEORGE K luHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink. Register.
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WALDO SS

In
»T
last, on the *.»•
George C. M ai d
Clarendon H. (M
County. decea.M
final account of adi:
allowance.

Ordered, that in n
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
weeks suecessiv• i
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th day ol
a newspaper pubn-in-.
A.
1> 1909;
February,
that nil persons in’,
hate Court, to hr
B. E i.M Ks. widow of Wales Elines,
of March next, md
laie <>f l.inc*dnville, in said County of walhave, why the
do, deceased, having uresent'-d a petition prayi. |
ing that a. 1. 11. Prcher may he appointed ii- ; ed.
A true copy. A
n inistrator of til*- estate ot said deceased.
Cm vs i
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons in'erested In causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks su- ee.ssively
In
in The Republican Journal, a newsp .per publa-t, on tin
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a ProCharles (
l'ai k
j
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor i
Henry S Park,
said County, on the 9th day of March, A
1).
: County. Utcea-i
1909, at ten of the clock henm- noun, and show
and final aceoni
cause, if any ti e have, why the prayer of said j lor allowance.
petitioner should not be ui anteo.
Ordered, That
GKO. K. JOHNSON. Judge.
weeks Mii'n --in
A true copy. Attest:
a newspaper puh
(.has 1*. Hazkltink, Register.
ty, that a. 1 pel
Probate Court. :
day of .viarch m
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
why the-an
have,
tor the County of Waido, on the 9th day of
eu.
February. A. 1>. 1909
A true copy.
v
li. SPROUL, administrator of
( ii \the estate ol William B. Sproul, late of Winterport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, hav4 DM 1 N I ST HA 1
ing presented a petition praying for a license to
ii
er her**h> givsell at private sale and conv* y certain real estate
anmm,
ol said deceased described in said petition.
appointed
I
HATTIE A. si
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
interested
a
of
all persons
this
by causing
copy
in the Count,
older to be published three weeks successively
bonds as the law
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubmauds against t
lished at Beitast, that they may appear at a Proi.
desired to pi
bate ( ourt. to be held at Belfast, within and for
ail imiehied lIn
said County, on the 9lh day <>f March, A. D.
mem immediate;
1909, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
Montville, Eebi
petitioner should not he granted
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
ttest:
4 DM IN 1ST K A <
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.
1\ scribe! Inn
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THEOPHILUS

DEMOCRAT.

JOHN PARKER.

For Ward

Augusta.

Anchored in the lower harbor at Bos040 are the six-master Addie M. Lawrence, the five-masters, Rebecca Palmer,
Prescott Palmer, Davis
Paul Palmer,
Palmer, Full er Palmer, Baker Palmer,
Harwood Pal mer and James W. Paul,Jr.,
the four-masters, Maude Palmer, Mery
FI Palmer a nd George E. Walcott. The
five-master Dorothy Palmer is tied up at

fl.o

■

reruV'

THOERVES

BALLOT.

EDGAR F. HANSON.

For

The satisfaction of feeling well is doubled bv
true
L. F.
Atwood’s Bitters are the one
always depend on to keep stomach, liver ami
condition that means good health.
r e cents

weeks.

of the ticket.
list under A and fill in the

TILESTON WADLIN.

For

of

HOW WELL YOU

Remarkable Result of the Tonic
nominated, to be voted for in the City of Belfast, Wards 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, March 8, 1909.
Treatment in a Case at
defacing, tearing down or destroying a list of Candidates or Specimen Ballot, five to one hundred
EBEN F. LITTLEFIELD, City Clerk.
Washington, Me.

SPECIMEN

For Ward

A BIG FLEET IDLE

Because of Depression in Coastwise Coal
Carrying Business.

City

MAINE.

straight ticket mark a cross (A) in the square over the party name at the head
split ticket market A in the square over party name. Erase printed name in the

a

in

Consumption.

on Cleveland, in the March McClure’s,
gives the first authentic story of the remarkablelcampaign which elected him to
the presidency a second time.
Prof. M.
Everybody’s is called “The Stock Yards A. Rosanoff describes the experiments
Literary News and Notes.
of New York,” and is the second shot made by scientists, which show, with the
fired against the ruinous practice of mar- exactness of mathematics, the effects of
The Strand Magazine for March proalcohol on all human
A. J.
gambling. It shows by the citing of Conant, the artist, tellsactivities;
of
gin
vides its readers with a budget
good
of his expericases how the big speculators beat
actual
ficin
and
is
particularly strong
things
ences in painting a portrait of Lincoln;
tion. Hall Caine’s latest novel, “The each other out of money that they have T. R. MacMechen describes the country
White Christ,” is continued and increas- wrested from the unsophisticated out- where Roosevelt will hunt in South Afes
in interest as the plot thickens. sider. The air of the jungle, the breath- rica, and James L. Ford contributes a
Short stories by Max Pemberton. Sidney less mystery of the haunt of lion and rhiof “Our National Stage.” Mrs.
Low Pett Ridge and Dorothy Deakin noceros, are in C. Bryson Taylor’s article,
gaper
[umphry Ward’s great novel, “MarWill
See.”
Africa
That
Roosevelt
“The
are all of the best.
Harry Lauder, the
is continued, and the
riage a la Mode,
Scotch comedian, continues his “Remin- It is illustrated by very remarkable following short stories:
“Bibi SteinWashburn
Child
Richard
iscences” and relates some humorous photographs.
feld’s Hunting,” by Eleanor Stuart;“The
of
in
a
sterner
form
describes
sport
A.
F.
incidents of his early struggles.
Reformation of Jack Ketch,” by James
H. Eyles writes on “Crime and the Cry- “Stalking the biggest of Big Game”— Hopper; “Mrs. Sweeney’s Vengeance,”
It is a striking
stal" and prefaces his remarks with the the human animal.
Charles R. Barnes; “The Fountain
Dr. William Hanna Thompson by
question, "Has Crystal Gazing a Scienti- study.
Light, by Fielding Ball; “The Vacant
fic Basis?" The color section consists of writes “As to Ourselves”—what we are Road,” by George Kibbe Turner; “The
and what makes us men and women inportraits of Grand Opera Artistes chosen stead of some other kind of beasts. “The Strength of the Law,” by F. J. Louriet,
by themselves, while the Beautiful Woman’s Invasion” is continued
and “The Reckoning,” by Robert Lounsby Willlomes and Gardens series deals this
Black.
bury
Rheta
and
and
Childe
lian
Hard
Dorr,
month with Powderham Castle, a famous
contains
some specially
“The
Players”
estate.
The
Curiand romantic English
Foley’s Honey and Tar cures coughs quickly,
posed photographs of those who have
osities are unusually interesting.
and
the
colds. Get

R. H.

Me.,

In the fleet at this part are the six
masters, Ruth E. Merrill and Alice M.
Lawrence, the iive masters, Fannie
Palmer, Nathaniel T. Palmer, Martha
P. Small, Governor Ames, Oakley C.Curtis and William C. Carnegie, the three
masters, Daylight, George E. Klinck and

Remedy
Ely's Cream Ba!

is quickly absorbed
Gives Relief at Once
It cleanses, soot In
heals and prof's
tho diseased me;
brane n-suKingfia
Cafa rh and dris
away a Cold in t
Head quickly. I
stores the Senses
Taste and Smell.
^ists or by mail. In liquid form,’75 cents.
v4/ brothers, 5*j Warren Street, New York.
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THE PALATINE INSURANCE CO., Ltd.,
I.ONIMfN, ENGLAND.
"ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1908.
Stocks and bonds. $2,589,755 00
Cash in office and bank.
57,502 85
Agents' balances. 342,254 23
Bills receivable.
1,152 67
Interest and rents.
29,985 37
All other assets.
14,216 38
Gross assets.$3,034,866 50
Deduct items not admitted.
16,311 17

I

rsrooKs,

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively In The Republican .Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and tor said County, on the second Tuesday of March next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
copy.

|

j

bonds as the law
demands again si
desired to pre.-i in
ail indebted t!
ment immediate.

interested

true

|

duly appointed a.
JAMESS. Ill
in the Count;

At a l rebate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of •' aldo. on the second Tuesday of February, A. 1). 1909.
A certain
the
instrument, purporting to be
ix last will and testament of t liza P. Benner
late of Northport in said County of Waldo,
deceased having been presented for probate.

A

i

reoruai

>

DM IN 1ST Ha 1"
A scriber hereby
A

duly appointed

a.,

CAROLINE HI. M
in the County m "
bonds as the law
mauds against tl
desired to preset
all indebted therm.,
ment immediate;
ill'1
■

Attest:
in as. P.

Hazkltink, Register.
Belfast, Kebrmuy
31, 1908.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelNet unpaid losses.. $ 416,374 17 ;
9th
of
fast, on the
day
February, 1909.
Unearned premiums. 1,305,152 98 j John a. Fogg, dniin.^trator on the estate of
hereby gives
it
All other liabilities.
95,503 11 1 Amelia G. Garter, late of Belfast, in said
unty, i pointed ailnunisti
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,201,525 07 ! deceased, having presented the second and final ! the estate of
account of Amelia G.X'artcr. deceased, late guarCOTTON W M.
dian of MiJdied K Randall and Martin F. RanTotal liabilities and surplus.$3,018,555
in the County m "
dall for allowance.
Admitted

FIVE.

assets^

...

.$3,018,555 33

S
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LIABILITIES DECEMBER

WALDO

JAMES H.

3w6

REPUBLICAN.

DEMOCRAT.

For Mayor,
TILESTON WADLIN.

For Mayor,
EDGAR F. HANSON.

For

Alderman,

ALBION K. FLETCHER.

For

Alderman,!

BYRON M. ROGERS.

For Councilman,

For Councilman,

CLARENCE M. KNOWLTON.

H. FAIR HOLMES.

For

Councilman,

A. PETER OLSON.
For School Committee,
EDWIN FROST.
For Constable,

ALBERT T. STEVENS.

For Warden,
WYATT R. CARROW.

For Warden,
THOMAS L. SHUTE.
For Ward Clerk,
GEORGE E. MICHAELS.

969,416 53

36,620,116

826,356 90

$63,862,563 62
45,897 09

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES

YES.

NO.

86
73

1,572,070
38,084 36
7,812 73
723,833 65

premiums,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

For School Committee,

ALFRED E. SHUTE.

GEORGE. L. BEAN.

Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest accrued,
Deferred and outstanding life

WILLIAM P. O’LEARY.

BERT ANNIS.

For Ward Clerk,

YES.
The Travelers Insurance Company,
NO.
Article |1. To see if the city will vote
Hartford, Conn.
“no”
or
the
upon
“yes”
adoption
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1908.
of the provisions of Chapter 112 of the Public Laws of
Maine, for the year Real
estate,
$ 1,366,632 00
1907, relating to the appropriation of money necessary to entitle the city to
Mortgage loans,
15,676,676 03
State aid for highways for the year 1909.
loans,
Policy
6,061,563 83

For Councilman,

For Constable,

KNEELAND, Agent.
Searsport, Maine.

DECEMBER

Article 2. To see if the city will raise, appropriate and set apart for the
permanent improvement of the State road within the town, such sum of money Allployers,
other liabilities,
as is contemplated in Section 5 of
Chapter 112 bf the Public Laws of Maine for Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilties,
the year 1907, being the sum of $364.00.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in
Belfast, in said Conn
ty, that all persons ii terested may attend at a
Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, on the 9th
day of March next, and show cause, it any have,
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. e. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. 1’. Hazkltink, Register.

31, 1908.
$

225,106 82
50,167,122 17

em-

4,090,529 55
956,774 27
2,000,000 00

6,377,133

72

Total liabilities and surplus,
$63,816,666 53
Thomas Atwood, Agent, WInterport, Maine.
3w7

bonus as tile law
demands again* t
desired t»> present
ail indebted tin i«

i

ment

immediately

Belfast, Februai y
ECU TORS’ N"

IjtX by give

notice

pointed executor*.

m

of

EXECUTORS’NOTICE.

The subscriber here-

by give notice that he lias been duly appointed executor of the last will and testament of
LEWIS REYNOLDS, late of Burnham,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
WILBUR E. REYNOLDS.
Burnham. February 9,1909.

$63,816,666 53

Net unpaid losses,
Net value of policies,
Reserve for claims against

1

Adminlsthak

The subNOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that she has
been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
ALBERT C. COLCORD, late of Stockton

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

Springs.
In the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as tint law directs All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto
ment immediately.

are

requested

to make pay-

ELEANOR B. COLCORD.
Stockton Springs, February 9,1909.—8

FKEDATW*'
in the County of "
bonds as the law diimauds against tin
desired to present
all indebted therm.
ment immediately.

p.
i''

•'

Willteiport.Febiuan
4

A

DMINI8TK4TKI \
er hereby gives mn

~

appointed admiuisUan

of the estate of
GEORGE II. < Alin the County of Wa
■

bonds as the law <ln
in demands against n
are desired to present
and all indebted then t-

...A
'...-A
}

payment immediately.
Troy, February 9. 19*
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Cripple

sprained ankle, acliing feet, lame

a

11
chilblains, you can cure yourself
ffl11'1';!short time by a free use of

in

I

jH

I

ImusciesI

liniment I

I

with the liniment— I
wonderful change for I
eontimied use will bring a sure and I
Johnson’* Anodyne Liniment is an I
inflammation of every kind—heals I
wounds and contusions—cures
1!Si

B
B
H
B
H

affected parts freely
will work

icaiaiu

r;'

used for over 97 years with
Sold everywhere.
Food and Drugs

1

t„y,

rf>ree

as

times
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SctialA’o.jij.
steme;
/

■?.
,„f

a

muscular rheumatism, sciatica,
stiff joints, frost bites, etc.
Seen

■

much.I
I

MSM «*SS

I

CHILBLAINS

Interesting Letter From Mrs. Charles

F

Shaw.
[Correspondence of The Journal]
Miami, Fla., February 21st. Last
week we went down over the F. E. C
extension to Knights Key, the
presem
terminal, and it was certainly the mosi
interesting railroad we ever rode over
The Florida East Coast
railway is ownec
and operated by
Henry M. Flagler ol
standard oil fame. It is said that
one
afternoon as he sat smoking under
the
beautiful palms at his palatial home
ir
St. Augustine he dreamed of a railroad
to Cuba, and as he was
always in the
habit of having dreams come true he immediately began plans for the construction of his now world-famed
extension.
The terminal then was at
Miami, and it
is now thought that in less than
three
years from the time of that famous day
dream through trains will be run from
New York to Havana.
I will try to describe to you that most
interesting road. We left Miami at 11.30
a. m.
The very first part of the
trip
was interesting.
Until Homestead was

liTRilTrios
INVITED TODAY
TO TEST

URIC-O FREE.

A 75-Cent Bottle Given Free To All Whc

was

If there are still any sufferers from Rheuma
tism in this county or wherever this papei
reaches, that have not yet tried the wonderfu
Rheumatic Remedy, Uric-O, we want them tc
it now at our expense. We firmly believe
j that there is not a case of Rheumatism in the
world that will not yield to the wonderful effects of Uric-O, and we want to prove it tc
every doubter beyond all possibility. The best
way to do this is to give a large bottle of this
remedy to every sufferer and let him test and
try it to his satisfaction. If you suffer from
Rheumatism, no matter what form, just cut
this notice out of the paper and send it, together with your name and address, also the
name of your Druggist, to the Smith Drug Co.,
! 245 Smith Bldg., Syracuse, N. Y., and they will
I send you by return mail an order on your Drugj gist for a 75c bottle free.
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THE ROCKPORT WATER WAR.

Rockland, Me., Feb. 19. The prop
erty of the Camden & Rockland watei
company, taxable in Rockport, was sole
by tax collector C. Fred Knight today.
There were four parcels of property,
amounting with costs to $2,592, and thej
were bid in by the town.
Mr. Knight’s next step will be to make
a deed of the property to the town,

which deed must lie with the treasurei
year before the period of redemption has expired. In order to redeem,
the company must pay the amount of
taxes and costs, plus 10 percent of the
amount and cost of deed, within one
year.

The property was advertised for sale
Feb. 1, but on the Friday previous to
that date an injunction was served. Tax
collector Knight sold property as advertised and adjourned from day to day
pending the town’s efforts to have the
injunction dissolved.
The water company’s contention is
that it is exempt from taxation, the
town having used the hydrant system
without a contract.
In reply, the town
asserts that it made a tender of payment
fully covering the value of water thus
on
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land which gave birth to Burke, Sheridan, Thomas Moore and the brave and

of that beau-
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that was once
How proud gallant Gen. Richard Montgomery, who
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possible.
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Any skin itching

is
the

a

temper-tester.

The

Doan’s
worse it itches.
you scratch
Ointment cures piles, eczema—any skin itching. At all drug stores.
more

The Fake Solicitor.
He hustles and bustles and talks by the yard
And in what he will do he exults,
He makes you believe that he works very hard
But he never produces results.
—J. J. O’Connell in Newspaperdom.
“I have been somewhat costive, but Doan's
Regulets gave just the results desired. They
act mildly and regulate the bowels perfectly.
—George B. Krause, 306 Walnut Ave., Altoona
Pa.
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the fever was
Laxative and the
and he was entirely well. Foley s Onno
Laxative saved his life.” A Wolkush, Casimer, Wis. Sold by all druggists.
gone

IA
CASTOR
Children.

waste

short while.

who has had hundreds of
druggist
calls for these ingredients since the first announcement in the newspapers last October
stated that the people who once try it “swear
by it,” especially those who have Urinary and
Kidney trouble and suffer with Rheumatism.
All the druggists in this neighborhood say
they can supply the ingredients, which are
easily mixed at home. There is said to be no
better blood-cleansing agent or system tonic
known, and certainly none more harmless or

simple

here

to

use.

This Book Free.

interesting book which gives

brief
sketch of the lives of many prominent Americans. together with an excellent likeness of
each, has just been issued by Booth’s Hyomei
Co.
Any reader of The Journal who desires a
copy of this book can obtain it free by writing
Booth’s Hyomei Co., Buffalo, N. Y. A postal
card will do. Just ask for Booth’s Sketches of
Famous People and mention this paper.
An
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matter, overcoming
Rheumatism, Bladder and Urinary troubles in

other

Bridgton’s Memorial

a

Park.

A noteworthy article in Bridgton’s forthcoming warrant for its annual meeting, March
1st, is, in substance, to see if the voters will
cause to be accepted by the town a deed of the
new Memorial park, now controlled by Farra-

gut post, G. A. R., and the soldiers’ monument
donated and to be erected thereon by Ex-Gov.
Henry B. Cleaves of Portland, a Bridgton officer of the civil war; also to see if it will create
a board of trustees of members of the post to
II see that the provisions of the deed are carried
out.

For Infants and.

The Kind You Hsve Always

Bought

S

serious results need be feared. The genuine
no harmful
Foley’s Honey and Tar contains Refuse
subdrugs and is in a yellow package.
stitutes. Sold by all druggists.

as

has

equal as a remedy
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, or

A. McAllister has bought
Ed. McAllister stand and Ed. McAllister
has bought the home which he formerly owned
but which has recently been owned by Mr.
Flye-The selectmen were in session Monday
to close up the year’s work.

no

for

or

stiffness in the muscles

pain

any

joints.

or

Price 25c., 50c., and $1.00.

Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Boston, Mass., U- S. A.

Dyspepsia is our
Bitters is

*

Sloan’s
Liniment

the

national ailment. Burdock
the national cure for it.
It

Sloan's book on horses, cattle, sheep and poultry sent free.

strengthens stomach membranes, promotes
flow of digestive juices,
purifies the blood,
builds you up.

HUMPHREYS7
Veterinary Specifics cure diseases
Horses, Cuttle, Sheep, Dogs, Ilogs and
Poultry by acting directly on the sick pabts
without loss of time.
^. AFEY ERA,
•UES3J tioas, Luas

Congestions.
Inflamnift*
Fever, Milk Fever.

n.iSPRAIIVg Lameness,
•jitESj KheumatiHiu,
.luces

j

|

m.’res WORMS, Dote, Grubs.

G

<*

Prevents

CTiKS

(

Si'ATKMKNT OF THK

PHCENIX INSURANCE COMPANY
of

Fima

MISCARRIAGE.

KIDNEY & BLADDER DISORDERS

"a,M.

r. M.

P.M.

6 55
Citypoint. t7 00
Waldo .1-7 10
Brooks. 7 22
Knox.. 4.7 34
Thorndike. 7 40
Unity. 7 48
Burnham, arrive. 8 10
Clinton. 8 28
Benton.
8 38
Bangor. 1135

12 15
112 20
ti2 30
12 42
tl2 54
1 00
1 08
1.30

3 20

■PRES

UL } Indication!^Slouiach’Slai* ernf**

35
47
59
05
13
35
07
16
10

22

8 44

2 12

6

A.M.

P,M.
4 50
7 55
905

P.M.

9 30
5 30

A.M.

A.M.

Portland.
11 50
) E. D. 3 30
Boston,
w D.
320

iOc. each

; Stable Case, Ten Specifics, Book, A&,
$.
druggists, or sent prepaid on receipt of |Moe
Humphreys’ Medicine Co., Cor. William &zu|
Streets, New York.

+3
3
3
4
4
4
6
6
6

A.M.

Waterville.

1.1. ISKJN

DISEASES, Mange. Eraptloii
J Ulcers. Grease, Farcy.

.3 20

325

+

TO

S25

Conn.

DECEMBER

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank.

BELFAST.

Belfast, depart.

Hartford,

ASSETS

On and after October 5, 1908, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with through
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows:[

Injuries,

™r®AT. Quinsy, Epizootic
Distemper,

698*243 45

Agents’ balances,
!

31, 1908.
$ 141,013 38
44,983 S3
60,100 00
6 894 g&j 75
699,717 15

Interest and rents,
All other assets,

58,115 82

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$8,664,409 75

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

31, 1908.

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,

Total

over

87
75
00

13,108

Admitted assets,

Surplus

80,459
$8,677,517

$ 450,440 38
3,946,002 42
81,852 78

2,000*000

all liabilities,

00

2,186,114 17

liablities and surplus,
$8,694,409 75
Ames, Agent. Stockton Springs,

Albert M.

Maine.

BELFAST

3\v7

At

UT

BOOK MAILED FREE.

P.M.

'E‘D.
, w D.

Boston
Boston,

900

700

Portland. 10 35

7 00

Waterville.

Bangor.

6 55
6 45

Unity.
Thorndike.

Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo

Citypoint.
Belfast, arrive.
1

Flag

7
7
8
8
8

02
13
25
44
52
t9 00
9 15
l9 25
19 35
9 40

9 50

4 15
12 25

t9 56
10 05
10 20
10 45
11 00
til 10
11 30
11 40
til 50
II 55

4 22
4 33
4 50
5 09
5 17
t5 25
5 40
15 50
16 00
6 05

station.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest, via all routes, for saie by Lewis Sanborn,
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger Agent.

lo

buy

COAL is

because

NOW,

now.

offer you unusually good coal. Coal that
has been carefully selected—
with this point in view—to give
the utmost satisfaction to our
customers and to all other people of discernment. Good clean
coal and honest weight. Yes,
the right time to buy is now and
the right place, here, assuredly.
we can

BANGOR DIVISION.

Coming Millennium

$2.25

Every

One Should Read

Nothing visionary, nothing assumed, every
thought substantiated by scientific and Biblical proofs.
The author explains many of the things in the
Bible by modern science which has always
puzzled you.
Rev. 2i 1, 22:2.— And there shall be no more
death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall
there be any more pain: for the former things
are passed away. Andheshewed me a pure ri v er

Steamer Bay State leaves Belfast about 2.30
m., Mondays and
Thursdays for Camden
Rockland and Boston.
For Searsport, Bucksport and Winterport,
about 7.45 a. m., or on arrival of steamer from
Boston, Wednesdays and Saturdays.

m.

Leave Rockland, via Camden, Wednesdays
and Saturdays at about 5.30 a. m., or on arrival
of steamer from Boston.
Leave Winterport Mondays and Thursdays

at 10.00 a. m., Bucksport at 12.00 noon.
All freight, except live stock, is insured
against 'ire and marine risk.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

DECEMBER

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

31,

1908.

$

692,980 00

6,458,927
106,249
3,000,000

76
21
00
1,748,841 28

Total liabilities and surplus,
$12,006,998 25
Field & Quimby, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
3w9

Firemen’s Insurance Co. of Newark, N. I.
ASSETS DECEMBER

estate,
Mortgage loans,
Stock and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

31, 1908.
$ 108,997 00

'2,367,925 00

2,240,676 00
65,235 25
232,942 39
31,794 50
5,053 89

Gross assets,
LIABILITIES

$5,052,624
DECEMBER

09

31, 1908.

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

$131,478 73

1,663,370

13

20,650 92
1,000.000 00
2,237,124 31

Total liabilities and surplus,

$5,052,624 09

3w7

British America Assurance Company,
Toronto, Dominion of Canada.
ASSETS DECEMBER

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,

31, 1908.
$1,397,100 30
24,990 78
97,497 69
21,926 65

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$1,541,515
$1,473,470

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

31,

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,

Surplus

over

all

42

68,045 34

Admitted assets,

08

1908.

$114,449 33

liabilities,

Total liabilities and surplus,
3w7

245,773 27
404,824 42
40,420 30
38,249 17

Gross assets,
items not admitted,

4,037.930 20
26.485 19

Admitted assets,

$4,011,445

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

31,

Total

$224,195 00
2,462,264 77
63,895 70
1.261,089 54

liabilities and surplus,

James Rat tee & Son.

779,708 91
12,998 44
566,313 40

$1,473,470

08

01

1908.

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Surplus over all liabilities.

X gouts.

$4,011,445
Belfast

3w7

01

Maine.

The Metropolitan Casualty Isnurance Co.
of New York.
ASSETS

DECEMBER

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and

31, 1908.
$568,006 20
71,725 68

bank,

103,573

and rents,

747,584 39
20,510 71

Admitted assets,

727,073 68

LIABILITIES DECEMBER
Net

31, 1908.

unpaid losses,

$ 15,305 42
295,651 79
51,491 59
200,000 00
164,624 88

Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
over

all

38

4,279 13

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

Surplus

RETURNING

Real

290,637 79
25,000 00

2,993*025 25

Deduct

p.

liy Ha Kit v F. Howard

A Book

31, 1908.

Agent’ balances,

First Class Fare Between Belfast and Boston

5.00 p.

DECEMBER

estate,
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

Interest

days at

Swan & Sibley Co.
The

Eastern Steamsiiip Co.

Steamers leave Boston Tuesdays, and Fri-

THE

don, England.
ASSETS

Real

p. M.

Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, depart.

U. S. Branch Sun Insurance Office of Lon-

g 45
P. M.
1 05

A.M.

LIABILITIES

La grippe coughs are dangerous as they freFoley’s
quently develop into pneumonia.
but
Honey and Tar not only stops thesocough
that
no
the
lungs
heals and strengthens

well

quickens
blood,
congestion, and gives permanent as
temporary relief.

*

day morning.F.

...

LA GK1PPJE.

relieves

...

Blood

an

This liniment takes the place of
massage and
is better than sticky plasters. It
penetrates—
without rubbing—through the skin and muscular tissue right to the bone,
the

The death of
Fannie Goodwin, widow of
the late Phineas Goodwin, occurred February
16th. Mrs. Goodwin had been ill a little over a
week, suffering from the grip; and her death is
regretted by her many friends. Six children
survive, all of whom were with her during her
brief illness: Harry Goodwin of Waterville,
Louville Goodwin of Fairfield, Mrs. Millie Miller of New Gloucester, Ralph Goodwin of Bangor, Miss Daisy Goodwin, who has been employed in Fairfield for several years, and Miss
Freda Goodwin, who has been the assistant in
the post office at this place
C. E. Libby has
resigned as postmaster and O. B. McKechnie
has been appointed, and began his duties Mon-

...

FOR

aching back is instantly relieved by
application of Sloan’s Liniment.

BURNHAM.

i MMCOLNVILLE BEACH,
Fred Hardy is sawing wood with his gasoline
I engine. Nearly everyone is having their wood of water of life and on either side of the rivei
was there the tree of life,
and the leaves
Mrs. Della Richards is visiting friends
| saweci
of the tree were for the healing of the nations.”
i and relatives in Belfast.
Mrs. Leonard
Bound in cloth.
400 pages, sent postpaid
for $ 1.00. Order of the Author.
! Coombs and daughter Ruby have gone to New
F. Howard, Rochester, N. K., U. S. A.
York to join Capt. Coombs on his vessel and Harry
take a southern trip.Capt. John Monroe INSURANCE COMPANY
while felling a tree was badly cut above the
OF NORTH AMERICA.
temple and rendered unconscious for some
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1908.
this
at
writing.
time. He is much improved
Real estate,
$ 383,400 00
_A very pleasant party for the young peo418,353 48
Mr.
Allen
R. Mortgage loans,
ple was held at the home of
Stocks and bonds,
8,795,635 00
Fro hock Tuesday evening. Music and whist Cash in office and bank,
917,387 51
and the Agents’ balances,
1,304,673 33
were enjoyed during the evening
Bills
26,052 68
receivable,
refreshguests were served with delightful
Interest and rents,
53,362 56
ments_A number from here attended the All other assets,
115,198 12
the
Tranquility
masquerade ball given by
Gross assets,
$12,014,062 63
Grange last week and a very pleasant evening Deduct items not admitted,
7,064 38
of great
was
passed. The costumes were
Admitted assets,
$12,006,998 25
variety and included both comic and beautiful.
SIMPLE REMEDY

An

used.
The citizens are now agitating a system of their own to consist of five reservoirs located in different parts of the
town, supplemented by a new steam fire
engine. The matter is to be brought up
at the annual town meeting next month
which is expected to be of the livelist for
many years.

e

;

Lame
Back

one

Apply.

reached, some 30 miles distant, we went
We ask a special request, that you purchase
long at through the tall,
stately pines for which a 25c package of Uva-Lax Pills when receiving
Department of all the south is noted.
They do not grow ! the free bottle, as the pills greatly assist Uric-o.
nmi and
Legislation j our world’s order, and a very able lady,
very large, at least in this section, but | Use them together and be convinced of their
she
1016-1909.
these
of
older
and
able
says
very
|
are tall and as straight as an arrow and great merit.
members who have recently passed to not a
We know from experience that personal recbranch until near the top. The
:o\ven.
j life eternal: “It is very sad to have ground is covered with a dense under- ommendation is the most valuable advertising,
these older leaders dropping off one
growth of palms. I do not know the and that is the way we intend to acquaint the
i most effective after another, as they have been doing
;
for Uric-O, no matter
kind, but they seem to be of a small world with Uric-O. Send
where you live. It is sold by Wm. O. Poor &
in recent years the last few years, but ‘the work lives
Soon
after
we
left Homestead
variety.
Son at 75c and S1.00 per bottle, and we want
has been the In- on’ and we must hope for the best and
we were in the
everglades, where the you to have a bottle free.
2w9
i Templars. With- do our best to make our beloved order
road runs more than 12 miles, and after
.chinery for car- again a power in the United States.”
what
we did there it seems to me LIABILITY OF
seeing
CITIES AND TOWNS.
It was at the international supreme
i'y temperance
a greater
proposition to drain the everUnited States I session of our world’s order in Sweden
Two Decisions from the Law Court.
glades than to build this famous railis it originated
| that we made a strong effort to bring road. After leaving the everglades we
WASHINGTON COUNTY.
1851. For the the next world’s session, in 1905, to PortiVtTJ,
IDldllU,
Melvina Huntington vs. City of Calais.
was slow, but land, Maine.
On my arrival in Stockcall them. Here is a long drawbridge
Rescript, Whitehouse,J: The liability
War in 1865 holm I called at the United States Legacalled .Jewfish Creek bridge, and from of cities and towns for damages sustain.■ill parts of tion to secure the assistance of Hon. W.
ed by travelers by reason of defects in
there on to Knights Key, more than 60
ists in all sec- W. Thomas, who was then our
highways is created solely by the legislaforeign miles distant, the work is built from one ture
and all of the conditions and limitavnj'iii. No tem- minister to Sweden, in this
matter, but
Key to another. Some of the way there tions upon which the remedy is granted
inoted a higher his
informed
me
that he had
secretary
is only piling, that will be filled in with must be strictly observed as prescribed
than the Good .just left the
by the statute. The duty imposed upon
city for his summer resi- rocks
later, and in fact that is being the person injured to “notify one of the
vug brief plat- dence. I then wrote him and asked if he
done as fast as possible. The longets municipal officers” within fourteen days
will show:
would be so kind as to write me a letter
viaduct is at Long Key. It is of con- thereafter is absolute and imperative.
license in any that I could use in
The statute is not merely directory; it is
my address when I crete and is 2.6 miles
and the eleclong. It does seem
The notice in question thus
t
enforce the presented Portland. A few days after so strange to be on a train of cars out of mandary.
becomes a condition precedent to the
the opening of the world’s session I resight of land, for whichever way one plaintiff’s right of action.
1 woman upon ceived the following letter:
It must,therefore,affirmatively appear
looks no land can he seen, and for a joke
that the plaintiff or some one in her beand was the
United States Legation,
down here they tell you that the engineers half “notified”
one of the municipal offiStockholm, July 11. 1902.
"/.ation in the
have to run by a compass.
1 know’ the cers” of her injury within fourteen days
Mr. Frank W. Govven,
equal rights
thereafter
in
the
manner specified in the
Dear
Sir: I have received your passengers would feel better if there
My
■I
i.f the order. letter of the 8th inst. and hasten to'
statute. The mayor and aldermen constisay were also life preservers in the car.
tute the “municipal officers”of cities, R.
much to say that I heartily sympathize with you in
Now’ just a word here in regard to the S. Chapter 1. Section
efforts to induce the International
(j, Par. 25,’ and by
■t deserves con- your
Supreme Lodge of Good Templars to beauty of the water. I have many times the charter of the defendant city (Chap.
i
rendered the hold the next world’s session
in
our
heard of the color of the water in the 325, P. & S. Laws 1883, sec. 11,) the city
clerk is ira 'e clerk of the board of mayor
:i )
ranee Union
beautiful city by the sea, dear old Porttropics but 1 could never realize what it
But the city clerk does
ei our country land in Casco bay. What city could be was. As one looks far out across the and aldermen.
not thereby become one of the municipal
more appropriate for such a session than
and and noble
like
a
sea
it
looks
the
soft
and
there
is no evidence in the
officers;
rainbow’,
the birthplace of Neal Dow, the great
just
apostle of temperance? Assuring you of beautiful tints seeming to change even case that any one of the municipal officers was ever notified of the
d literature of my readiness to assist you in any way in
plaintiff’s
as you look.
injury. To notify one of a fact is to
my power and hoping that your endeavors
i!'e now publishat
the
arriving
Knights
Key,
“make
Upon
it
known
to
him”—to
“inform
be
crowned
with
success.
e'erent languages, may I remain
present terminal, we had a chance to see him by notice.” It only appears that
over 600,000.
the work of construction of the long via- such a notice was given to the city
Sincerely yours,
clerk.
It does not appear that it was
a d one password
W. W. Thomas.
duct there, which is going to be of steel
ever in any manner brought to the attenBut our efforts to bring the world’s
superstructure. This was very interest- tion of the municipal officers or any one
is the head of session to Maine were not successful,
ing to us. First the holes are made for of them. It is true that the city clerk is
::
jurisdiction are much to our regret. However, we took the spiles with what is called a steel the proper custodian of all papers requiri-iighout the world, our defeat good naturedly and after the punch. The bottom here, and in fact all ing the consideration of the mayor and
aldermen at their regular meetings, but
.rand Lodge leading close of the day’s session a Hindoo dele- of the lower
part of Florida, is of a coral inasmuch as the notice in question must
a descendant of an ancient race
and
influence,
gate,
i.ip
formation.
After this steel punch is be delivered to one of the municipal offiwithin fourteen days, and that pori.me has a mem- who spoke English, told me he had voted driven down as far as
possible, which cers
tion of the time remaining after the re1"*i) and is favored for Maine, the home of Neal Dow and varies from 3 to 10
as
Mr.
one
Coe,
feet,
ceipt of the notice by the city clerk
Ireams I often the cradle of prohibition. Thus the name of the civil
engineers, told us, then the would probably expire in a majority of
beautiful north- of Neal Dow, who devoted years of toil
spiles, about 30 in number are driven. instances before the next regular meettir-:t trip abroad to a glorious cause, can never die, and the Next a coffer dam is sunk over them ing of the mayor and aldermen, there is
no presumption either of law or fact that
< hi this
trip I State which gave him birth will always and pumped as dry as possible and about such
a notice would be brought to the atate Samuel Os- .be remembered by the people in all lands
3 feet of cement is put in. Then the tention of the municipal officers or any
eith Colby Col- for its undying devotion to the great
one
of
them within the time stated. The
about
3 feet
spiles are sawed off
ei
temperance principles of prohibition which was first above the cement and after the cement i statute requires that the information
therein specified should be actually comlorn that colored adopted on our soil.
is put even with the spiles the pier form ; municated
to one of the municipal officers
rlh. and "Sam”
At the close of the world’s session I is put on and re-inforced with steel within the
period named. Evidence that
people. Dur- took a two days’ rest from attending dowels. After the pier is hardened it is the information was given to the city clerk
short of this requirement.
the beautiful further lodge meetings in the city, or
ready for the steel superstructure. These obviously fallssustained.
Exceptions
tie world’s ses- functions, and devoted much of the time
piers are 80 feet apart. The cost of the
KNOX COUNTY.
to visiting historic places, and on a tram- viaduct at Long Key was $7,000,000
ng held, men,
It
Julia E. Abbott vs. City of Rockland.
to stop in the way ride into the country was accompa- is expected now that the remainder of
Rescript, Cornish, J. In an action
i say, “There nied by several Swedish friends who the extension will be completed in one
It is 111 miles from Miami to against a city to recover damages for inyear.
t!.( whiteman.” were Good Templars.
Late in the afterreceived by reason of a defective
Knights Key and 49 from Knights Key jury
'.'.here regarded noon of the second day we bade our to Key West.
After this wonderful road sidewalk:
Held. 1. That proof of twenty-four
1
Swedish girls friends and Stockholm farewell and took has been completed it is proposed to run hours
actual notice on the part of the
on to ferry boats and run them
the limited express for Gothenburg some the cars
is or bows to
to Havana: and after seeing all that has municipal officers or road commissioner,
of
the
360
the
vhite men.
miles distant, where we arrived
But
precise defect that caused the inbeen done we feel sure this will be acjury, is a condition precedent to recovery
lebration of the next morning, and in the afternoon took complished. Mrs. Charles F. Shaw.
under R. S. Ch. 23, Sec. 76.
through Stock- a steamer for a voyage across the North
2.
That such actual notice may be
WAS MIXED OFTEN.
at his best and Sea.
It was very rough and stormy and
proved by circumstantial as well as dit’ppf
foctirrmmt
onrl
Kq acfaKlicVinH
'•a- demonstration we were all seasick and glad when wre
Druggists Hear Much Praise for a Simple
all grades of competent evidence.
by
a : most
of
shores
arrived
safe
and
sound
on
the
Home-Made Mixture.
magnifi3. That proof of notice of the defect
'■ orld.
There were our motherland, where we could hear
to the police officer, coupled with evithe English language spoken, town and among the country people coming dence that such
ags from different again
complaints were ordia line and members
could read the papers and converse free- in for this simple home-made mixture curing narily made to the police department
and Kidney trouble. Here is the and that the police officers were in the
throughout Seandi- ly with the people of our own race. The Rheumatism
and directions for taking: Mix by shak- habit of reporting them to the street
ibordinate lodges impression left upon my mind by this recipe
ing well in a bottle one-hal f ounce Fluid Ex- commissioner, is not sufficient evidence
ms estimated that
trip to those far northern countries, and tract Dandelion, one ounce Compound Kargon, to meet the statute requirement.
’"h in line.
4.
The legal presumption that officers
We all my attendance at the world’s session of three ounces
Compound Syrup Sarsaparilla.
perform their official duty does not aid
•nlges and regalia our order in Stockhom, will never fade Take as a dose one teaspoonful after meals and the
plaintiff in this case as the receiving
at bedtime.
impression upon from my memory.
and reporting of such notices was no part
In my next article I shall give a hisNo change need be made in your usual diet, of the official
•aged the streets
duty of the police.
member that we tory of the Good Templar order in Maine but drink plenty of good water.
Exceptions overruled.
Nonsuit to stand.
This mixture has a peculiar tonic effect upon
visitors were and tell of my second visit to Europe in
were headed by 1905 in the interest of this order, and also the kidneys; cleansing the clogged-up pores of
eliminative tissues, forcing the kidneys to
the Stars and of my extended trip through Ireland, the the
sift and strain from the blood the uric acid ana
of Boston, who
J Forsyth
the head of the Juvenile

phret Centuries

|Wr"::‘ Maine

An

H

I

UME

Johnson's
Anodyne

THE FLORIDA EAST COAST R. R

liabilities,

Total liabilities and surplus,
$727,073 68
Field & Otiimhy, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
3w7

Association of Philadelphia.

Fire

ASSRTS DECEMBRR

31,

Real estate,

1908.

$ 360,600 00
1,761,529 99
132,750 00
4,646,829 50
489,223 10
632,947 96

Mortgage loans,
Collareral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

75,959 33
1,490 73

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$8,107,330

61

9,920 00

Admitted assets,

$8,097,410 61

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

31, 1908.

Net in pa ill losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities.

$ 320,922 43
4,978,983 70
27,662 00
750,000 00
2,019,842 48

Total liabilities and surplus,
$8,097,110 61
\twoiul, Agent, Waldo County.

Thomas

3w7

Caledonian Insurance Company
of Edinburgh, Scotland.
ASSETS DECEMBER

31, 1908.

Real estate.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

$ 525,000 00
1,143,275 00
161,586 03
143,674 48

Agents’ balances,

Bills receivable
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

94 58

7,795 81
2,805 63

Admitted assets,

$1,984,231 53

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

31, 1908.

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
Ail other liabilities,

Surplus

over

all

liabilities,

Total liabilities and surplus,
3w7

$ 134,349 27
1,236,001 55
36,297 57
577,583 14

$1,984,231

53

F. I. Pendleton; Secretary, H. C. Buzzell, TreasSPRINGS.
0. Sawyer; Board of Managers, B. F. Colcord, F. I. Pendleton, F. A. Nye, H. C. Buzzell,
News from Mr. G. F. Hichborn is continually
Dr. Frederick K. Sawyer was in Bangor last
C. O. Sawyer, J. W. Black, Fred Stinson, F.
encouraging. He hopes to be out the present
week on business.
M. Webber, E. A. Stantial, A. H. Nichols, 0.
week.
Frank I. Gross of Bangor was in town last C. Atwood, E. C. Pike, H. C. Holmes, John
Mr. Herbert L. Hopkins returned last Saturweek calling on relatives and friends.
Blanchard and John Frame. Committees were
from a busines trip to Vinalhaven, having
Senator B. F. Colcord was at home over Sun- appointed, with chairmen as follows: Arbitra- day
been away three days.
Rev.
R.
G.
A.
to
E.
tion,
Harbutt; Transportation,
Augusta Tuesday morning.
day, returning
The Current Events Club was entertained
Penobscot Lodge, K. of P., conferred the Sargent; Trades and Trade Relations, O. C.
Wednesday afternoon, by Mrs. Alvah
rank of Knight on three Esquires Monday Atwood; New Industries, J. W. Black; Adver- socially,
M. A. Cook; Harbor, Jas. Pendleton; C. Treat, Church street.
tising,
evening.
Mrs. James Treat has been confined to the
Finance, F. C. Pattee; Insurance, B. F. ColW. J. Coleman of Boston, of the A. A. C. Co.,
cord; Membership, Rev. E. H. McElhiney; house for a fortnight from a severe cold and
at Mack’s Point, was in town last week on
General Welfare, F. I. Mortland; Entertain- old troubles combined.
business.
ment, W. M. Robertson; On Rooms, N. F. GilMrs. Perry Sprague left Monday to join her
Irving Bailey of Waldoboro was in town last key. The next session will be held at 2 p. m.,
husband in Boston and remain during the stay
week, the guest of his brother, Hiram M. Bai- next Saturday. It is expected that rooms will
of Capt. S.’s vessel in port.
ley, on Water street.
be opened at once, and the place formerly the
Mr. Stuart of Milo Junction has been assignCapt. and Mrs. D. S. Goodell and daughter G. A. R. hallfover Gilkey and Havener’s store ed to Stockton as station
agent and he and his
Danzy returned Friday from a visit with is under consideration as adapted to the pur- wife will soon arrive in town.
friends in Allston, Mass.
pose.
With a long sigh for the loss of President
The Postmasters of West Prospect, now
Capt. John Wallace, who has been visiting
Roosevelt—a wonderful man—we cheer for
The first postmaster of West President
relatives in Montville, returned home Saturday Searsport.
Taft, another of like type.
after a month’s absence.
Prospect, now Searsport, was Andrew Leach
Morse has been confined to the
Capt.
Ralph
who
in
in
was born
1785,
Middleboro, Mass.,
B. A. Rich of Hingham, Mass., was in town Jr.,
We hope
house a week, by an annoying cold.
born in
last week on business connected with the the son of Andrew Leach, who was
to soon see him up on our streets as usual.
who
and
Glencoe,
8,
1753,
Scotland,
February
Sears port Water Co.
Mrs. Ellen (Ellis) Panno has rallied somesettled in Belfast in 1805 and died there May 7,
The warrant is posted for the annual town
what within the past week. She is still with
1820, aged 67 years. Andrew Leach, Jr., marmeeting to be held Monday, March 8th. It ried Sally Black of Prospect in June, 1811, and Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Staples, her sister and
contains fifty-six articles.
husband.
a wooden store on
at that time was

SEARSPORT.

The

give

a

Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. church will
pie supper at the M. E. vestry March

Supper served at 6 p. m.
Cunningham, the real estate broker, has
bought the Wallace house on Sullivan heights
of Mrs. Rosa Page of Burlington.

9th.

J. L.

and Mrs. Freeman Cook of BelRalph
fast were called here Saturday by the serious
illness of their father, John Ames.
Ames

M. A.

Cook is'devoting

a

energy to the
here and is meeting with

time and

greater part of his

new

board of

marked

trade

success.

C. H. Monroe was in Lisbon Falls last week
to attend the funeral of his brother-in-law. Dr.
E. L. Wilson, who died very suddenly of apo-

plexy.
William Hamilton has sold his house, “Opeechee cottage,” on Steamboat avenue to John

Murphy

and

will

move

later to

his job. During Mr. Leach's administration of
the office an important arrest was made in
May, 1830, when J. C. R. Palmer, alias Charles
Grant, Jr., was arrested in the Postoffice by a
decoy letter for being implicated in the murder
of Capt. Joseph White in Salem, Mass., on the
7th of April 1830. Grant was taken to Salem,
where he made a confession, implicating Joseph J. Knapp, Jr., and John Francis Knapp,
who were both executed. The two Knapps
*vere young shipmasters of a respectable family. The present Leach store was built in 1834
InconK

Smurf

i\f Swtmvillt*

and

wne

no<■ 11-

his death in 1871. Mr.
Leach was succeeded in the postoffice by
William P. Burrill, and the office was afterwards held by Amos H. Ellis, Otis Black,
Edward B. Sheldon, Nehemiah Roulstone, J.
W. Black, J. H. Sullivan and J. W. Black, the
present incumbent. Another event which the
people of West Prospect were interested in in
the year 1830 was the execution of Thomas J.

Minneapolis, pied by Mr. Leach until

Minn.
G. C. Kilgore of Belfast were in town Saturday evening to attend
John Ames, who is seriously ill at his home on
Drs. E. A. Wilson and

Elm street.

Bros, have now in their mill yard in
Mechanic’s Hollow’ about 7,000 cords of stove
and spool wrood to be manufactured during the
Pike

coming

occupying

He was
the site of the present brick store.
postmaster for twenty-seven years, with the
exception of two weeks that the office was
held by Kendrick Dickerson, a brother of the
late Hon. J. G. Dickerson, who resigned after
holding the office two weeks; getting tired of

Kir

season.

Charles E. Monroe has been appointed nigh;
watchman at the Searsport National Bank until
Capt. Charles Smart, who broke his leg, is able
to resume his duties.
Sch. Merrill C. Hart, w’hich wac in the harbor last week' during the storm, sailed last
week for Rockland. Sch. C. F. Wilson, Capt.
Snow, sailed Friday for Orland to load brick
for Rockland.

Wansley, aged 22

years, mulatto, for
22nd of April, 1830.

piracy in
Wansley

New York on the
worked for Capt. Jeremiah Sweetser, Sr., in
West Prospect in 1829 and sailed with him as
cook of the brig Arthur Donnell of Belfast for
St. Thomas in June, 1829.
Wansley was an
associate of Charles Gibbs, one of the noted
Dirates of the high seas. The Arthur Donnell
was a

brig

of 146 tons

and built in Belfast in

1828.

O. Gardiner Grange Dramatic Company of
Miss Ethel M. Nichols arrived Monday from
West Winterport gave their produciton of the
Limestone, w’here she is a teacher in the pubmelodrama “Borderland” in Union Hall Searslic schools, for a three weeks’ vacation and is
port last Thursday evening before a large and
with her parents, Capt. and Mrs. C. M. Nichols
appreciative audience. Mrs. Emma B. Dyer as
on Water street.
the leading lady was very successful in her
James F. Spellman, the well known wharf
role, also Miss Freda Patterson, the soubrette,
builder of Bangor, was in town last Saturday
Miss Charlotte Patterson as the Indian Maidon business connected with the Eastern steamden and Miss Elva Clarke as the bachelor
ship wharf here, the extension of which Mr. woman of uncertain age, were alike good in
Spellman will build in the spring.
their respective parts.
George L. Clarke, the
Leonard Keene, who has been living on the leading man, took the part of the cowboy to
Fowler farm on the Belfast road for the past perfection and Harold Webster Clements poryear, has leased the E. W. Robbins farm for a
trayed the villian to life. Walter Sherman
year, the Fowler farm having been bought by Clarke and Daniel Lewis Dyer made a decided
hit in their respective parts as an Irishman and
P>urtun E. Webber.
a negro, and of the remaining parts it can be
The municipal officers held an inquest Febsaid that all were exceptionally good. Mrs.
ruary 24th on the fire in the Sargent block,
L. Clarke
which occurred February 21st. Several wit- Blanche Miller Clarke and George
sang between the acts with much acceptance
nesses were examined under the third degree
and Mr. Raymond W. Clark was the pianist
rule. Decision— cause of fire unknowm.

We

be able to report Mrs. Everett
Staples as now able to sit regularly at her
table, although still weak and far from her
natural health.
are

glad

to

Rev. Harry Enos Rouillard took Monday’s
Boston for a week’s absence from
home. He expects to occupy his pulpit next
Sunday, as usual.
steamer for

Mr. Charles Calkin and daughter Grace drove
Bucksport last Sunday to call on his daughters, Mary and Phoebe, who are students at

to

Bucksport Seminary, returning at night.
Mrs. Lydia Mudgett remains about as last
her liable to pass
away at any time, although he says she may
linger in her present condition for weeks.
week.

The Doctor considers

Society will meet ihursday
afternoon, March 11th, with Mrs. Elmer E.
Thompson, Church street, for sewing. All are
cordially invited to participate in the good
the Ladies Aid

work.^
Mr. Elmer E. Thompson is building a stone
shed for Mr. Frank Jackson, who intends doing
some cemetery work, having the stone brought
over from Belfast.
This is Mr. J.’s former
business.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Lancaster drove to
Bangor last Saturday to spend a few days with
his brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Manley
Lancaster. They will be at home the middle
of this week.
Mrs. Charles C. Park is suffering from an
increased chronic trouble which is keeping her
indoors and causing her a good deal of pain
Her numerous friends hope improvement may
soon be markedly visible.

Harold W. Clements

Elva Clark

are cor-

dially invited.
Dodge's Corner. Friends will rejoice to
hear that Ruth Marden is much more comfortable.Winifred Matthews is in South
Natick, Mass., under the medical treatment of
her brother-in-law, Dr. Charles Hills. Her
father, W. J. Matthews, accompanied her as
far as Portland, w’here she was met by her sister, Mrs.

Hills-Henry Dodge

went to Ban-

gor last Monday_Granite Grange has invited
Comet Grange of Sw’anville to meet with them

Saturday evening.
Nehemiah Roulstone, son of Mrs. Flora Roulstone, saved the family homestead- and, as a
strong gale was blowing, probably part of the
village -early last P'riday afternoon after a
single-handed fight with flames which broke
out in the attic of their house on Reservoir
street. The fire was discovered making head-

Winona,
A

an

Indian maiden,

Charlotte Patterson
dance followed the drama.

Searsport Bank. The following is
copied from an old record:
At a regular meeting of the directors of the
Searsport Bank, held May 6, 1862, in consideration of the demise of Capt. Jeremiah Merrithew who has honorably and satisfactorily performed the duties of president of this bank
The

from its organization, it was moved and seconded that we proceed to fill the vacancy by
S. J. Roberts
electing another president.
being called to the chair, the vote was called
Isaac
for and Capt.
Carver was unanimously
elected to the chair. Signed by Isaac Carver,
N. G. Hichborn, Amos H. Ellis, Benjamiu Colcord, S. J. Roberts. D. S. Goodell, directors of
the Searsport Bank.
SWAN VI LIVE CKNTEli.

Hon. A. E. Nickerson recently shipped a car
of hay to Chelsea, Mass., from Waldo Station.
....Emerson Knowlton had the misfortune to
lose his horse recently... Miss Hattie May
way on the walls around the chimney. Seeing
that the flames would get beyond control be- Nickerson is among the sick ones.... Hattie
fore he could call the firemen, Nehemiah se- j Dolliber is helping Mrs. Lew Murphy.Miss
cured an axe and two pails of water and by j Ruth Marden is very low with tuberculosis.
desperate work got at the fire and saved the Her parents have the deep sympathy of a
large circle of friends.... The friends of Joshua
house. The damage is about $100. Insured.
will be pleased to know that he is
The date of the Minstrel Show has been | Littlefield
Mr. and Mrs. Brasbridge
changed to Tuesday, March 9th, so as not to slowly gaining...
held their wedding reception last Saturday
conflict with other entertainments in both Belat the bride’s former home. Candy,
fast and Stockton that will take place on evening
and pop corn were served. The bride
Should the weather and traveling peanuts
March 4th.
was becomingly attired in a blue skirt and
prove good a large company is expected from
white waist; the groom in black. Following is
both towns. The following program will be
Mrs. Cummins,
a list of part of the presents:
rendered: Opening chorus,“Minstrel’s Delight;”
bureau scarf; Mr. and Mrs. Allen Hustus,
end song, “She is Ma Daisy,” by Mr. Skuse j
towels; Mr. and Mrs. Lew Knowlton, towels
Crabapple; duet, Ho-oo, by the Misses Anodyne
and pickle dish; Mrs. Martin Robertson, pillow
“Roll
and
Caroline
song,
Spavinare;
Kellycure
cases; Miss Nellie Riley, pillow cases; Mr. and
Away,” by Mr. Seltzer Cottenblow; song, I
Mrs. Oscar Dow, platter; Carroll Webb, salad
Miss
Snowball
Water“Girls, Girls, Girls,” by
Chester Dow, fruit dish; Mr. and Mrs.
bowl;
street; duet, “O, Dat Coon,” by Miss Rebecca
Charles Hustus, £ dozen silver teaspoons;
Rabbitfoot and Mr. Beezly Peachblow; song,
Mrs. Larrabee, glass pickle dish; Martha Cur“When the Snowbirds Cross the Valley,” by
tis, tea pot tile; Mrs. Walter Evans, white
Oleander Spivens; song, Tip-I-Addy-I-Ay,” by
china pickle dish; Fred Curtis, china
Mr. Marshmellow Munsey; closing chorus, apron,
pepper and salt shakers; Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot
will
consist
of
The
Olio
a
varTown.”
“Jungle
Robertson, preserve dish and cake plate;
iety of funny things, ending with a laughable
Cunningham, cup, saucer, plate, oatHenry
and
the
Ball.” Secure
farce entitled “The Bat
meal dish; Frank Dickey, cup, saucer, oatmeal
your tickets early, as they are going life hotdish; Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Knowlton, card
cakes.
tray; Charles Riley and sister Cora, glass
Trade.
At
an
enthuSearsport Board of
butter dish; Mrs. Westly Peavey, sugar bowl
siastic meeting held here last Saturday after- and salt shaker; Mr. and Mrs. James Marden,
noon the Searsport Board of Trade was organcheese plate; Miss Edith Irvin, tumbler; Carized with 50 charter members. Judge J. W. Black
roll Knowlton, 25 cents worth of toilet soap;
read
and
and
were
adopted
presided. By-laws
Gussie Knowlton, goblet; Kate Irvin, white
the following officers elected: President, Hon. apron; Ernest Roberts, 25 cents; Maurice
F.
A.
and
Braley, 25 cents; Hiram Hustus, 25 cents.
B. F. Colcord; Vice Presidents,
Nye
Hon. A. E. Nickerson and wife went to Portland Tuesday to attend the meeting of the
1
Loyal Legion....Arthur Dolliber and Miss
A Gladys
Curtis were married last Sunday.
If you are thinkiug of buying an
Their many friends wish them a happy, proslife.
They will reside in the Center.
perous
.Mrs. Angie Savery is boarding at her
aunt’s, Mrs. Charles Marr’s... .Comet Grange
this spring write to
has an invitation to visit Granite Grange next
Saturday evening.Mr. and Mrs. Collins
C. G. CARLEY, West;Newton, Mass.,
Pattee of Jackson called on Martin and Watson
Robertson Sunday.... Mr. and Mrs. Elwyn
for prices on new and 2nd hand cars.
Dickey of Monroe visited Mr. and Mrs. Watson
i.ni—✓ Robertson Sunday.

f

AUTOMOBILE

V.

nore.

official of the Great
Northern Paper Co., arrived here last Thursday, having superintended the placing of
Mr.

A.

heavier

P.

Lane,

machinery

an

in the

auxiliary

schooner

Northland, in w'hich he desired to make the
York to w'atch

passage from Stockton to New
the working of the new outfit.

Thursday evening, March 4th, a card party
under the auspices of the Ladies’ Aid Society
will be held in Hichborn hall, with whist, sixhanded euchre, bean-bags and parlorring-toss
A general happy time is
as the attractions.
expected. Admission only 10 cents, including
light refreshments. Come one and all.

Absolutely

Renders the
food

wholesome and suin lightness and flavor.

more

perior

The only

baking powder

made from

Royal Grape Cream

of Tartar.

sJ
___

was

consisted of E. C. Tasker, Frank Holbrook, H.
M. Brown and Lou May Huxford. After the
installation ceremonies remarks were made by
the installing officers and by C. E. Lane, M. J.
Dow and others of the local lodge. The ladies
of Silver Crown Lodge, Pythian Sisterhood,
and a select number of the personal friends of
the Sir Knights, had been invited and were
present, so the hall was crowded. But a free
lunch consisting of oyster stew, coffee, cake,
etc., was served in the banquet room, followed
by a free dance in Union Hall, and everybody

sorrow.

The News of Brooks.
Miss Hattie Cilley has been dangerously ill

was

again.

attention and the best of

regular

meet-

For the past week the roads were very icy
; ing iast, week on account of rain, so no arrangebut the teams brought in large loads from out- ments were
made... The dinner served on
|
side.
town meeting day by the ladies of the O. E. S.
Cleveland Stimpson, who has a position in ; was a great success in
Miss
every way
Taunton, Mass., has been visiting relatives in Georgia Knowlton is at home from

|

j

town.

Normal school for

Percy

Hasty

Bangor

George Hasty.
Miss Jessie Peabody recently spent a few
weeks in Brooks with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Peabody.
Mrs. Frances Merrill, the milliner, will go to
Boston next week to buy stock and post up on
the latest styles.
Burton Gibbs and wife are to have their reception and dance in the G. A. R. hall this,

Thursday, evening.
Mrs. Millie Bailey of South
Farmington,
Mass., is spending a few weeks here with her
mother, Mrs. Thebe Reynolds.

Last Sunday at the Friends Chapel Arthur
Winslow led the services in the morning and

Barkley

Jones in the

evening.

a

They

both

are

under twenty years of age and come here from
the Oak Grove Institute to do the work. Miss
Hafford will be here next Sunday.
worth your while to look over the new
that T. A. Elliot has built. It is a
model in that line. He now has 500 hens and
is getting a good lot of eggs. He bought the
Roscoe Edward’s place last fall and has spent a
large sum in improvements. The house is now
very nicely fitted and furnished.
It is

hen-house

The annual town meeting passed off very
pleasantly last Monday. The officers were
nearly all unanimously re-elected, and are as
follows: Moderator, Chas. E. Lane; Clerk, Otis
W. Lane; Selectmen, E. C. Holbrook, R. A.
Jones, Riley Prime; school committee, A. E.
Kilgore; T. I. Huxford, F. H. Quimby; treasurer, C. 0. Varney; Collector, Joseph G. Stimpson; Road Commissioners, Stanley G. Roberts,
Alfred Reynolds, E. O. Stantial; trustees of
sinking fund, E. A. Carpenter, E. A. Kilgore,
John H.
were

care.

What evidently is a raw fake appeared in
At least, that
Brooks last Friday afternoon.
is what the Brooks people think it. The outfit
j Griffin, in Mattapoisett, Mass., state that her j consists of a rangy horse of a light-red color
hitched to a decent sleigh and two men clad in
j
health is improved and that she contemplates
fur coats and muffled to the eyes. One is
!
c oming home to open her house as soon as the
and doubtless is. The
j weather permits, having already engaged a claimed to be blind,
other asks charity for him at the houses along
woman to accompany her and remain with her
the road and of people that they meet.
They
for an indefinite time. Old friends will welcome strike a soft
spot with the organization men
her genial presence in town.
when
and work that racket
they can. They
touched some of the easy ones in this village
The Current Events Club will be entertained
Wednesday afternoon, March 10th, by the and said they were heading for Bangor, where
the older one was taking the blind man, as he
Misses Hichborn on ChUrch street. “A Stockclaimed. We learn that some days ago they
ton Day” will be observed. Each member is
requested to bring some fact or old tale re- were working Unity, and up the line. They
garding the earlier inhabitants, conditions and should be rounded up and have the matter
have they to be bumming
sentiments, or some old deed or other paper of settled. What right
interest to the members. The derivation of Waldo county in this way? They claimed here
Maine.
the name of the town, an old Saxon word, will to hail from Sidney,
Golden Crown Lodge, K. of P., had a public
be given, as recently written here by a Mr.
nstallation of their officers Tuesday evening,
Stockton of Philadelphia.
23d. The acting grand lodge officers
February
Capt. Frank Marden was stricken with apo- vere Stillman D. Flood, G. C. C.; W. F. Langill,
from
home
Searswhile
driving
plexy Monday
Jrand Prelate; Sam’l. Hodgkincon, Grand M. at
port, and was in an almost helpless condition on
Marcellus J. Dow, Grand V. C. The lodge
was
assisted
where
into
he
reaching our village,
jfficers were as follows: Wm. C. Austin, C.
M. K. La Furley’s grocery store and Dr. G. A.
\\ Geo. W. Miller, V. C.; C. E. Bowen, M. of
Stevens immediately called. It was necessary
W., James F. Jewell, Prelate; T. I. Huxford,
to take him to his home, two miles above the
A. of F.; A. B. Payson, M. of E.; J. E. Stimptillage, and he was placed on a spring cot-bed
1 >on, K. of R. and G.; C. E. Lane, M. at A.; L.
uid carried in Berry and Doyle’s large covered
V. Cook, Guard; E. C. Holbrook, Sentinel.
vehicle to his house, accompanied by Mr. W.
Masker’s orchestra was in attendance and furMr.
W.
M.
and
A.
Stevens
Dr.
G.
F. Trundy,
The orchestra
1 dshed music for the occasion.
he
house
sank
the
Berry. Before reaching

(

and

friends.

hMKK

are

invited.

MON TVIl.I.i;.

Beef, fore quarters,
Barley, bu,
Cheese,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
Duck,

...

Eggs,
Fowl,
Geese,
retail trice.

...

on

Wednesday.Mrs.

Sarah A. Thompson passed part of last week
here with her children, E. H.
Thompson and
Mrs. W. P. Jones_ Mr. and Mrs. R. r.
Downer were guests of Mr. and Mrs. D. HSanford on Sunday. The Senior class of
Freedom Academy will give a minstrel show

5.'s I Potatoes,
60 Round Hog,
14 Straw.
16
12
18
24
14
18

Turkey,
Tallow,

Veal,

12a 13

7a7A
lOall
75
8
50
60
8
9.00
26a28
3
lOall
20

;

PIANOS

LORDS

A

SHIP NEWS.

V

__

Hallet & Davis Piano lasts

a

lifetime.
--

AMERICAN PORTS.

nah.

Philadelphia, February 28. Ar, sch. Helen
W. Martin, Brunswick; March 2, cld, sch. Geo.
W. Wells, Portland.
Baltimore, February 25. Sld, sch. Governor
Powers, Knight’s Key; 28, ar, sch. Harry T.
Hayward, Bermuda.
Arroyo, P. R., February 8. Ar, sch. Methe-

to

ney

Pills.”

me

who doubts the
,,

For sale by all
dealers. ;
ter Milburn Co.,
Buffalo,
for the United States.
Remember the nam< r,
other.

[

!'’t

:

j

We carry everythin!,
of painter*

m.'ld

supply

FULL

Kitchen

U.MSOF

Furnishings,
Stoves tird

Plumbing

f-,i|

a

retail market.

..

Ar, schs. PendleHenry F. Kreger,
Charleston; John Bossert, Georgetown, S. C.;
Fannie & Fay, Stonington; sld, sch. Mary E.
Morse, Gulfport; 28, ar, sch. Sedgwick, Fernandina; sld, sch. Annie Lord, Norfolk; March
1, ar, sch. Edward Stewart, Wilmington, N. C.
Boston, February 24. Arrived, sch. Henry B.
Fiske, Brunswick; 27, ar below, schs. Mertie B.
Crowley, Baltimore; Gen. E. Greeley, Norfolk;
28, ar, sch. Humarock, Charleston, S. C.; March
1, ar, sch. J. C. Strawbridge, Apalachicola; sld,
bark Freeman, Sierra Leone; 2, ar schs Robert
Grahan Dun, Humacoa, PR, via Bermuda; Metinic, New York; sld James W. Paul, Jr.,Savan-

one

Wool, unwashed,
4.00a4.50
Wood, hard,
3.00
Wood, soft.

Grange hall Monday evening, March 8th
Mrs. Tarkhurst of Unity visited Mrs. Clara
Palmer and daughters last Monday.Last
ROUS
j
week Thomas Erskine and George Boulter
Benne tt. In Trey, Febiuary 26, to Mr. and
bought in W aldo two horses and three cows. Mrs. George Bennett, a daughter.
Elwell. In Rockland, February 21, to Mr.
-George Frye and daughter spent Sunday
a
with Mrs. McCorrison in Halldale..
Mr. and I and Mrs. Milton Elwell, daughter.
Gray. In Sedgwick, February 12, to Mr. arid
Mrs. William Nash and Mr. and Mrs. G L.
a
Mrs. Fred Gray,
daughter.
Berry attended a whist party in Freedom
Harford. In Belfast, February 24, to Mr.
February 25th, given by Mr. and Mrs. Harry and Mrs. Fred W. Harford, a son.
Hitchins. In Penobscot, February 20, to
Bangs. Twenty guests were present.: Mr.
and Mrs. Pearl S. Hutchins, a daughter.
Oramandel Morse spent Saturday and Sunday
Lord. In Surry, February 24, to Mr. and
at his aunt’s, Mrs. Wilbur Penneys_Mrs.
Mrs. Edwin C. Lord, a son.
In Ellsworth, February 23, to
Mahoney.
Eliza Bear, slipped on the ice and fell,
bruising Mr. and Mrs. T. F.
Mahoney, a son.
her face and cutting a gash across the eyeMorrison. In Ellsworth, February 21, to
brow... Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bangs of Free- Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Morrison, a daughter.
Parsons. In Belfast, February 24, to Mr.
dom have been visiting at Mr. Nash’s this
and Mrs. Albert M. Parsons, a daughter.
week.
Smith. In Ellsworth (Bayside), February 17,
S\V AN V 1.1.K
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Smith, a son.
W. E. Damm is able to be in the store a part
of the time after three weeks’ sickness.
MARK1EI>
Albert II. Cunningham of Swanville and Miss
In Tenants Harbor,
Bickmore-Sweetland.
Lena Emery Marden of Prospect were united
February 20, Frank L. Bickmoreof Lynn. Mass.,
in marriage February 27th at the home of the and Miss Eliza M. Sweetland of Tenants Harbride’s mother. After a short wedding trip bor.
In Prospect, FebCunningham Warden.
they will reside in Swanville. Their many
ruary 27, Albert L. Cunningham of Sawnville
friends extend
Mr. and and Miss Lena Emery Warden of Prospect.
congratulations.
Mrs. Errery Cunningham and Mr. and Mrs. E. j
Dolliber Curtis. In Swanville, February
L. Cunningham and daughter Edna attended 28, by Rev. A. A. Smith, Arthur Dolliber and
Miss Gladys Curtis of Swanville.
the wedding... Mr. J. W. Nickerson returned
Simaions-Turner. In Rockport, February 17,
Saturday from Somerville, Mass
Mrs. A. W. Lewis Simmons and Miss Jennie Turner, both
Damm went to Enfield last Wednesday and re- of Rockport.
turned Saturday. Her mother, Mrs. Preble, is
died
very ill at her home in Enfield_E. H. Nickerson and son Clinton returned to Portland
Barker. In Hamilton, Ohio, March 1, Charles
Frank E.
Wednesday after a few days' stay at Maple Ward, only child of Mr. and Mrs.
Barker, aged 1 year, 9 months and 14 days.
Terrace harm... Mrs. H. O. Cunningham is on
Black.
In Elgin, 111., February IS, William
the sick list... Mrs. W. J. Nickerson is im- H Black, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 64 years,
and 17 days.
1
month
in
health.
Miss
Sadie
Maddocks of
proving
Bunker. In Northeast Harbor, February 18,
North Scarsport is at work for her_Master
Daniel S. Bunker of Sullivan, aged 79 years.
Henry Small is sick with a cankered sore
Choate. In Brooklin, February 19, John Wilmouth... Master McKinley Damm will spend bur Choate, aged 19 years, 7 months and 8 days.
Condon. In Belfast, February 28, Eliza M.,
the week in Augusta with his uncle, Albert T.
wife of Capt. Thomas Condon, aged 82 years, 11
rsicKerson-L-naries L,ibby and lamily were
in town Sunday-Mr. and Mrs. E. L. CunDyer. In Franklin, February 13, Mrs. Franningham went to Brooks last Wednesday to at- cena E. Dyer, aged 50 years.
Dyer.
In Rockland, February 20, Annie,
tend the funeral of Mrs. Cunningham’s uncle,
wife of Frank Dyer, aged 30 years.
Norman McTaggart.
Miss Agnes McTaggart
Eaton. In Brooklin, February 19, Captain
returned home with them_Miss Ruth Mar- John Eaton, aged 80 years, 9 months, 22 days.
Hughes. In Frankfort, February 26, George
den is reported a little more comfortable the
B. Hughes, aged 27 years and 11 months.
past few days....Mrs. Angie Savery returned
Jones. In Rockland, February 21, George
to Searsport Monday after a visit with her W. Jones, a native of Washington, Me., aged
67 years.
aunt, Mrs. Charles Marr... Mrs. W. S. NickOrcutt. In Brookline, Mass., February 20,
erson returned frcm Unity last week.
Mary A., wife of Mears Orcutt, formerly of
Rockland, aged 81 years.
HOW’S THIS?
Piper. In Belfast, February 28, Nahum SPiper, aged 76 years, 8 months and 13 days.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
Shaw.
In Troy, February 17, Mary Ellen
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Shaw, only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
Catarrh
Cure.
Hall’s
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Shaw, aged 21 years, 2 months and 19 days.
Toledo, O.
Sanborn. In Belfast, March 2, Sarah A.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Sanborn of East Knox, aged 73 years, 13 days.
the
for
last
15
Cheney
years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions
and financially able to carry out any obliga- 1
tions made by his firm.
Warding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O. |
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
at

New York, February 25.
ton Brothers, Savannah;

Pbiw

appealed^

PAID PRODUCER.

10 Lime,
1.10
Beef, Corned,
4
Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a20 Oat Meal,
4
80
Corn,
Onions,
13al4
75 Oil, kerosene,
Cracked Corn,
6
Corn Meal,
75,Pollock,
13
18 Pork,
Cheese,
1.13
Cotton Seed,
1.70, Plaster.
8a9 Rye Meal,
3A
Codfish, dry,
18 Shorts,
1.55
Cranberries,
00 Sugar,
5.1,
Clover Seed,
3
6.50a7.50 Salt, T. L,
Flour,
0.00 Sweet Potatoes,
H, G. Seed,
13 Wheat Meal,
Lard,

..

Club

*

Kidr,".'

pecially adapted to my
ed me when I
liberty to publish this „tai,,

CURRENT.

Apples, per bu, 50a75iHay,
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
2.75a3.00j I-amb,
Beans, pea,
Beans, Y. E., 350.a3.75j Lamb Skins,
25a28 Mutton,
Butter,
5a7MOats, 32 lb.,
Beef, sides,

Mrs. C. W. Talbot were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Howard one
day last week.
Mrs. Kitty F. Hannum visited friends in
Unity a part of last week.... H. A. Edmonds
of Winterport was at D. C. Cain’s
Thursday
night- C. E. Howard was in Belfast last
Friday.T. W. Poland of New Harbor, Bristol, was at W. M. Vose’s a part of last wees..
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Downer of
Unity were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Downer last
Mrs. J. W. Wentworth entertained
Tuesday.

Soap

fartWy2

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

Mr. and

the Larkin

PRICE

PRODUCE MARKET.

by

All

;-

then,„Bt

not

only suffered fr,r
trouble with the
irregula
secretions. Doan s

Her-

iamaged.
Pert Tampa, February 25. Sch. Malcolm B.
Seavey, Dodge, for Baltimore, with a cargo of
phosphate, grounded on bar at Egmont Key at
3 p. m. yesterday. She pounded considerable
before getting off, began to leak badly and was
brought back to Tampa Bay. She will be towed
here, unloaded and put on dry dock for repairs.
Newport, R. 1., February 26. Schooner John
Twohy, 18 days out from Rockport, Mass., when
putting into this port for repairs today ran
aground off Goat Island. The vessel, which is
bound for Key West, Fla., with granite, had
been driven off her course by repeated gales
and having lost her fore rigging, had mainboom broken, sprung aleak and sustained other
damage, headed for this port to make temporIt is thought that she will float at
ary repairs.
high tide.

BELFAST

March 9th with music by Brown’s orchestra of
four pieces. A great time is anticipated
the

pupils

1

3

Colds: Prevents

spending

weeks here with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.

Pills for many
,,,..
off and on with
ney

FQLEYSirom^TAR
Cures
Pneumonia

Farmington

short visit with her parRev. Mr. Wilson closed his course of illus- | ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Knowlton_M. M.
trated Pilgrim Progress lectures last Sunday Brown closed his dancing class w’ith the lesson
|
on last
evening.
night. The grand reception
| ball willFriday’
take place on next
is
a
of
A.
Tuesday night.
few

C1,„

retired l?"
fast, Me., says: "I have
kr''

mainsail torn and the Kaminski had port side

ceived the commission to be mail carrier on
the R. F. D. route 1 from this office..
Georges
River Gr ngers did not pay the proposed visit
Mrs. Mary Collier is with Mrs. I. G. Reynolds
to Burketville Grange last
Saturday night as
since Mrs. Winslow went to Massachusetts.
a

Read what a
grateful
S. A. Littlefield,

Quarantine, February 27. Sch. Pendleton
Bros., Savannah, was afoul of sch. Linah C.
Kaminski last night. The Pendleton Bros, had

J. L. Knowlton is about town again after!
being confined to the house six weeks with a
sprained ankle... Marl ton L. Knowlton has re-

having

Sld,

sch.

"

„f' k».
“7
“S.

MARINE MISCELLANY.

happy’.

to not

Jr""1!

Ar, bark John S.

Baltimore.
Monte Christi, February 25.
ild, Chester, Pa.

Gloomy

a

Now LightensCou„ter

A bad back makes
you
Can’t be happy
with
The aches and
pai,„
Are mostly due to
sick
Doan’s Kidney Pn|s
They have made ma,,
fast.

Bermuda, February 16. Sld, schs. Harry T.
Hayward, Boston; 17, Robert Graham Dun,

Norman, son of Roscoe E. Webber, who has
been ill with pneumonia, is convalescent.

Randell sat up for

Letters recently received from Mrs. Avalina
Griffin, who is spending the cold weather with
|
her son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Harry W.

Turks Island, February 20.
Emery, Fort de France.

LI IIKin V.

! expected, owing

Many

PORTS.

FOREIGN

unconscious at the end of the
ride. Great uncertainly is felt regarding the
outcome of this attack, particularly as he had
a similar shock two years ago.
Deep sympathy is felt for his anxious wife and daughter
(the latter, Mrs. Jessie M. Berry, being an invalid herself) in this hour of their pressing

rapidly and

girls,
by
sing! ing; cornet solo, Ned Edwards; farce, “What
the first time since her serious accident—a fall Humphrey Did,” with the following cast:
Belle Boody
which injured the hip joint and limb. Dr. Mrs. Humphrey,
Inez Johnson
Stevens is attending her, and now that she is Miss Mason,
Arline Estes
Miss Merrill,
suffering less it is confidently hoped her im- Mr. Humphrey,
M. J. Dow
Frank Holbrook
j provement may be more rapid. Her two Mr. Williamson,
Bert
Lane
Rendell
and
Miss
Mrs.
Susie
Elva
Sam,
daughters,
Nelson Reynolds
John Williamson,
M. Randell, are giving her every thoughtful
Carle Jenkins
Caleb Williamson,
Sunday Mrs. John

Ar, sch. Thelma,
York.
San Francisco, February 22. Ar, bark Good
Hews, Seattle; 24, ar, steamer Texan, Nichols,
folina Cruz.
Carteret, N. J., February 24. Sld, barge R.
Sc R. No. 2, Searsport.
Port Tampa, February 23. Ar, sch. Stanley
3. Miner, Key West for Baltimore.
Brunswick, Ga., February 25. Ar, sch. Josephine, Charleston; 27, sld, sch. Arlington, Sa:illa for Portland; 28, sailed, sch. S. G. Haskell,
Hew York.
Morgan City, La., March 1. Ar, sch. Jessie
Lena, Havana.
Mobile, February 27. Ar, sch. Augustus H.
Babcock, Galveston.
Port Tampa, Fla., February 25. Ar, schooner
loseph G. Ray, Baltimore.
Key West, February 26. Sld, sch. Maggie S.
Hart, Mobile.
Stockton, February 24. Ar, sch. Northland,
New York, with general cargo.
Castine, February 27. Ar, sch. Nelson Y.
McFarland, Portland.
Islesboro, March 1. Sailed, sch. Charlotte T.
Sibley, Stonington, to load for Providence;
ready, sch. Gen. Adelbert Ames, for Rockport,
I to load for Wilmington, Del.
Hew

Baking Powder
Pure

Gordon. The usual amounts of money
raised. While there was discussion on
The numerous friends of Mr. and Mrs. j some questions everything was carried out in
George W. Libbey, former citizens of our harmony and with the best of feeling.
town, will be surprised to hear that they have
The Good Templars Lodge had a very pleasdecided to leave Minneapolis, Minn., and make ant
meeting last Saturday evening. They had
a
permanent home in San Diego, California. an initiation and after the recess the following
intend
the
soon,
making
change very
They
program was presented: music by orchestra,
Mr. L. has had this in mind for several years, Bert
Lane, Frank Holbrook, Ned Edwards,
desiring to get away from the cold winters, we Will Lane, May Huxford; flute solo, Frank
understand. We could wish these worthy
Holbrook; music by orchestra; exercises by four
people were coming nearer Maine.
music and
recitations, marching
Last

Savannah, February 23.

Royal

The Young Peoples’ Guild will meet next
Rev. David Brackett has recovered from his
Friday afternoon with Mrs. J. L. Lancaster,
illness of the early winter and is able to atMiddle street. It is especially requested that
tend to his usual appointments.
all lady members be present, as important
Miss Lila Estes and Miss Georgia Works
will
come
for
decision
questions
up
Waterville last Friday to
came home from
The days still bring sudden changes. Rain
with their friends.
Wednesday, snow Thursday, and sunshine with spend Sunday
Mrs. Kate Decrow has been in Pittsfield sevhigh wind Friday, followed by a beautiful Saturday, overcast Sunday and a charming Mon- eral weeks caring for her foster mother, Mrs.
Ansel Brackett, who is dangerously ill.
day is the record of the past six days.
T. I. Huxford has been sick in bed for the
Mrs. Charles P. Staples left Monday by early
train for her borne in New York city to join past week with an acute attack of lumbago.
Capt. S. on the arrival of his steamer. She had Mrs.® Eliza Campbell is also confined to her
spent a fortnight with her mother and sister room by what threatened to be pneumonia.
and her husband’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. AlexBrooks Good Templar lodge has over one
ander Staples, Church street.
hundred members and is now the second largDr. C. E. Britto was called to Boston Monday est in the State. It was for five or six conby a telegram from Mr. F. L. Marston,who had sective years the largest lodge in the State.

took the afternoon steamer and will be absent
right ankle. He was attended by Dr. Hines Hon. Patrick McFaddle, a New
Walter S. Clarke several days.
York politician
and Sunday was taken to Belfast to the Waldo
Leonard Clarke
Mr. Lester, a banker,
The schooner Northland arrived last ThursCounty Hospital.
Daniel L. Dyer
Cyrus, his colored servant,
at Cape Jellison pier and pulled out into
Grand ball in Union Hal!, Thursday evening, Kidder, Dempsey’s pal,
Howard Clements day
Harry Nelson the harbor Monday afternoon, having a full
March 11th, under the auspices of Penobscot Charley, a young terror,
Lester, a New York Belle,
cargo of paper for New' York. She sailed
Company No. 40, U. R. K. of P. Floor man- Mary
Emmie Beatrice Dyer
morning. Lumber is daily arriving
Tuesday
E.
E.
L.
E.
W.
Keene,
Monroe; aids,
ager, C.
Polly, her little sister,
Freda Maude Patterson at these piers, which will soon be shipped to
Fletcher, L. H. Colcord. Good music will be
various points.
a bachelor woman,
furnished. Gentlemen’s admission to ball 50 Miss Spriggins,

couple. All

ieaec,

E. A. Carpenter stopped over Monday to
Mrs. Frank Jackson is out again after her !
take in the town meeting.
recent severe ill turn. May she find perma- |
The masquerade ball February 26th was a
nent relief from such suffering is the sincere
success in numbers and costumes.
wish of her many friends.

and accompaniest. The cast was as follows:
Capt. Charles Smart, night watchman at the Jack
Ralston, a guide and scout,
been under his treatment for an ear trouble
Saturfell
on
the
ice
Searsport National Bank,
George L. Clarke
and wished him to be present during an operaday morning near the residence of Capt. James Joe Dempsey, alias Baron Hereford,
alias “Old Ben”
tion the specialist desired to undertake. He
P. Butman on the Belfast road and broke his

cents; supper 50 cents per

Outhouse, New York; 20, ar, sch. Star
>f the Sea, New York.
San Juan, P. R., February 15. Ar, sch. Henry
>osby, Mobile; 25, ar, sch. Wellfleet, Balti-
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mortgage

a

February, A. '?
County Kcl

do

170, conveyed

parcel of re;>'
County of \\ a I
and
or

described

parcel

of i.

situatetl in the
roe, beginning
ing from Mo;
Thompson brie
road leading t

by said road
to

the

wes;

southerly by
139 to the

Kane,

t

s-

part

a

lot No. 139; tli
line of said lot
towns of Moi

erly by said

said lot No. 13
erly line of sa>
farm occupied i
ly by said Love
thence souther i;
occupied by \\
by said Dickey

-j

Belfast; then*
to land

i

occupnt'o
said

westerly by

thence down

am

Stream in a m>rt»
the place of in

dred acres,

premises

mon

con\e

and Willis W. Id.
his warranty
recorded in Wa
19(5, Page 48S.
said mortgage

fore, by

reason

thereof 1 claim.
Dated this
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LEGISLAT
The Committ
lie hearing in im
Augusta, Thurso.
No.

172.

struction of

On
wh

a

point, in the t« a
County.
By order of tin
3w7

J. H

The Commit!

1

Belfast, Maine,
public hearing m
March 1, 1909.
in Augusta, Tut
SEALED PROPOSALS will be received at i
An A
No. 143.
his building until 2 o’clock p. m., March 12,
the City of Belfast
909, for furnishing fuel, lights, water, ice, j
By order of th«
niscellaneous supplies, washing towels, haulK. I .18H ''
2w8
ng ashes, and sprinkling streets for thisbuildng during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1910,
Notice of
r such portion of the year as may be deemed
dvisable. The right to reject any and all bids
3 reserved by the Treasury Department.
The copartnership
S. W. JOHNSON, Custodian.
tween the undersign
J. & F. P. Webb, at
iay dissolved by nm
indebted to the tim
<
payment to F. .1 VS
claims against the f
Inn
to
sent
the
same
My store and cottage at Northport Camp
( [round, with all of the furnishings and fix- less will hereafter 1
n his own name.
t nres. Will be sold at a bargain for cash. For
Swanville. Maine. I
articulars call on or address
J. W. PRICE,
|
2m9
15 Pearl Street, Belfast, Maine.
3w8p
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